The 7th Hutssars, on their last return from
India, brought with them a line antelope,
which, though faithfully attached to military
life, I am sorry to say did not manifest a \er\
amiable disposition towards society in general.
Whilst lie never molested a soldier in uniform,

farm, Garden and Household,
Mulching.
l iie iiglit and sandy character oi many
sells, and tin? dryness of the atmosphere,
explain th, importance of mulching in

Downing

sunmie

sav<

mulching

is

than simply covering the
•prom, about the stems with course straw
r ’.i’.tei
trum the barnyard, which, by
the soil
prevent i np e aporation. keeps
and maintain^ it in
,,i |.’I, ;,e dn
ilia* in. -i and equable condition of temNot Lost.
to the growth ot must be remembered when dealing with
perature most favorable
This shows the benefit of tacts discords are of no account. But the
rco-s
l'lic look of sympathy, the gentle word
mulching; but many claim to do- whole story is not told Some chickens Spoken so low that only angel heard;
at -• icti'. from mulching in winter
were raised,'so that, after eating
lowls, The secret art of pure selt-sacritiee,
ITiseen bv men. but marked bv angels’ eyes:
ng the limleli even after the _’7 remain to garnish the present year and
app
These are not lost.
a*
frozen.
What purpose can add their lay to that id the last. Our
ml
i:.- a
ve, but to protec t the roots? friend further says "that a warm sunny 'I'he sacred music of a tender strain.
Wrung from a poet's heart by grief and pant,
\
l a
perceive, brings up the question coop and plenty of food and tresh water And
chanted timidly, with doubt and fear,
!•
wh. iii- killed by our winters, top i are all the conditions of such success.” To
busy crowds, who scarcely pause to hear:
winter
fowls
be; roots.
Brahmas are excellent
These are not lost.
(
Wine u g lug into the mer.ts of this cause of their leathers, and consequent
The silent tears that fall at dead of night
1 will sin
ivi w the belief protection trom cold. Leghorns and SpanOver soiled robes, that once were pure and
All liens
mt winter mulching often saves the life ish do best in milder weather.
white;
as well as they can in the spring time.
do
The prayers that rise, like incense from the
tm
ot the roots may
F.ei/ing
soul.
* oit sudden
A
Hock-of
fowls
is
a
credit
to
i.i ,tei id
well-kept
icy,
Longing for t luist to make it clean and whole :
any family, and, irrespective of their
.tme. .-specially sudden
These are not lost.
the
do
,,.■-1. maldy
protit, their society and conversation are
injure
The
happy dreams that gladdened ail our youth.
i;
after the tree has oftentimes more enjoyable than some of
a
.,|
When dreams had less of self and more of truth :
the utifeathered creatures on "change
; :
l.,
pi vvtli are -till more disasThe childhood's faith, so trampiil and so sweet,
m has been
m
nm
recently stated
Which sat like Mary at the Master’s feet :
Prune, but do it Judiciously.
-i the
a i,n
’I'ielv, the tree keeps
These are not lost.
to
which
activity
A correspondent of ( olman's liural The kindly plans devised for others’ good,
tir.' i~ an essential condition,
through* World gives the lollowing correct princi- So seldom guessed, so little understood;
i',u;nt'T
1 *r\ winds evaporate this
The ipiict. steadfast love that strove to win
ot pruning:
of sin:
an l
*t u.
the tree yuist have some ple*
There is a medium in all things, and Some wanderer from the ways
These are not lost.
a;.pi. 11 -11 i n g the supply, these practical experience has taught me that it
in
taken away when all , l its
should he observed in pruning fruit trees. Not lost, (i Lord! for, in tin eitv bright.
< Uir
: \
a mass
.>t frozen
at
eyes shall see the past I»> clearer light.
'loped
It L only necessary to retleet one moment,
And tilings long bidden from our gaze below
Us s,
freeze deeper and when we will
very readily see that neithei Thou wilt reveal, and we shall surely know
:
moist ones
kc: ; an
in

nothi ig

more
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They the non-pruning nor the heavy pruning is
of lie e,unparati ve absence i the
proper treatment of fruit trees. .My
in them, wiiieli is a poor eonwatei
is. to plant small but thrifty trees, so
plan
t a
I tliel’efol'e serves to that 1 have entire control over them trom
iitabie. Thus, con- the first: ami 1 allow them to
r ten: -a
grow up
-eieliee explains and
n
Mil
straight in a single stem, so as to be able
i!
e.1
liee ila> sllOW'll to be to form
the heads at desired height. Those
that are upright in growth I form the
lint mill
i- lea equally valuable Oil
heads say two and a half to three teet
"in, attach little importance to
N. and
and those that ha\ c spread branches,
high,
.v si
1> need it tar less than sandy
t term the heads say three or tour feet
e retenth e oi
moisture,
high, in order to make them head uniformlienee a
ifilrv out so easily in sumly. I cut oil" the main shoot a little above,
e
in
nor
thaw
winter,
deeply
or about tile
height desired for the heads,
suddenly ia spring. Again, thor- thus causing the buds to start out many
n
i
\
at
ion
in
It
_e
pact take the place
may
branches; and after they have made some
uieliing, since ii tavi t's the absorption growth, and while tender, 1 remove all
-aid c- t' lit."11 ot 111 iattll'e ill tile Soil.
except those designed to trom the future
i
-mu
matter. mulching pretree, being careful to observe that they
I lie soil in summer,
are equally distributed around the tree,
i frost in winter, and
mi- d.q •;
generally not allow more than four or
in
the
i
!.■!■Ji ,jj .,
temperature
live to remain, and those not too much
It is most beneficial on
--tt.l.l—
crowded.
:
anti :e*» -s> on loams and
Having thus termed a true, all tin* prunr.v«;in it tiiorougli
that will be required tor the next live
ing;
i’r,if. Lacy, before
■;\.i
i;i.
wiil he, to cut oil' the straggling
years
i.M
1!.■
ulturai Society.
pi.,

h!

!

I’liev

were

not

lost.

a-an.--,•

J
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Thoroughbred

Hogs

Pay.

pennywise than
r.tcfha
many of our farmers of
■it
eding IV ea s.an!' or grade boars. To
the farmer wiio breeds ten or more sows,
,:g

.-an

be

more

"I

at

branches ami water sprouts. ISy strictly
adhering to this plan, a tree will seldom
ever require any more pruning, except to

the water sprouts that may appear
from time to time, and such straggling
branches as may come in contact with
each other.
The loregoing has been my practice,
and success has been good in fruit growremove

thoroughbred la nr is cheaper at !*>b0
o:
grade l o' nothing, even If the hogs
it in- fattened.
a
A single dollar on ing.

t-a.-i

:.i,

;

-,i

...

ii.

would make up the money, and
l many cases 1 have
lollars each with
0

i-lieiwi'ui,

thoroughbred hogs

that hav been hap-hazard. < )n
hundretls of farms to-day can be lonml
stock hogs a year old that will not weigh
r .ightv pounds eacli, and that are not
:,-:i pounds heavier than they were in l)e>-mber. and il otfereil lor sale now. would
t bring over live and a hall cents per
pt.ti.nl—and they have probably consumed
n-i
n graii
ts the breeds ol liogs that
it
in
age w eigli t\v o hundred
pound-, and aiv worth seven cents per
i

si

pound.

Certainly it farmers would look at it in
the right light, they could not fail to unWe should look
derstand its importance
stock as so many machines to be used
in condensing our grain, so that it may be
mol.
ca-ih taken to market, and at the
If the
same time increasing its value
ild return us hut thirty'pounds oi
ii,i-a. (di a bushel of com delivered to him
'ii
grind, the operation would not need to
be repeated the second time to induce ns
to change for another, although we were
bliged to go to a greater distance: but
larn.t
n id go on .ear alter year, breed..! any plan or system, feeding a
Imshe ,-t forn to receive in return wliat
would buy lialf a bushel, and yet never
aspecting that by so doing they are not
only keeping themsel ves pi lor, but also
showing a g cat lack of wisdom. I read
the matter in
in article recently that pul
a
plain light. It represented farmer A as
:h"\:ig iii- neighbor, farmer ii, ten cents
for his corn than the reguishcl
i,
market price. Fanner li resents it,
oid isks if lie takes him for a fool. To
which tanner A answers that lie supposed
from tin* fact that he had been doing this
1
ears, by feeding such stock
ng I
he kept, that he was indifferentas to the
price he l -eeived The mail who is caivtudv breeding pure stock is a public lienetoi
and ought M be well paid lor what
In
tb rs to the public, for it is valuable.
Sui'h men should lie patronized and eniragetl. liw the Inrmer cannot afford to
Co without them,
in the good time coining more attention will lie paid to this
matt,
than at present.
Not only should
mi- a I--lion be discussed in the grange,
but the members should co-operate stud
piuvha-e such animals as will improve
their stock.

.Limitations

in

Poultry Keeping.

hundred dollars spent in the purchase and careful keeping ot a few towls.
a hundred dollars may be gained each
tear.
Hut if this business is suddenly increased ten times, with the expectation
that the profits will be multiplied proportionately. a failure is sure to result as a
We have known this to be the ease
rule
<*n the other hand, where
many a time.
the experimenter has been content to leel
his way cautiously, and having one successful colony in operation, to plant another without overcrowding that already !
existing, he has succeeded, and afterward i
again successfully repeated tin* extension \
Hut wi would caution our readers—so |
many think that if one hundred fowls may i
be kept profitably, that one thousand may
be maintained—against believing in tin*
For

a

possibility

<d

keeping poultry

in

large

numbers, without an extended range of
clean grass, or without the closest attention governed by the greatest skill
and experience, and without every appliance known to the art ot poultry keeping,
through which the towls maybe oblif ed
to confirm to the needed requirements.
The instincts ot these birds are keen and
strong, ami the knowledge, skill and patience to conduct the business so that
these instincts are not interfered with, but
are bred, as it were, in the way in which
they should go. Otherwise, slrite occurs,
and tailure is inevitable. [James II .Morrison, in Fancier’s Journal.
A Western Horror.

—

Dairy
I
i"

Houses.

per dairy houses being indispensable
toe best conditions ol the milk, the

Uurul gives the following desci
iptmn ot a dairy house, as puldished in
the New York limes.
1'he dairy house i- built about four leet
be! nv ground; it is airy, high, light, dry,
1, and detached trom any other bnildIt is smoothly plastered inside, and
11g.
No impure air of any
well ventilated
kind reaches it from without, and everything within is the perfection of cleanliness
and neatness
It is furnished with open
: aeks of lath all around it. a bench beneath
a
nothem window, and a table in the
centre. The pans, which are shallow ones
ot tin. holding about ten quarts each, arc
filled to three inches in depth, and are
placed on the shelves ot the racks. The
shelves are made ,,| laths, so that the cool.
W -stern

fresh ;tir ot the milk room reaches all parts
iit the pan, am] speedily reduces the milk

the desired temperature. This is kept
about on degrees all the year round by
means ot'a current of no hi air, which is
orought into the room through pipes lrom
the ad joining ice house in summer, and by
a stove in winter.
Hie cream is skimmed, alter the milk
has stood thirty-six hours, into oaken
asks ,,! loily gallons each. The
churning
room adjoins the milk room.
The churns
arc casks similar in every respect to those
in which the cream is stored. The churning is done by a small horse power run by
a small pony, which by means ol a rocking shall, operates a common upright dash
The churning is made to occupy at least
halt an hour. It is held that lirst class
blitter cannot be made in live minutes, by
any ol the rapidly working churns. The
butter is worked by a lever fixed to an inclined table, and the mutter-milk, as it is
worked out, is absorbed by a sponge enveloped in a clean linen cloth, and dipped
in
pure ice cold water.
to

ai

■

Hen

1'cople who

Farming.

From

<

following

arroll county, Iowa,
horrible story

comes

the

—

It seems that about eighteen months
ago a man named Jacob \\ caver who lived with his step-daughter, on his farm,
about one mile trom Miles’ Point, in Carroll county, was missed by his neighbors.
Crave suspicions were indulged by the
community that the old man had been
toully dealt with, but bis step-daughter,
who enjoyed an unenviable reputation,
and her husband, Mc.Means, told a plausible story, which their little daughter seemed to corroborate. They pretended that
they had given the old man slob, and that
he had started on foot toward Hardin, in
Kay county, Lo make some purchases, and
In* had run oil’with the money. This stobut suspicions were
re did for a time,
again renewed that the old man had been
murdered, and it coming to the knowledge of MeMcans that he and his wife
were suspected, the family suddenly decamped last fall, taking away all movable
articles, and going, it is supposed, to
lirunswiek, where they now possibly, still

January,_28C, February,

217, March, 404;
April, ;U7, May, 428, June, 224, August,
-07, September, 207, October, 172, .Nov.,
190, December, 204. The aggregate lay

3102 eggs. They were fed on corn,
wheat screenings and reluse of the
house,
and strange to
say, their feed cost just
$31.91. It would have been very pleasant
and vastly easier to have had the number
ol eggs and cents tallied
perfectly, but it
was

Journal

Betty’s Story.
i stood In the garden fence the morning
before 1 wits to leave the old house iorever,

and looked up and down the road. The
tii st who came along was the child of a
neighbor, a little girl ol eight .years, on
an errand lor milk, with a white mug ill
one

hand,

and

her two

pennies tightly

clutched in the other. Coming alone in
the same direction was a singular-looking
in velveteen and corduroy
the
man
clothes much worn llis long-handled net
in one hand, and his tin box siting at his
side, were not necessary to show me that
he was
a bug-hunter,” for the cruel
wretch gave a visible sign ol liis calling
in a butterfly pinned to his hat, with its
wings fastened down by slips ot cardboard. 1 saw that he was young and
—-

goou-iooKing, aiiu ne uau lasie 101 more
ol the animal creation than lor insects,
lor lie honored me with a prolonged stare.
I sliowcd my dislike at this scrutiny in
some way. for he turned his gaze to the
other side ot the road, and contemplated
it with great earnestness.
Just then 1 heard a cry. Sally Terry,
the little girl in ciuestion, had stumbled
and lalleii, breaking the mug and scattering her money in the dirt. The bughunter quickened his steps, raised the
little girl, and helped her to find her
money. Then he took her by the hand,
and led her to the country store, which
stood a short distance above. They both
emerged presently, Sally with a new
mug, the two chatting together, and they
were soon lost in the turn ol the road.
1 sighed.
This was to lie my last day
in the village.
1 was an orphan, and
hcncclbrth was to make my own way in
the world.
My lather had been one ol those unlortmiate mejt who seem to be industrious
without success, and who manage to be
always pushing on without advancing a
step. He was a bad manager So long
as my mother lived, he contrived to exist
w ithout being more than a trilie behindhand each year but those trifles accumulated until, in many years, they made a
considerable Mim. l!y my mother's energy, which conquered my lather’s indecision, my brother Victor had been
educated as a civil-engineer, and, a lew
months after her death, had been offered
a situation in-Bra/il, which ho had at once
accepted. 1 was thus left alone with my
father, to keep house. As we could not
atford to maintain a servant, I did all the
The
labor ol our petty house-keeping.
work agreed with me, and, in spite of all
the shifts and contrivances to which 1 was
driven, i kept lively, healthy, and strong.
The result was, that 1 had no society of |
my own years. My lather had been born
and bred a gentleman, and being without
means, shrank from contact with those of
his onler. lie grow more reserved day
by day. and even morose, and, alter flic
death of my mother, lost his grip oil lite
entirely, and so died.
I was leit alone.
My father had a
maiden sister who had wealth, and who
knew how to keep it, and even add to it.
That much I had learned incidentally;
but there was no intercourse between her
and my lather, and I did not even know
where she lived. 'The funeral expenses 1
managed to dclray, and then found myself
with little money. Knowing nothing of
the law and caring less, as a woman gen-

erally does,

1 went

through

no

formality

of administration, but sold the household
effects for what they would bring, paid off
the few debts my father had left, deposited
one half ot the money with the rector of
the parish for my brother Victor, it he
ever came to claim it, and with a hundred
and nine dollars in my pocket, and my
fare paid, went to New York to seek some
kind of employment.
1 had a notion ot becoming a teacher.
A woman in need always tries to teach
professionally, and her desire in that direction is in exact ratio to her inability.
I could draw tolerably well, and, though
1 had little knowledge ol thorough bass
are.
or counter-point, could sing or play music
The house which they occupied.is a one at
sight, and was a dextrous performer on
story frame, with a shed kitchen on the the piano-forte. If 1 could get scholars in
north side. A few days since, two youths, music or
drawing, or a situation in some
who were out hunting, went into the unschool, I could do very well. .So I found
occupied premises to escape the rain, and a cheap hoarding-house, with the rector’s
with boyish curiosity commenced prying recommendation,
put a modest advertiseinto things. One ol them noticed that a ment in the
Herald, and waited.
part ot the dirt lloor of the kitchen was
But no note came requesting my sersunken down below the rest of it, right
vices, and no pupils inquired for Miss Norunder the place where doubtless the stove man.
My lull name was Florence Elizhad stood, and on one side a crack in the abeth Norman
Grey; but 1 had dropped
was
into
which
a
stick
was
found,
ground
the first and last part of it. Norman was
inserted, and the boys worked out the the name ol an uht
college-mate of my
long hidden mystery. The hole was a lather, and t lorcnce had been given me
Doubtless
the
cattle
driven
grave!
stray
after his sister, whose christening gift—a
into the untenanted shed by the winter silver
mug—1 still retained. 1 waited,
blasts, had pressed down the loose earth however, patiently until 1 was reduced to
in the grave. The boys at once gave the my last ten dollar bill, and then 1 sat
alarm, and the neiirhliors disinterred the down
diligently to study the advertiseremains of Mr. Weaver. J>r. Karnes ex- ments in the Herald, thinking if the I
aminee! the body, and recognized it as the mountain would not come to
me, it was
missing man’s, (due arm and a part ol about time 1 should go to the mountain.
one side were gone; otherwise eighteen
1 skipped the shop girl list. Not that
months had not rendered the body entire- 1 had the
slightest objection to remain all
ly unrecognizable. It was found that the day and simper, and look insolently at
skull had been crushed in by blows front customers and throw back
my head, and
an axe or some other heavy instrument.
tap the counter with my pencil, and cry
This was doubtless the mode ot the old out
“lve-yaixh!" at the proper intervals;
man’s death.
but I knew that 1 should have to stand all
l'he most horrible part ot this inhuman
day on my feet, my taskmaster not earing
transaction is that the step-daughter could that he is
slaying his unhappy slaves in inhave lived so long, perhaps a year, and
Laudaon that wearying position.
sisting
cooked her meals right over the spot num would furnish a
cheaper mode of
where her mother’s husband lay in his
taking one’s life, and be less painful.
rude and bloody grave.
For a few hunto an elderly lady was more
dred dollars-worth of truck, she and her Companion
enticing, but to be snarled at and nagged
husband had murdered hint, and they had
by my employer, and suspected by a tribe
buried his poor, mutilated, old and weary of
nephews and nieces of vague designs
body just where ol all places in the world, on the family estate, was not a pleasant
a woman, one would think, would least
thing to think of, much less to endure.
For heartless- Hut 1 ran
care to have her victim.
through all the advertisements
ness and depravity, this exceeds anything
without seeing anything. I turned to the
of
the
Render
famhistory
recorded in the
servants’ column,
headed,

to know aflirm that a
ily.
tidal "aye ol the lien lever is
approaching
us, and some ot these, like the ancient
Col. Edward Moore ot Portland. Me.,
mariner .Noah, are getting their arks or
has successfully removed the celebrated
that
ready.
an
Supposing
coops
appetizer Noonday Rock oil' San Francisco, and givmay not be entirely disagreeable, we pre- en nine fathoms ot water thereat, the consent the following facts, drawn from a
tract only calling for eight iathoins. There
neighbor, who is also an accurate machin- were only 21 feet over the rock at low waist and a reliable
gentleman, lie began ter. Eleven trips were made to it beloro
the year 1874 with 2d Brahmas.
The avaccomplishing the result, the rock being
erage number of laying hens for the year in open sea. The divers found a
cavity
was IF.
They shelled out as follows: bO feet down the side and
seem

Appleton’s

l-'rum

nitro-glycerine
cartridges were placed therein, 800 pounds
used,
it
was
fired by electricity six
being
hundred ieet distant. The
explosion was
the
terrific,
spray and debris going up six

roclT

hundred feet. One piece of
ol 160
tons went up some 500 feet, and upon fallinto the water caused a shock like an

ing
earthquake.

Several seals were killed
and thousands ot fish. A boat load of the
latter were taken to Sun Francisco.

emphatically

"Help

wanted
Females,” and amused
myselt with the style used to express the
wants and desires of employers. The following arrested my attention:
—

‘‘Wanted, in

family of one, with a chambermaid employed, a young woman for general

housework.

a

An American girl,

even

if inextreat-

perienced, preferred. Wages ample, and
ment according to conduct.”

Then followed the address.
L read it twico over. Should i apply
for this situation —a housemaid? Why
not? I had experience enough, "wages
ample,” to say nothing of good food, comfortable lodgings, and no care for the
“ways and means” of the house. At all
events, I determined to try it.
I dressed myself in the plainest of my
few gowns, smoothed down as much as
possible my rebellious curly hair, substituted plain linen collar and cull's for lace
ornaments—part of poor mother’s well-.

preserved finery
carefully removed
couple of rosebuds from my shred of
—

a
:i

bonnet, and

set out lor No. .'id I NorthWhen I arrived there, 1 hesitated

street.

about

ringing the bell.
large, had an

The house, though
air of style calling
for several servants. The name was on
the door. I picked up courage, and gave
the bell-pull a timid jerk
No one answering for a bit, I made up my mind
to go: but just then the door suddenly
opened, and a girl, with an ill-fitting dress
hanging loosely from her body, and a very
ill-humored expression of countenance,
stood in the aperture.
“Well?” she asked, sharply.
“Is Mrs. Dartnell at home?"
1 s’pose she be.’’ was the answer.
“Come in, and ill see.
“What's the
not very

name

?”

did not lose my place in the house, which
I liked, and did not lindone occupation to
interlere with the other. To my surprise,
Mrs. Hartnell engaged another housemaid, and put her under my supervision,
thus promoting me to he a kind ot housekeeper. 1 did not demur to this, hut insisted on serving without pay : and it was
settled on that basis. The old lady, whose
confidence in me was unbounded, gave
me the
keys, and we always took our
meals together. 1 was quite happy, though
somewhat uneasy about my brother, from
whom 1 had heard nothing all this while,
though my address had been sent to oui
old lector with a request to forward any
li tters that might come.
One evening a letter came to Airs. Hartnell.
•'Betty, my dear,” she said, “Fred is
below in the bay, and is coming to-morrow to pay me a visit.
He lias promised
to stay a week, and we must have the
front-room above got ready for him.
“\ cry good.' was the reply.
“Fred'’ was her nephew. Air. Drury,
very rich, rather ecentrie, and quite distinguished as a naturalist, 1 had heard
enough of him, his merits and peculiarities being a standard subject.
X’ext day he came, 1 could hear his
noisy greeting up-stairs from where 1 was
in the kitchen, superintending preparations tor dinner; but it was “none ot inv
funeral,” as they sav. and 1 calmly proceeded with inv duties.
Airs. Hartnell came down alter a while.
•W hy don’t you dress for dinner:’” she
asked.
“1 '! 1 thought alter so long an absence
you'd want to monopolize him,” said 1.
giving a pudding-mixture its final stir.
•■Oh. I'll see enough of him before his
visit is over." she replied. “And 1 want
you to like him."
“(looil gracious!” 1 exclaimed. “You
don't expect him to fall in love with the
house-maid.
‘Don't go, Betty, for to put me in a
passion,’” she cried, quoting an old play :
and up-stairs she went in high spirits.

"Elizabeth Norman.”
She at first left me standing in the hall,
but presently returned and showed me
into the parlor.
'l’he room was handsomely furnished,
but. looked to be little eared for.
fliere
was a large and fine piano in the room,
covered by a crimson cloth dulled in color
by file dust. There was dust on the chairs,
on the mantel ornaments, on the brie-nhrar, trash here and there—contusion and
1 had merely
untidiness everywhere.
lime to note this when an old lady, in a
black alpaca gown, so neat in person as
to show a marked contrast te her surrounding, entered.
"What can 1 do foryou. Miss Norman?”
she asked
"Betty Norman, ifyou please,” 1 replied.
“1 have come to see about the place."
"The place!’—and a suspicious shadow
crossed her lace. She looked at me keenly,
and then took hold of one of my hands.
“This does not look as if it were used to
housework.”
“It is, for all that,” I answered; "and
it you try it, you will line] it to be a willing and experienced hand.”
Where have you served? What is
your reference ?”
"1 have served at home.
I have never
lived out, but I understand all about it.
Just bclore dinner was ready, alter givTrv me!” I exclaimed, desperately, for
ing linal directions to ]■ raueoi.se, mv Swiss
my chance seemed slipping away.
lieutenant, 1 run up-stairs and freshened
••Sit down, child—you look tired. There
liiysell up a bit. 1 was anxious to see
—you have never lived out before. Von this paragon of nephews, and determined
have a history; what is it?'’
he should not see me at my worst.
I
I hesitated at first; but there was some- made
my appearance in the parlor a few
thing motherly in her taee, and 1 told her minutes liclore we were called to the dinall—all except my true name, and 1 even
ing room, and there Mrs. Hartnell cooed
mentioned that I had dropped a part of out; in her soft wav : “Miss Norman, this
that, but what was left was legitimately is mv nephew. Mr. Drury.'’
mine.
1 bowed, raised my eyes, and lo! there
“I will try you." she said, at length ; stood the
bug-hunter whom 1 had seen
“bull warn you that 1 am at times a very
a year before.
nearly
disagreeable fractious old woman—very I Hut what a shock to my vanity! He
apt to lind fault. You may not like me had not apparently carried away any
as well as I am disposed to like you.'’
vague picture printed by the look he had
“It is not my business, Mrs. Dartnell,
given me then, for he did not seem to
to like or dislike, but to serve you.
If jam ]
recognize me.
lind fault for good reason, I shall endeavor
(If course, 1 sat at the table to listen,
to amend; if you lind fault without occa- lie had a
great deal to say, tor his aunt
sion. I shall try to bear it.”
plied him with ipiestions. He had been
“What wages do you expect p”
up the Amazon ltiver and its tributaries,
“Whatever is customary. 1 don’t know and had come home with boxes of birds
what is given usually.”
and insects, and ail kinds of oddities,
“It is easy to see that you're not accusenough to stock a museum
tomed to service. 1 gave my last girl
The reason 1 did not write to you of
fourteen dollars per month, and allowed late," he said, in
reply to a question,
her every .Sunday out.”
“was that 1 was away from all mails for
“The wages will do, lnadame ; and, as six months, lucked
up in the forest, and
for the Sunday out, I should like to go to with
I cam. near
Ravage people.
staying
church once a week, it convenient; but J there
entirely."
have no acquaintances, and, in New York,
How was that P"
shall make none.”
into a scrap, with the natives
“lgol
“Very well; when can you come?”
offended one of their chiefs, innocently
“As soon as I can liaye my trunk brought
enough, too—and but for the influence ot
here, ma’am"
an American engineer there, engaged In
was
said
about
but
reference,
Nothing
an Knglish
company to -urvey a grant
she evidently credited my story; and, bv
they had, 1 should have fared badly. He
I
was installed as mistress of
alternoon.
is a fine billow, and expects to be home in
the kitchen, where 1 toned all those mod- a month,
lie had only heard of his lathern
labor-saving contrivances which have er's death when he came down the river
reduced kitchen-toil to its minimum
1 with me, and ! have a letter from him for
found my fellow-servant, the chamber- his sister, who, according to him, is such
maid who had let me in, preparing to a
piece ot perfection that l tremble to
lea\e. She had given warning to Mrs, meet her. i know the
village where she
Dartnell that morning.
I inquired her lives—at least I know all the beetles and
grievance.
butterflies in that quarter and I must go
“Ain't got none,” was the reply.
Noth- and hunt her
up.”
in’ much io tin—only three beds to make,
“May I ask the engineer's name, Mr.
except when the old woman’s nephew Drury P
comes here once a year; but 1 prefer fae- I
“Certainly; (Ircy—Victor tlrey.”
tory-work that I've been used to; and be
So lie had a letter from my brother, who
I'll
sides,
was coming home.
get some society there.”
“Mr Drury, you will not find the perSo she went off to her “taotory-work”
and her “society” next <l*>v. and w» got son you seek. She has left Sealsford.”
another in her stead—-one ol four appli“Ah, you know where she is, per”
cants—a tidy, quiet girl, my pick, in fact.,
haps ?
■1 can lind her : and, if you will intrust
tor Mrs. Dartnell took her at my favorable
the letter to me. I will take care she reimpression.
1 liked the mistress, and liked the place ceives it..”
I am very much obliged, and it would
from the first, and continued to like it. I
ilid not lind the old lady to be as disagree- save me some trouble; but then, you see,
i should
able as she said, and she never found fault 1 wish to deliver it in person,
except in the mildest and most hesitating like to make her acquaintance.”
"You will lind her a very ordinary perway. And so six months passed off, and
inj mistress and myselt began to approach son, probably.”
“Then she is very unlike her brother, 1
familiarity. Tired of her loneliness, she
frequently brought her knitting—she plied can tell you, who is one of the best they
her needles with all the assiduity ot a tier- make nowadays. However, 1 shall kuow
her when ho comes home, if not before;
man Fruit—to the kitchen, and would sit
there while 1 was engaged about my du- and you can deliver the letter, it you will
ties, rarely saying anything, but appar- he so kind.”
After dinner Airs, Hartnell, who was
ently wrapped in reverie.
At length there was a little change in anxious to show off one of her pets to the
my monotonous life. One Sunday 1 was other, made me play for Frederick, and in
I soon found
at the morning service in church, and had the evening got me to sing.
been in a pew in the gallery, taking my that Mr. Drury had a highly-cultivated
seat, as usual, where 1 could get it, and barytone voice, and we tried duets togethwas a little tardy in
coming out. As 1 er, to the great delight of his aunt, who
came to the vestibule, the rector came
would have kepi up the e.x-tempore condown the aisle and passed by me, pausing cert till midnight it' 1 had not rebelled.
at the door a moment to speak to the orvisit extended from a
The
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he would sometimes make attacks on civilian*
and even officerbelonging to the regiment,
when in plain clothe-. ] never le an! that lie
committed any serious injure. The climat* <»f
England was unfavorable to hi- constifir i-• n.
When last 1 -aw him In* frequent' d tic antroom of the mess-quarters, in ord* r to !>a>k in
front of the fire. Our winters wen- ...id
for our Indian-bred friend, and so, to the -01row of the regiment, he fell a victim n« ,-,ru

sumption.

and you gone.
The lawyers couldn't
find you, so they set the police on your
track—”
‘•Police!”
“Vcs —police ! That was their idea. 1
Mr. Bland wouldn’t
went down myself.
tell me at first, until I showed him my
business. Then he did quickly enough. 1
jumped in the cars, my coach was at the
station when I got to town, 1 made George
drive me here, and here 1 am. Not glad
to sec me, are you ?
“Well, aunt, you know 1

never have
you since I was a child, and your visit now is so unexpected—”
“Of course. Now, I'll tell you why 1
come.
You were partly named after old
Norman— sensible man 1 lived and died a
bachelor. The man that gets married is
the biggest fool in the world, except the
woman that
marries with him. lie is
dead—had no kin ot his own to leave his
money to. and so he left it all to you.
That’s why i don’t intend to leave you
anything, child—shall alter my will tomorrow, because you'll have enough withAnd here’s the lawyer’s letter.
out it.
And I'm sure I'm obliged to you, Mrs.
Dartncll; Mr. Bland says you’ve been very
kind to the girl. There's my address,
Florence; come and see me. And, by-theby. 1 found Victor at Sealsford. looking
for you—brought him along in the carriage—didn't let him know you Mere here
for 1 wasn't quite sure—he's out there
now.”
And off she went.
Frederick ran out alter her. There was
a terrible hand-shaking in the hall, and
my big brother, bronzed and bearded, was
dragged rather than led into the room.
The lawyer's letter was examined after
the greetings were over, and explained all
seen

Barring a

few

trilling legacies

to

■

servants

and others, I was left sole heiress to Mr
Norman's considerable wealth.
Victor, after a month's visit, returned
to Brazil, where he married the daughter
ol a rich planter, and where he continues
1 remained with Mrs. Dartncll
to reside.
until 1 was mumed. Aunt. Urey unis lair
to last a long while yet, and divides her
time between our house and her own.
Ours'? Yes—Frederick doesn't go beetle-hunting so much now—he studies the
lour youngsters we have, and has grown
quite acquainted with their habits and pe
euliur appearance. Helms one very had
fault—he will persist in calling tie 1U■ 11y
Housemaid.
lint, alter all, there is uu romance in
this world. I undertook to turn the tables
on my “worser half” reeentiv. and twitted
him with having taken his wife from the
kitchen. Ho only laughed in a provoking
wav; hut Mrs. Hartnell, who was sitting
in the room, looked up. ami said :
“Hasn't he ever told you, then ?
“Told me what, auntie dear ?
“W hy, simply that 1 wrote, and learned
all your history as soon alter you came as
1 could, and that I took to my parlor, not
the kitchen-maid, btit the young gentle
woman who was trying t<> plane herself
in a false position.”
J was astonished.
"Yes,” said he, in eunlirm itimi, “ami 1
had made myself acquainted with all that
before she did : tor it you suppose that 1
did not inquire the name and eonneetinns
ol the young lady at the gate within two
hours after I had first seen her, then you
don't understand human nature, my dear
—especially man’s nature.''
And, reileeting on all things. 1 have
since concluded that. but. for a train of unusual circumstances, my experiment of
hiring out might not have le-ultod in any
tiling hut loss ,.f caste, and a di-tgtvea
hie position.

Elephants have a decided liking f«»r militaix
life. Various regiment* while serving in thu
East have had such an animal, which often rendered good service to corps in which lc- might
In the course of duty, I have several times be attached. The King’s Hangers at one time
were in possession of a tine male <»f enormous
a day to pass a cavalry barrack gates, with an
size, which for many years was never once abentrance to the hospital on the opposite side of sent from parade. As soon tt- the bugle- -oundthe road. Not long since, I observed a rather ed he would walk majestically to the place of
handsoine-looking shaggy terrier standing be- muster, and take up his position at the right of
side the sentry who was posted at the gate ol the column. If the mahout or driver presentthe latter. At the first glance, one might have ed himself, the-elephant would lift him on to
concluded that the animal belonged to the sol- his shoulders bv means of his trunk, and evidier on guard, but as he is relieved every two dently without the slightest effort to himself:
hours, it could not be the property of them all. but. if left to hi- own unaided intelligent*, h<■
Sill, he remained lbr several days together, obeyed the ordinary word* of corminin i withexcept at brief intervals, when, I suppose* it out ever making a mistake, such a-: “Kighi
was needful to seek refreshment.
At last, 1 face," “March,” “Mark time,” “Halt.” lb- ininquired of the sentry if he knew whether the sisted at all times on giving help to the nn n
had
a
master
in
whenever they were ergaged in loading or unthe
dog
regiment.
"No, sir,'* replied In*: ‘‘but I'm thinking he
loading baggage, and was evidently plea-ed to
want** to enlist.
I>ogs often < onie to u< in this be allowed to make himself generally u-cfu
When the wagons w re impeded on the march.
way/'
Whether that particular candidate for a mil- a* it not untrequentiy happened. Jock wa* dnu
itary course of lit*- had his wish gratified, I can- sensible of his own importance, tor by hi- * i..
not say, for I lost sight of him.
There are also moils strength he would push a heavy load up
t
instances of dogs which quit the service of a
a steep declivity, which six or eight oxen fa
owner,
and
enter
that
of the public, of to do without lb* assistance.
private
their own free-will and accord.
It happened that the Hangers \\vr»- *udd. ib v
A soldier's wife once appealed to an otticer
ordered to embark for China, and there xv:.- if
for the price of a shoulder of mutton, which -he aecommodat m for taking Jock on shipboard
said his dog had stolen from.her. “I assure To the great disappointment of the men. tfe
you. my good woman," replied he, “that dog authorities decided that he should be left in
has never once been in my quarters for the last
India. He was, however, permitted to a.a •»m
six months, nor lias he taken the least notice of pail) th.* regiment as far as the quay, to whieli
me.
lie was well fed, and comfortably lodged ; the troops as they went on board, man> ot
but as lie prefers to be on his own hook, I really whom had a parting word of kindne-- for He :
I
cannot he answerable for such a vagabond’s
old comrade, “(food-bye, old man”—“Poor
doings." This was literally true. For the sake J6ck”—were repeated with many x nidation*,
of liberty, the animal choose rather to put up both by officers and men. Meaiiwhiit th* an.with a precarious kind of living among the chil- in; I warehod the proceeding- with gn at appai
dren, or the chance of a feast, now and then, eiit interest, a* if wondering w hen hi- own turn
bv preduton mean-, than submit to the restraint would come to go on hoard. Itiit when tin* v
of confinement, !•» which it would have been to -el *teamed otf iwid left him ashore, he be me
a certain extent subjected by it- owner.
By frantic with rage and disappointment. If h i
wa\
of extenuation, however, let me say. it been proposed that lie *hould he trau-f.-na *i
was currentl} reported, that instead of claimanother corps, but he most per-i*teni
! tu-•• I
ing the \ aim* of a shoulder of mutton, it should to have anything to do with it. Neither He*
have been the “remain-” of one, and no great coaxing nor the threats ot hi* mahout wi
loss either, it was generally believed*
any avail. Tliough he had prcvioii-H nuio
n
When the “Spanker-" were in the Crimea— fe.-ted the gmtle-t deposition, lie u
’Ithey were light dragoons in those davs. and not eningly withstood all kindly advrmc.
hussars, as at present.—a large dog. i don’t ex- part of his would-be eoinrade-. and a* !•-1<:• t!<
actl\ know- of what breed, but universally ad- so *avage did he become, that it u aui"1
I
n
mired for beauty and intelligence, attached expedient to place him in conlinem* in.
I
himself to that particular corps.
Wherever the mahout him.-elf wa* sewra! tim«
p
the regiment marched, he invariably accompa- in a very awkward predicament, and *
"innied tile troopers. Several time- he went into occasion barely escaped with
N
lit
action, and was once seriously wounded with means could be found to a--lla_c ill
i- t
u
the point of a lance. It would ha\o been uni- to calm the anger of tin- faithful n iiui
so
hail
constantly mourned the !•*-- of h:- :n< n*i
versally regretted
poor Lutlm's wound
<
Hie
i»iu
in
-s
c
fatal.
of
the
farriers
nine
it
nvu
\.
i.
to
man
m
undertook
proved
came back to tlifir olil »|iiariiT>.
mv-- n, .-i) 111:11, wnn
ume r:nv. in- soon got
well Merlin. Wherc.thc dog came from,or who formed of tin* lnehlieholy ehaii:*** w 'i s !
w; 1 s
hi- origin it owner, nobod) knew.
He 1*01110 uvor their old comrade.
“No go near—no touch, -alnb: 1
would never follow an individual soldier beyond lie- barrack .’-fates, however kindly lie hard,” said the mahout: “In- kill.”
“Whv. doek. my hoy,” said a \«>1111.•
might be invited,* but when lie* men wen* in
full dress, wlie 1 he 1 mounted or on foot, provid- formerly one of his special l'ri« n*!ed they went out in a body, l.utlin insisted on what’s the matter I"”
I'he animal prieki d lip hi" ar**, an I
taking up hi-proper position. One thing w: 1
\er\ ivmarkabh—be hail -utlieient discernment
recognized the voice, w hich wa- | r-• \ • l
>
!to enable him to distinguish :t **chur\ h pamanifesting unmistakable "ign- and
It was <|Uite affecting to "(■>■, \\ !,.
rade** from any other. He never showed any
;•*>.
more he was permitted freely
n* rep
desire to attend public worship.
At the beginning ol bis military career, he
parade-ground, with what kindly icv-m.
lie
n
bad to pick up lii> living as best be could. Ih
mhraeed many of hi** companions,
hi> trunk tenderly on their neck and -lmu
at
was aeeustoined
meal-times to go from but
1 need iiardly say he wa- at on*
to hut. or amongst the tents, when the men
iviii'i;J d
In -ume ot these habita- his old regimental post, the dutie- of w h:. 1
were under eanvas.
tions be met with good treatment, and a supply eommeneed to discharge, a- if no inti-mi
of food; but from others he was not unfreqiemt- had taken place.
The most singular creature I «mt knew v.
ly summarilv and ignominiously ejected. ilowa bear, a special pet amongst tin* ••.lolly lin'd*.
ever, l.utlin in course of time was allowed regular rations at the regimental eApen.se, towards It w a> excellent full to see him at play w itli tie
band boys, who would often get into hi** k* me
which all the members of aeorps contributed a
share, from the colonel to the drummer, i'he and keep him outside by mean.** ot a -hutf* r
noble animal must have been aware of his pro- which slid up and down, whilst "nine of rhmotion. for i! was observed that be never went I'ompanion" would dodge about, a- it |. inm.
a-begging after. nm- of Lullin'- marks of with him in tin* game of “hide and eh.” \\
high intelligent I cannot personnllv vouch for, some of the men lie would "tand on hi" lei *i<
*,
feet and pretend to box or wre.-tle, but at
but I have been assured of it' truth. It was
'aid. and generally believed, that be was in the
good part, lor, considering that he was really
•otislant habit ot visiting the sentries during
hear, he w a> remarkably good-tempered onniglit after watch-setting, le- managed t<*
tie night, «‘speciall> in the < riim a, to see if tin
Lin staple from the post which held him fa
The
men wci•* at their post, and on tin al*rt.
alii I wandered at large about the -quart
-Ira
reader must be told that, during a campaign,
til troops an* often >o mueh harassed anil fa- ging his chain after him.
it
at
tin
time
same
that sun i.
happened
tigued that sentries will occasionally fall asleep
a> the\ stand—an act. howev. r. which is looked
?ruiting sergeants were quartered iiithe-am
upon as one of the gravest of mililarv ulfences. barracks. One of these eann* in with a pa-"
If l.utlin found 1 man a-ieep, In* sat betore him half-past eleven o'clock, that i- to -av, In- ha
m silence; but tie1 slightest sound of approachpe,ini>"ion to stay out until that hour, lb- i..i j
ing footstep- w as sutliciont to make him apprise been “beating up” recruit" for the **<t\ n
the sleeper of tin- danger t<» which In* w as ex- in. one took any notice of his being >ligh' iy
posed. lb won hi then trot otf to the nextjpost, I' XJeated. He was admitted it till -all.
rendered his pa-s to the "Crgeant of L> uh
where lie scarcely halted if convinced tint a41
bade the sentry good night, and prow. • !. d :
I am glad to bo able to recall the
wa- well.
fact, that 1»i- faithful services, in due time, ob- ward- hi" quarters, living an lri-hmau.
tained lor l.utlin the respect of every member had as rich a brogue as could be de-uvd. II
11 would have been a high mis- had not gone far before he < aine to m in-!
of the eorp-.
\ daii
demeanor t" oiler him any indignity.
halt, and cried: “Who goe- tli«• i«•
figure was seen, like that ot a man lawkii. -a
.Min b that I have .-aid in praise <»] l.utlin may
be proper!) appIi« d to another Crimean In n
all f**urs in the di-taner. “•'pak« !” -hour. .!
the sergeant, “or-i wouldn't mind ii I* I
called .lorry, belongingi t <» the Kina'- Koval
■■.•rvie.*- wm.* e-timaiid
Irish Hussar-, w ! 1
my rilh- and a ball cartridge in it. Spakr. I r.
-o
medal
are’ or I'll tire!” Suddenly the ligur** -i ■•»•!
that
a
w
bestowed
him
liigbly
upon
*rect but a few vard- from him. and di-j-1 ay. i
as a jw-t reward, md invested with which he
m appearance which, to his imagination.
m
afterwards ordinarilv appi a red in front of tin.*
When
that
from at:
gallant corps, on it'- re- *d likv that of a mysterioii" per-ona
regunenl.
at her sphere.
turn to Itvlains, wa- publiel) entertained by the
“That,” said lie afterward-, “vv.a a i'i -i, i.
citizens ot Hub'in, -one doubt wa- expressed
for me. It put out the lire f drink in m\ b: n
as to whether deiTV Was eligible to become a
I ih-•
guest: upon w Hit'll the men declared that unless ii-t all at once. Hut sona.sona!
it Wa- lily end that U.i- a-.online. If
I. I
their canine comrade made one of tin* part)
t :
I'
would
not
took
Hat
OVonlin*"
i
r**"t<.■.
themselves
in
an
l»a«*cc>.
put
they
appearin the mornin’ wid an ounce mor> f.:
ance.
So, m the end. In* shared the honor ot a
public ban<|Uct. •subsequently, this faithful of it.”
animal went out to India, and accompanied
During this time he had hem d<».{; m.
the regiment through all the dangers of the loul lietid.” as lie called it, along the pi:.//i-.
lu-i. pu:
great mutiny: hut. during one of their marches, and cutting round the column-, t*»
tin* poor fellow stra\ed into a jungle, and was suit from the riimiv.
">•
animal
of
afterward-.
The
at
i/,•
d
never heard
him, and
length
Prim*.--- charlotte of Walr-’s regiment bad him some ugly grip-, at .which he dmu!. I \\
der!” at the pith of his voita
once a poodle whose bind quarters w ere -haved
n a.
uonce a week, ami it-whole bod) -ubmilte 1 to
fortunately, a sentry who had
n
the process of being pipe- *la\ ed. which gave touied to the animal, earn, at tin' m u
a
the I'l'selle to til'* great relict ■! hi- I
tin* animal a lean and -mar’ appearance. It
lade, lie was not -o mileli hurt
m m
seems, however, that tie* dog*.- particular ata
tachment w .t to : 'r* band, w itti which it alw av
expect, ili- -ides by hi- own aee.mnt
\
mart lied, and wa- at all time-on terms. .| amif)
very sor**, hut he went :ib..ut hi- \v«*rk the
lawith the \v bite oat-, especial!) tin* drummer-, da\ W hen tllel'e Wa- a good deal ot a'll a
at hi" expense.
who wen* pri. ileged to take all sorts of 1 il*?• 11\
“Have you returned < >’< ■idin hi- l•»
in their treatment of him: at the same time, In*
• iemanded a comrade.
would countenance no liberty wliatever on tin
“Indeed. I haven't, "ir: f<*i. \vb< u I
m
part of tin* n*d jackets, whether otlieer- •»1* tin*11.
Many yi ar- since, tin* Prim es- ot \\ ales’- think of it, I renumbered I iie\.-t
iVork-hire llu-surs pos-essed a regimental all!”
dog which joitu-d them at Kipon. and regularl)
inarched to York for eight dav-* training, limThe comment- of Lie New \
p iping which time he charged in front of the squadon the President's letter lor the ii;
-i pa
\rons with as mueh smartness a- could b.
liibited on tin* pact of tin* be.-t \i .man in that show a disinclination to accept it a- t -ii
famous noi'ji—
ist a tor\ declaration against a third r m
ri*he gallant Welsh Fusilier-. a- w a- not «a|
The lie:aid regards it as an .*. t-i•,
I
utwelve
monthare
not
for
a
white
ago,
by
ter, ami sees nothing in it. to ptvwnt * ..*■
goat which ac. ompauie- tin* regiment. Tin
tirant's acceptance of the Piv.-idene•
goat that w a- with the corp- in \shantee having there died. Her Alaie-t) made a pre.-eut f another term, “it would hav»* been mi,
another animal of tin* same d.*- rii tion. \\
better for his tame.” concludes t he Him
be -lire the gift will be highly prized, and
m i;
‘•and even for the weltare of tin* p.; :
popularly appreciated in its miliian capacity.
The (>ticen*- Own Hu-sar- have a goat—or which lie pro]loses to serve, it in* h. i aat least they bad very recently
In a word, tlieeoun*:
si.
which curi- written it.
I
ously enough seemed to pn f* r the \ ieinity of that the President will not take wb -1
tin hospital to the barrack yard. IJillv, though not offered to him."
The Iribum
l
a general favorite, was sometimes troublesome.
For instance, in hot weather it i- nee.--ary that the lact that the President takes pains p
indicate that there
lie ciivum-tnm
tin doors of the barrack church should be left
At -ueh under which he would accept a nom
open for tin* benefit of ventilation.
times be bail 1 decided opinion llutt be should
tiun it tendered, but it thinks this lette
be allowed to join the congregation. Now. had
will probably be recanted as finally with
In* been quiet, there would have been no strong
-'
<
objection to hi- being indulged so far: instead, drawing lien. irant's name lrom tin* h
however, of behaving with decorum suited to of eamtidates tor tin* next President \
the occasion, lie would walk about on tin
“Ah!" exclaims the Tribune, “it he had
wooden floor, which caused a considerable
only said as much as this some tiun* am.
clatter. If by chance lie came in the way of a
what suffering might have been saved ?*■
trouper against whom he might have had a
grievance, lie would butt at him, e. j-ing there- the Republican party !" The World think"
by such disturbance as made it m essary for the letter which purports to be a resigim
him to be forcible ejected.
Instead of taking tion ol his
in t a«
pretensions, is m*t
such a rebuke, w hich was usually uc< mipanied The
clause in it enables him to pusaving
r
with sundn cutis and blow-, in a prop* spirit,
those pretensions whenever he eh<
he would deliberately walk round to the 1
*t\-’
wMii'ii means wlienevcr lie sees :J
v
entrance, and go into tin* clmreh again as <
pu--,
as if hi- previous manner- bad been nio-l prarbilitv of success for them
The Time
worthv.
the
President
a
h\
kick
do
gives
polite
"Oniony, said the adjutant ;»t the* close ot
flaring that the letter is enough fi’.r all
tlio service, "see that the goat is shut up on u
practical purposes, and says: “Whate\oi
Sunday morning for the future."
A es, sii*." was the reply.
the Democrats may say about it. it i tin“It's my opinion," said one of the nu n. when
duty of Republicans to treat it in good
the parade was dismissed, "that Hilly attracted
faith, and to prepare the work of |s7o
more attention than tlu* chaplain.*'
“1 could hardly keep my countenance," ob- without reference to even the possibility
of Hen. Grant being in the Held as a ean
served another.
Ou one occasion. Hilly attended the funeral
didate.” The Evening Post and tin- ('em
of a soldier belonging t<» the regiment, with the mereial Advertiser likewise
take the Prosi
band, who placed tin Dead March, and a tiringdent at his word. The kitchen organ, tin
party, to discharge three volleys over the grave
of the deceased at l he close of the burial service. Washington National Republican, fore
Tin re. in strong contrast with his behavior it stalls criticism by remarking to those who
church, it was quite affecting to observe how will
“maliciously construe this defence to
serious he wa> in manner and deportment.
mean something more than a plain inter
He seemed to take an intense interest in the
will indicate'
whole proceeding, and walked to the edge of pretation of the words used
thfc grave, into which lie peered for some time, that the President can afford to suffer furas if pondering on the common end of
mortality. ther misrepresentation alter thus di.-ap
Hilly was a genuine volunteer. lie followed
his enemies.
the regiment of his own accord whilst on the pointing
march through an Tiidian village, and continued
on the route for some hundreds of miles.
A Washington correspondent, alter do
Kinharking with tin- troops when they left for scribing a number of literary people at
home, he has never deserted the regiment from the
capital, says ot (Jail Hamilton : -she
that hour to this.
is the ugliest, and wittiest, and most enDuring the Crimean war, a goat was sent to
the Stli Hussars, for the purpose of being tertaining worn m in existence. Vet when
slaughtered, and served out as rations to tin- l gaze into her face, with its total lack of
men.
Tln-y however preferred to be on short
T cannot blame her for exclaim
commons for the day, in order that the animal’s
I wish I was as good looking alife might he spared; and under the circum- ing/llow
some of these
stances we can readily conceive that, as it was
girls, who liar n't an idea in
their pretty craniums!
a gentle, play ful creature, great care and good
lean sympathize
treatment were bestowed upon it by all hands. with
Sand when she said, I'd will(Jeorge
to
Knglaiul. and reIt came with tlu* troops
all my w h and talent- toi
mained with the depot during the absence of ingly relinquish
one
the regiment in India, lived to witness its re- the exquisite gift of beauty'." That's
turn, and is with it. I believe, to tin* present woman’s opinion.
hour.
A battalion of the Kith* Brigade had formerly
They hare hitherto fed the snakes in the
a pair of beautiful gazelles, which I have freGarden of Plants in Paris, on live rats,
at
Windsor
seen
in
front
of
marching
quently
which satisfied the snakes and nearly every
the band with perfect military precision of
a rat became
step. They looked quite proml of their posi- one else; but the other day
tion, tor they carried their heads as erect as unreasonable, and differed with a snake
any smart young subaltern could do, and afworth “,0004k, as to who should eat and
fected, like him, to be unobservant of any passshould be eaten. He killed the snake
who
ing admiration. The ready manner in which
will kill the rats before they
they went through their duty, in the absence and now they
and won't give the old felof the slightest restraint, shows how
kindly put them in,
they must have taken to the service.
lows a chance.
Chambers' Journal.)
Animal Volunteers.
From
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Some

Statistiel.s ot
t’roiii tin'

Railroad Travel.

liiisi-o

uvl.

»-.

W'lien the lirsl passenger railway wa.- in
process of eonstruet'iim in Fngland, l'ot tysix years ago, ominous

1

forebodings

were

freely expressed In seientilie men. The
birds would be killed ; the Helds ami
towns would he set on lire; and it. was
shown that passengers could not breathe
when traveling at such rapid rates. The
Quarterly Review said that “railway traveling was about as sale as being tired out
Sir A Carlisle said “the
of a rocket."
clash ol reverberating sounds would combine to produce an idea ot destruction and
Others declared
a thrill ol annihilation.”
that the jar and rattling would cause diseases of the nerves and the brain.
The statistics ot Knrotiean railway s have
brought out some very curious facts. They
show that the risk ot a person losing his
iile in a rail ear is less than being struck
by lightning, or being banged: and that a
passenger shooting along at the rate of
seventy-two miles an hour—a speed which
their express trains make —is more secure
lront bodily injury than a pedestrian in a
crowded city, or a gentleman driving his
carriage on a country road. French statistics show that stage-coach riding is
liity times as dangerous as traveling by
rail. N'o other mode ot traveling is so
safe as that by rail; in fact, it is a little
safer than staying at home and going
about one’s regular business. In Prussia
it requires the transportation ol twentylive million persons before one is killed,
and tour million before one is injured.
Oil stage-coaches in France, one passenger
in .'ibo.Ifid is killed, and one in _’!i,<s71 is

injured.

Mr. diaries Francis Adams, jun., Railganist.
week to two, and then another, and finalroad Commissioner ot Massachusetts, has
“What was the trouble in the choir, Mr.
ly a month, during which he coaxed out brought out some statistics of railroad travKsten ?” he asked.
his domestic aunt to divers places of
"Miss fatten, our contralto, has been amusement, and into a deal of unusual eling in that, State which tire quite as favorable. lie says a person may travel
1
don't
know
how and harmless
taken suddenly ill, and
dissipation I was always eight hundred miles a day tor seventy
1 can supply her place at short notice for one of tlie
and
it
was
party,
very pleasant
years before he would, on the doctrine of
the afternoon service.”
especially when I reflected that I had en- chances, receive an injury by a railroad
“That is inconvenient,” said the rector, tered the
parlor by way of the kitchen.
Twenty-two million persons
and, after some other remarks passed on. It seemed like a dream, and I wondered accident.
may travel each fifteen miles before one
I stepped up to where the organist stood
what was to come next.
of them is killed. And yet people, when
with knitted brows, and tapped bis arm.
We were expecting Victor home—
1 le turned at once.
they are about to make a journey by railAir.
neither
nor
his
aunt
Drury
though
road, take out an accident policy ! They
“Excuse me for having overheard you knew our
when
one
mornrelationship—
had better take out a policy when they inwithout intending it,” 1 said; “but pering our entomologist brought in some muThere is more danto stay at home.
haps 1 can get you out of your diflieulty. sic from a new opera over which tiie town tend
ot being murdered in one’s bed in
I have a contralto voice, 1 am tamiliar was
ger
running wild just then, and we were Massachusetts, titan traveling on a railwith tile church-service, and I sing at
practicing it at the piano, with the aunt road, day and night, the whole time, in
sight.”
listening and knitting, when a carriage LS7.J, the railroads transported forty-two
“Will you come into the choir?” he. stopped at the door
million passengers, and did not kill one.
san i.
1 started—could it
possibly be Victor? In Boston, the same vear, live persons
1 followed him, anil, he signaled the
The front door opened, and we beard a
were killed by tailing down stans, and
other members of the choir, who were
sharp voice in the hall*
Few
seven from killing out ot windows.
still there. A very short trial satisfied
“Oh, stutl'and nonsense! she is here, 1
in the respectable walks of life
persons
1
and
to
aftercome
in
the
him,
know she is. Show me into the parlor,
promised
trouble themselves about the likelihood of
noon.
and send her there right away.”
their being hanged ; yet an Englishman's
I asked leave of Mrs. Dartnell, of course,
“Hut. 1 tell you. madam—”
risk of dying by the halter is six times as
telling her the circumstance.
“Stuff! do as 1 bid you !
as his being killed on a railroad;
“Will you not fail?” the old lady iuAnd the owner of the voice pushed open great
and if the element ot his own carelessness
quired.
the parlor door, and walked in on us.
be excluded, it is one hundred and thirty
1 smiled a negative.
She was an old lady, small, withered,
as great.
times
I
never
knew
“Why,
you were musical. and with pinched up features, and twinkYou never touched the piano.”
ling, black eyes.
“it is not the business of house-maids
We have no
"1 beg your pardon, madam, Mrs. DartFi.ixoino Shadows.
to play on their mistresses’ pianos.”
nell, 1 presume ? 1 learn you have my right to fling an unnecessary shadow over
“Very good; but you have been some- niece here, and 1 wish to see her. I am the spirit of those with whom we have to
do, than we have to tling a stone and inthing more than a servant here. Will you Miss Grey.”
Vet this flinging shadows is
let me hear you sing now ?”
“Mrs. Dartnell went forward, while l jure them.
My lingers had been long itching to stood in an agony of mortification. This, a very common sin, and one to which wotouch that piano, which was kept regular- then, was my eccentric aunt, whom 1 had men are particularly addicted
Oh, what
ly in tune, though never used, and 1 sat never seen since l was a child; but I re- a blessing is a merry, cheerful woman in
down to it willingly. I was out of prac- membered her eyes, and her manner, a household! One whose spirits are not
affected by wet days or little disappointtice, my fingers were still'; but excite- which had not changed.
ment more than made up for it, I sup“Miss Norman resides with me, mad- ments, or whose milk of human kindness
pose, lor I had never played better, and am,” replied Mrs. Dartnell, with a stateli- does notfsour in the sunshine of prosperity.
ness she could assume when required. “Is
Such a woman, in the darkest hours,
my voice was in excellent order.
“I foresee you will get that place per- it she whom you wish to see ?
brightens the house like a piece of sun“Miss Norman, eh! Ah, there she is. shiny weather. The magnetism of her
manently.”
“Oh, no; Miss Patten will be well di- I’d know her anywhere, by her likeness smile, the electrical brightness of her
to my brother.
Good notion it was for looks and movements, infect every one.
rectly.”
“No, no 1 1 see this will be your turn- your father to put Norman into your name. The children go to school with a sense ot
Not that he meant anything by it—he nev- something great to be achieved ; her coning-point, and I shall lose you.”
"You shall not lose me, Mrs. Dartnell,” er meant anything by it, poor man. Do queror's spirit. No matter how people
I said; for the old lady betrayed in her you know why7 I’ve hunted you out ? No, worry and annoy him all dav, far off her
voice that she would really be sorry if 1 of course you don’t. I’m rich—why don’t presence shines, ailtl he whispers to himwent.
you hurry to claim kin ? I’m odd, 1 sup- self, “At home I shall find rest.” So day
My singing that afternoon was a suc- pose. Well, it would be no better for you by day .she literally renews his strength
cess.
Mrs. Dartnell was right about Miss for I intend to leave every cent i have to and energy, and if you know a man with
Patten. She never returned to the choir. Victor, every cent.”
a beaming face, a kind heart and a prosShe had ruptured a blood-vessel, Was sent
I bowed, to escape
perous business, in nine cases out of ten
laughing.
to Florida, remained there some months,
“Sarcastic, too ! Well, you have more you will find he has a wife of this kind.
and came back to die. I was
in spirit than your father ever had, but you’re For nothing is more certain than that the
engaged
her place at a salary of five hundred dol just as proud in a different way. A pret- man who is married must ask his w ife for
lars a year— a little fortune to me; but 1 ty chase I’ve had all the way7 to Sealsford, permission to be happy and wealthy.
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prettiness,

The Carl Voght Romance

The Folly of Dishonesty.

—The editor of the

Xkw York, June ;>. The long-delayed
The dishonest man is a fool always.
extradition ot Car! Voght, who sailed lor
The best and most valuable lesson which
1875.
JUNE
THURSDAY,
lu,
ihirope yesterday in the Switzerland with
can be learned
a detective
by a young man is that
who had him in charge, as
is
sure
to
win in the race of life,
terminates
the
AmeriPUBLISHED
EVERY
THURSDAY
MORNING
integrity
stated,
previously
can
—BY—
and that however much glitter and attractchapter ot one ot the most reuiarkahie romances of crime on record. The !
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. iveness there may be about the roguery
story begin.' as tar back as October. 1*71, j
that is successful for a day, it is sure to
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
when \ oght, whose real name ho now ad- :
Si uw uirriON Tkkms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
come to grief at last.
mits to be Joseph Stnpp, left Brussels for
Speaking of the
w ithiu ilie year, $2..">U; at the expiration of the year,
IhiglanJ. On the night previous to his)
disclosures made by the flight of AbraTkkms. For one square, (one inch
depart tin the chateau of Chevalier du of Advkktisino
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 ham Jackson, the New York Tribune has
liei- ilo Bianco, a
insertion. A fraction of a
Belgian nobleman ot cents l«>r each subsequent
an article
upon the subject so full ot suggloat wealth, was burned and sacked, and square charged as a lull one.
lac
gestive truth, that we cOpy it below.
finding of the charred remains cd
'■ ic ( hevalier in the
£*j-S M Pktkn<;i 1.1, & Co., f» State St., Boston,
A lew days ago,
blackening ruins ot
Row New York, are our authorized
says the Tribune, there
the chateau threw ai! Brussels into a fever and 57 Park
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding was no man more looked
ot excitement.
up to than Mr.
advertisements.
at
once
Suspicion
pointed
Abraham
to \
in
a town
S.
Boston
R.
is
f*
Jackson,
as
of
*tj
No.
Tremont
the
Street,
Nm.ks,
Boston,
oght
probable perpetrator
the triple crime of robberv. arson and Agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts which has somewhat fastidious notions of
and orders are always recognized.
murder on account of his quitting the
flarGi;o. i'. kowkll & to., 40 Park Row, New what a model moral character should be.
country, and the discovery of the fact that York, will receive advertisements lor this paper, at Widows
trusted him ; orphans confided in
the
lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
the burned nobleman had given him morattention.
tal offence by
banks
discounted bis paper whenhim;
inducing him, while he was
4&~1Iora<'k Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
ever they discounted
employed u< a gardener, to marry a dis- is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
anybody’s; people
carded mistress. Voght was traced to
who had money to invest, asked him to
Ai»min'istka n>i:s, Executors and Guardians
Condon, and there it was learned that he
desiring their advertisements published in the Jour invest it for them ; he was steady, prulow a young woman from his native town
nal will please so state to the Court.
in Prussia, and sailed with her to the Unident, economical, virtuous, conservative,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
ted States.
In December of the same
cautious, shrewd, sagacious, and verapapers changed, must state the Post Office to which
V'at c\-lictective l-arlov arrested him in the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
cious, as lie is now fugacious. Part of
the Continental Hotel' in
Philadelphia, ii is to go.
these adjectives are our own—part of
" here he was
lavi-hly spending the pro& lau UK,
Park Row. New York,
ceeds ol storks, bonds and securities, are4W*Bati;:s
them we extract from the telegram which
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.
known to haw been the
tells us that, to the inexpressible horror
property ot his
—

employer. Voght was brought to
1 ork without warrant., and to
pre\cnl hi.- release
upon a writ ot habeas corlorno

r

Subscribers are requested to take notice o( the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper, it
is the only form of receipt now used
For instance,
la May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date.
When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
RKtjl IS 1 ED Hi SEE THAT I HEIR DATES ARE
(JoRKECl
Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

New

pus a <>eneral Ses.-ions Crand Jury was
induced t.» indict him tor
bringing into
the Stale
property stolen elsewhere. The
t ial ot this indictment was

delayed pending

an

conveniently
application to Coy.

iloffman to extradite him. White this
business y\a- in progress, the woman who
neci‘mpmiicd \ oght retained lawyers for
him, and turned over to them a
large lot
ol securities, worth .*!•■ ..or
more, by
Ol

"ay

gyyarauteeing

their fees.

iftf In sending money, state TH K POST OP FI Cf
to which the paper is sent, dtt

Democratic

these

yer-

■

What

11 o-1

on

paid for Entertaining

ideality
Wo

figure in the garb ot a convict.
up at once. Thus far we have

to

own

been unable to associate the clean shirt,
stitl' collar, the gloved hands, the
grac e manner, a happy medium between
familiarity and repollant pride, with
shall we say it?
no, wo will not sac

State

Convention.

Iln Petnocrats of the several Cities, Towns and
Plantations, of the State of Maine, aie requested to
meet in Convention by their delegates at Granite
Hall, in Augusta, on TUESDAY. JUNE 22d

Id o’clock a. in., to nominate a candidate for Go\
ernor, to elect a State Committee for tin* political
vear emnmeiicing Jumptry 1, ls?i», and to transact
any other business that may be deemed expedient.
Ev*-ry City, Town and organized plantation will
be ,-iititled to one delegate, and an additional del,
gate for every seventy-live votes cast for tin Democratic Candidate for Governor at the State election
for 1*72, and a fraction of forty-live votes will be
entitled to an additional delegate.
I he State om
mitt, e will be in session the night previous at tin
Mansion House, arid on tin* morning of the ,»m en
tion at the Aldermen’s Room, under Granite Hall,
to receive credentials of the
delegates and to hear
and determine all cases that may come before them
subject to the ratification of the Convention.
Arrangements have been made with tin* different
railroad* to convey the
at reduced tares.
Pm Order of the Democratic State Committee.
1.. F. Pn.i.siu Jtv, Chairman, Kennebec.
D Kit > H. I\«. i:.\n am. Sec. Cumberland.
Dan \ to ok, Androscoggin.
d.
MaiiIi.an, Aroostook.
1.. B. Pii.i.shi’KY, Franklin.
A. A Baktkktt, Hancock
,l. II. Martin. ivuox.
R. 1 Rimu.kti Lincoln.
A. S. Kimb M-I., Oxford.
Ill \i:> Hudson, Piscataquis.
Wv att Wkkii, Penobscot,
s. M
Dcnnkkk, Sagadahoc.
W. D. Havdkx, Somerset.
L. II. Mi in n, Waldo.
W. s. pi \\ v, Washington.
John Bknnktt ^ ork.

at

delegates

The

Robbery

of

—

—

stealing, for

it is much nicer to say breach
When the president of a Patent
Safe Company is discovered to be an em-

ot trust!

bezzler.

put

lately investigated

the accounts of the
state auditor, and is submitted in their

bands to

our

our

us

to do but fo

mouths, and
If

eve

our

cannot trust.

Abraham Jackson, whom can eve trust?
Who evill prove to be a “sham-Abram”
next? Mr. (irose defines ‘■Shams’’to be
“false sleeves with rutiles, put overaplain
’’
shirt
But this sham event in the sim-

plicity

of Wamsuttu

Ins was one ot the little teats which

only
marvelous proper anil moral operator

a

could have
And

accomplished.

now

the conundrum in State street

is, what has Mr. Abraham Jackson done
with the money? He had no vices, lie
drank not, neither was lie a votary ot

draw-poker,

nowued m tlie llevere House have rendered the r lull for boarding and
lodging
• he Genera: and hi- tail: and the lesson
which ii teaches is that
you cannot have
pre-ident ei. al. tor guest- without making
dri-adlul inroads into the
municipal money
he-l, V
have perused the particulars
" ilh a kino ol avve.
I he cost ot
keepin"

jobbers

oi

to Boston

system gives

runner

goods. Another
Age—

is this,

as we

lind it in the

•And wlnit. seems equally strange is, that retail
merchants in the city who buy of those same jobbers, notwithstanding their enormous expense for
rents &c. are able to sell goods from 15 to *J0 per
cent, cheaper than they can be sold bv a large number of the retailers in "our small cities and villages
where the expenses are small. These facts furnish
a useful hint to cash buyers of goods to retail.

It is rather poor encouragement to the
country retailers who advertise in the Age
be told that their

to

goods

of

much

bo had

can

retailers.

Senators holding certificates of election
from Gov. Weston, were qualified. A tormal protest against the seating of Senators
l’riest and Proctor, was presented by the
Republican Senators; it was ordered on
file. A ballot was then taken for PresiJohn

Sanborn,

ceived the

seven

Wakefield, who
Democratic votes,
of

the

that the Bel-

fast market is much cheaper.
Besides
that, greater pains are taken to suit their

not voting. The five Republican Senators then withdrew from the
Senate in a body, after which the Demo-

his studio overlooking the harbor on one
side and the whole stretch of country on the
other. lie chose this elevated and secluded
to study sky effects and to keep himself
away from the envious disparagements and
jealousies of artistic circles. In lslu Mr. Brown

spot

away from home and sailed for Europe.
He had in. his pocket only twenty-five dollars
which a gentleman friend had given him for
nis passage. He became acquainted with the
ran

organized temporarily by electing G. T.
Stowell President, and Tyler Westgate
Clerk, after which they adjourned. There

Communication is now so rapid
that goods can be ordered and received in
less than forty-eight hours. Another ad-

little excitement in the House which
organized by the election of Chas. P. Sanborn, Rep., as Speaker. The seceding Republican Senators sent in a message stat-

vantage in favor of trading with home

ing they had taken the oath, but refused

dealers is the fact that in case ot any detect in the goods the seller is always at
1 here are a great
hand to tic appealed to.

act

tastes.

is

Republicans

Besides

dress fabrics

experiment ot buying
goods in Boston

beautiful Italian landscapes, full of soft atmosphere and delicious color. He has his home in
South Boston, on the heights. In the very top

the

well-known in Boston now,
and to him Brown used to unfold his future
plans and tell Iflm what he wanted to do and

captain,

was

so

long

Priest and Proctor

as

were

was

the Age without having

diy

cause

to

re-

to

it.

gret

—Ben. Butler says lie hasn’t any opinion
to give on the third term matter—that he

al-

lowed seats in the

and
do

declared that what he felt be eould
all "blow,” and that artists were a set
of miserable seallawags any way. Brown felt
of course touched to the quick, but he was not
shaken in his purpose, and the captain, though

and Council in the matter of Senators

a new

forth in the

arises, which is set

difficulty
following despatch.

from him. and received his good wishes. So
with only fifteen dollars the artist found himself set down alone in Europe. He went to

Maxchksi'iui, X. 11., Ji Nt:(i. Section fill of
the State Constitution provides that, Whereas,
elections appointed to be made by this Constitution on the first Wednesday in .lime annuguage of the confirmation service, T have ally,
by tin; two houses of the Legislature, may
renounced the devil and all his works'
not lie completed on that day, they may tie adto day till
from
journed
they are completed.”
Well, Satan will tie the greater loser The order of day
elections are : First, to till vacansecond, to elect the
by this dissolution ot partnership. Ben. cies, it any, in the Senate;
Governor.’ when there is no choice by the peowas the active member of the linn, and
ple; and third, to till vacancies in the Council.
As there was no proposition to elect a Governor
brought in a great deal of business
oil tin; first Wednesday, ami the LegislaturonilHon. Claries P. Kimball, who is now journed trom Friday to Monday, and not from
located in New York, has resigned liis day to day as required in the Constitution, them
are those who contend that the election of a
position as Commissioner ot .Maine tor the Governor by die Legislature cannot now be
These gone into without a \ iolation of the fundamental
National Centennial exposition
law, ami that the President of the Senate must
officials are nominated by the Governors till the office of Governor as provided in tile
lot the'States and continued by the Pres- Constitution until the next annual election, it
is a question of some interest whether New
ident. Some prominent Democrat from Hampshire lets any Governor at all, as it is
claimed
Gov. Weston’s term expires in one year
the western portion of the state will be
from the day of his inauguration, and as section
ot
The names
fit of the constitution provides that “When the
named for the position.
President of the Senate shall exercise the office
Hon. W. P. Haines and C. 11. Haskell are of
Governor he shall not hold his office in the
Senate.” It also provides that “not less titan
mentioned in that connection.
seven members of tiie Senate shall make a
—The Ohio republicans, at their state quorum fordoutg business,” and the Democratic
Senate, of which John W. Sanborn is President,
convention, last week, treated the Presi- has
just that number, the Republicans having
dent as though his third term letter didn't only live members in their body. New Hampshire i.- said to have tiie most radical State rights
Instead ot acknowledg- Constitution of
amount to much.
any state in the Fniou.
has done with

lie remarked Ibis

politics,

liome.

for twenty years, and
there he worked sixteen hours every day. In
1800 he returned to Boston. The same year he
had an exhibition of his paintings at the Athe-

adding—‘In tile lan- tiie

to an interviewer,

Republic.
That’s hard

on

Ulysses.

Tlu*r«'* arc now seventy live miles ol' newlv-phintC,1 shade trees in the streets and avenues of Wash,
ington, and ample material on hand for making it
| Starone hundred mile- before this time next year.

The next Presidential election will throw
the present population of Washington in-

effectually

to the shade more

than a mil-

()tt

Tuesday

an

-laid

While the artist stood on the
opening day of tiie exhibition, palette in band,
putting a few finishing touches to a picture
which had got bruised in moving, a gentleman

Gallon.

gallery

and going up to him said,
Brown, the artist?" The voice
startled the painter at once, and looking up lie

entered lhe

“Is this Mr.

grasped the hand of the stranger, and exclaimed, "Good God! it's Captain Blank!" "Well,
how is it now?"

greeting

was

said Mr.
“was

over,

Brown after the
it

all

‘bosh’ and

"Well, I guess it's all right now."
returned the captain, laughingly.
Then tile

‘blow'?”

artist told the
success

ed

captain

that he attributed all his

in life to him.

It

was

all due he declar-

captain's stern advice and hitter
taunts, which goaded him to his uttermost exertion and a determination to be something,
and to the friendly proffer of the three guineas.
George I.. Brown is now sixty-two years old.
and he works diligently every day and walks
five miles besides. Consequently. he is hale and

to the

in full

tiie Court rendered its decis-

it declined to express

There In

naeum

—

ion.

harshly

was

he refused to be com ineed of the feasibility of
the schemes, still he would not let Brown leave
the steamer till lie had taken three guineas

Priest and Proctor. The court has appointed a time and place tor the hearing.
Rut

But the captain
eould see nothing

back home and pick out some honest business.
He ridiculed Brown’s ambition as “bosh,"

then

ernor

a

practical in art. So he talked discouragingly
lie advised him to go
to the art enthusiast,

body. A resolution was
passed directing the Speaker to obtain
favor ot dealing the opinion ot tin; Supreme Court on the
We never knew constitutionality of the action of tin; Gov-

many other reasons in
with home m Ti hants
a person to take the course recommended

hoped to achieve.
practical man, and he

what he

possession

of his powers.

N on Bulow, the great European piam*t,who
is coming to this country in the fall, is to make
his first appearance in this city, instead of New

opinion

upon the past amt completed act ot the
executive department in regard to the
senatorial votes, as it would be only criti-

York, where it has been the custom to first give
sight of distinguished foreign artists, lie will
make his dehut here in October, and it is understood that he will use tie* <’bickering piano exclusively while in this country. Uubenstein
played only on tin* Steinway instrument. \ on
Bulow has lost all his property through tin*
treachery of bis manager in England, in whom
he placed complete confidence. It i> >aid that
he will receive $40,000 for his nine mouth*'
engagement in the luitcd States. Mr. I. C.
Packard, a young tenor, who several years ago
a

cism upon a co-ordinate branch, in an act
that cannot be recalled. Hut it held that
the two Democratic Senators, Priest and
Proctor, legally hold their seats, by the act
ot the senate, and cannot lie disturbed.

nor

did he harass the

—

thorough

man.

creased to not less than 4,700,000
The
population of Louisiana at the same time

in Boston is stili a mystery, and
edge of the nature ol the business, not plosion
always will be. It is now conprobably
has no occasion to steal, but lie has
was only 720,0 1.7, and cannot lie
supposed, only
ceded that kerosene, saltpetre and apothof
because
he
comfully
stealing,
under the circumstances existing in the a horror
are liable to explode.
that in the long run it is not the ecary shops
state, to have much increased, if at all. prehends
—It is stated that Mr. Stroul, of PortCall it 800,000, or one-sixth of the pop- most profitable thing which he can do.
land
and Gen. Roberts, of Bangor, have
ulation ot the state ol New York, and we No matter what was thought of Mr
written letters declining to he candidates
Jackson
in
the
Abraham
banks
and
brokthen find the debt of Louisiana to be

times

as

great

as

to

in New York and ,*;148,1
d7 I iii Louisiana.
The debt ot .*.jO,,7oo,ooii resting on the latter is one-sixth
of the entire
property, real and personal,

tumble in ; Messrs. Dombcy, Flatus & Co.
go into chancery; Mr. Merdle, who manages all the railways in the country and

in the state:

grave

¥ti,;<0d,Ml,2til

bering

a

public mortgage

encum-

every man's estate to the extent of

one-sixth ot all its worth.

The interest

a

School besides, slinks into the
insolvent suicide. Isn't it time
to understand that the really clever

Sunday

lor us

an

business man is an honest man? that fraud
and forgery, and swindling, and all sorts

for the democratic nomination for Gover-

nor.

-Gen. Sheridan ivas married lasl week.

The last hours of his bachelor lile were
by a dinner given him by his

soothed

bachelor friends at which

a

silver tea-set

presented.

was

—Bishop Healey,

of the Unman Cath-

olic diocese of Portland, was consecrated
dune I’d. The ceremony was one of great
magnificence, and largely attended by
and

life the sentence of Lowell, the Auburn
wile murderer, and a warrant tor his execution will issue
lie may be hung on
the same day with Wagner and Cordon.

Opinion

from the

Age.

I xrrv, June 7. tsT.I.
Mr. Knrroit: 1 noticed an article in the editorial department of the lust issue of the Pro-

brother farmers and dairymen how they like it.
The editor says there was tint very little
cheese made in the county last year that was
above second or third quality compared with
that of Vermont or New York, tie say»agood
deal of the milk had evidently been skimmed;
that Hie cheese was dry and hard, and could
not lie sold beside that made in those states.
If there is rciilence that a good deal of the milk

than is

little cottage parlor.
It is one thing to borrow
money, and another thing to pay it back, but
the latter part receives too little consideration
from young ladies who have never known what

Prog.

gressive Age in relation to cheese making in
Waldo county the past year, on which I wish
to make a few remarks, and to inquire of my

r

agreeable, or would be possible, to help other
young persons in a similar way, many of whom
perhaps have no other qualification of success
than a voice fitted to sing simple ballads in a

Republican Journal.

Fortin1

A Skim-milk

that because of these instances of bcnc\olmec
Mr. Jordan is solicited much oftem

it is to earn a penny. Miss Matilda Phillips,
sister of Adelaide, the well-known contralto, is
soon to return home from her foreign studies,

j

which she has been able to pursue by tin* generous help of her sister. The latter, by the
way,

was

aided at the

beginning

of her

career

by

a small circle of personal lriemls and admirers, who have always been proud of her

noble efforts in belialf of herself and

News of the

much Orthodox as

family.

The two sisters will in all probability appear
together in opera next season.
Mon appear to take as naturally to dinners a>
souree of amusement as women do to tatting

It would seem that all the writers in the

play

G

lor

"■

four

lowi

>

All the meals, we note, were

people

depot.
“private,"

desperate

>o

which doesn't say much for the sociability

a

state as that of the

city
people

if Louisiana.

The robbers of the Tweed
■ing, moreover, did leave something bound them, in the way ot public works,

of the party.
We really do not like to
think ot all these jolly fellows
eating solitary and alone.
Ilabeoek, poor man,

without meaning it, added considerably * o show tor the
public moneys which ran
to the “dom'd total” by leaving a faucet
their
but the Louisiana
Trough
hands;
so
that the rains derunning in his room,
hioves have lclt nothing but the desolatscended and the Mood came, and the water
went through the Moor ami ruined the fres'd and ruined State. The Investigating
coed ceiling of the parlor below (.*100.)
Committee in their report say :
1 icing superintendent of ail a* (in duct when
As to all that portion of the public debt, createti
he is at home the General should have
ince
the .state tlid not realize over titty cents
1 -n the dollar, nor was the amount realized
understood better the workings of those
expend<1 for the benefit of the state to the extent of more
wator-li\tures.
j ban one half; in other words, the state has not
lint the glory ol this big bill was in its t een actually benefited in an amount exceeding one
ultimate charge: “To banquet to Pros- J mirth of the debt created, nor to an amount exeeding one-half of the taxes collected since 18<>5.
ident (Irani and party—one thousand dolrhe cot in balance, say one-half of’ all the tares and
lars!” However hungry, we think we 1 hreefourths of alt the present debt, have been
or done worse with by the administrashould attain a tolerable sense of reple- j •juandered
ion of the government since that date.
tion just bv reading the bill of fare of that
Who can wonder that New Orleans is
banquet witii tlie aid of a French dictionike
a dead city, its business paralyzed,
ary. Tlven the strawberries were $.'i.5f>
Then $480 lor
i
ts
per quart.
Mowers,
people almost hopeless? Wito can
bright flowers, to strew in the conquer- vonder that public feeling in Louisiana is
or’s path," Then $50 tor rent of picture
: trrayed with
political bitterness against
to hang up in his room, with $17 paid for
the
President looking 1 he carpet-bagger and the negro in their
insurance against
at it too hard, or falling into it, or against ! utal alliance as politicians?
What wonthe superfluous water, perhaps, from (len- ler is there in the
that the
matter,
except
eral liabcoek’s basin. We read in ancient
.vrath and
of an outraged and
despair
of
the
Roman
of
emthe
luxury
history
perors—well, this too seems to have been uined people have not exploded ere now
a
n far greater violence than the
Caesarean
time.
We condole with
very
worst that
Poston. Presidents do come high. [JN. Y. tas ever occurred ?
Tribune.
The article which

copy to-day from
he Boston Daily Advertiser gives the
icw which a candid republican paper

Fire, at Machias.
iM Ai.iu vs, dune 5. A fire started at Machias in a barn near what is known as the
old Machias 1 louse at 'J o’clock this morning. The old Marinas House, the house
of Nathan Longfellow and Dr. Peabody,
the Catholic church and parsonage, several barns and small buildings, and one
hundred and fifty thousand feet of lumber
At M o’clock the destrucwere destroyed.
tion of the whole central and eastern part
of the town was imminent. The liremen
and citizens worked hard to stay the
flames. The cause of the lire is unknown.
it

was

probably caused, however, by

drunken tramps in the barn. Loss twenty-five thousand dollars ; insurance seven
thousand, mostly in the jitna of Hartford.
Seven families were turned out of home
by the disaster.

1 akes of

['here is

the
no

we

political

situation in Ohio,
doubt that the Republican

*

State Constitution so muddled things as
1 o make easy a Democratic victory the

*

oming

fall.

Judge Tall,

a

conscientious

.ml clear headed man, was slaughtered as
candidate for the nomination for governor,
!
>y the bigotry of those controlling the

;

lie did not believe it

<

invention,

i

iglit to compel

just

or

Catholic children to par-

t icipate in Protestant

worship or schools,
in prohibitory liijuor

did he believe
1 aws.—and so he went under. The nominat ion went to Haves,
by a trick that will cost
im thousands of votes.
These things,
Boston
Globe
The
states that the Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad line owns more pas- £ nd the slap at Grant, which must anger his
senger ears than any other road running out of c dice
holders, vender a Democratic victory
Boston, and, with one exception, the ears are
c ertain.
all of the monitor roof pattern.
1 tor

explosion,
>f which has haunted him night and day
so long, comes, he is
always the least sur-

large crowd.

that the true history of the tight has never be en
written till now
when he has produced it.

barber

Sidelingei
shop

upon the ttreet. lle knew or
half knew that lie could not get along in
this shilly-shally way forever; and that

prised

man

die time would

come

when his

palsied

land would reluso to go to his mouth.
It always comes.
It will lie seen

Joseph Titcomb,
hat he
illice

by

which

declines

a

;ests with

we

publish to-day,

renomination lor the

of Governor.

served the

the letter from Hon.

Mr. Titcomb has

Democracy through two
a singleness of
purpose

eon-

and

self-sacrifice which entitle him to the sincere thanks of liie party.
And in retirng lie will bear with him the gratitude
ind best wishes of his political friends,
well as the respect ot his opponents.
Here is another

jeing persecuted

as

all the time,” embezzled $410,000
For this inno-

cent act, a Sheriff started out to arrest the

Hon. Mr. Leslie, who had to lly from home
to preserve his
liberty. Thus are the
mints continually persecuted.
flic Democratic Legislature of New
i ork has reduced the State taxes more
than two millions of dollars a year.

They

uive cut down the tax
levy from fifteen
nillions to thirteen millions of dollars.
Upon the same ratio this would be equiva-

liquor
a
pistol

Jiangor

as-

and llaliron the

premises.

Pemberton, who nil rdered Mrs. llingham, at East Ifoston, has been found guilty,
and will hang.
now cares tor the third term
and widows who have been
Grant
except
twice married.

—Nobody

anonymous babies
laid on the turf
in
salt
and
boxes,
packed
ot the cemetery.

-—AtlSangorthey lind

Medical Association is
holding its annual session at Portland this
week.
Maine

—The

—The Clilford, (..’apt. lloss’ new barge,
was launched aL Ilangor an Saturday.
—Fourth ol July is to be celebrated in
Ellsworth by the Temperance League.
The

caterpillars

trees

this

season

their white webs

are
as

infesting the apple
they did last, and

unpleasant sight
looking forward to a

are an

those who are
bounteous crop of fruit tor the winter’s
consumption. A wash id' soap suds—carbolic soap is the best—will destroy the

to

caterpillar, it
of disposing

is said; but the surest way
of them is to use a torch

made of rags saturated with coal oil—a
sort of farmer’s lire bug.

Says the Chicago Tribune: A strong
demand will be made upon the next Iowa
legislature l'or the restoration of capital
punishment. During the week ending
last

Saturday,

several

cases

six murdefs not to mention
of

occurred in

that

rape,
saving in the Federal Governstate, ll is thought the sentimentalist parnentoffull fifty millions ol dollars a year.
It seems to pay the people to elect Demo- ty will make no showing at the polls in
ent to a

the next election.

:rats to olUcc.
—--—-v—

The

dedication of the new Masonic
L'emple in New York, on the 2d, was a
t nagnificent affair.
Twenty-six thousand
J dasons marched in the
procession with a
1 lewildering array of banners and

regalia,

['he temple itself is one of the most
rnaguficeut of the kind in the world.

A

private letter from New < )rlcans says

“On the

principle

:

that the darkest hour is

just before dawn, I suppose we
ere of a better day, for never

are on
were

the

such

here—no business, city bankrupt and thousands on the ‘ragged edge’
of starvation. That’s our fix.”
times

seen

I sec you all humbling yourselves before this
sapient editor, with hats oil', in grateful acknowledgment of this wonderful piece of coun-

sel. that

—

—

while Land Commissioner.

seller in

saulted with
sheritf who searched he

patriotic carpet-bagger

one who has been
‘driven from home.” The Hon. C. 1’.
Leslie of South Carolina, a firm believer
in Grant for the Presidency, “first, last

and

—A female

none

of

us

Then to conclude he

ever

turns

thought

of before.

prophet, and tolls

the public that if we do not make an improvement in the quality of our cheese the enterprise
will surely fail.
Now what think you, my brethren? Has the
mantle of Elijah actually fallen on the editor of
the Ago:- or has some New York cheese dealer
hin d him to disgrace his own countrymen for
their benefit ? \Vliieh of the two looks the most
I'NITV.
likely?

lie was to break up the little party that had
met daily, and would he married before coining
back again to town, it was deemed the correct
tiling for him to entertain Ids associates w ilii a

little dinner, including wines. They had many
courses, but it transpired that the solids were

slighted, while saulerne, sherry, burgundy,
and brandy were consumed athougli the trio Intel laid a \\ agrr to exhaust I he
supply. They labored under the impression
that they were having a line time. Happily
there is a limit to the absoibing eapa, itv of

champagne

young men, however it may lie with the more
The dinner ended, the
advanced in years.
started forth to walk otf the eftrets of
the mixed le verages, but that hardly seemed
to them a jolly enough termination to ‘‘a high
time" and so they repaired to the room of one

youths

Washington reports the
Capital exceedingly stupid, and the thermometer lluctuating between 80 and 90
in the shade, thus giving certain ollicials
and politicians there a foretaste of the
A letter from

future.
One hundred cottages will be built in
the vicinity ot Old Orchard Beach this
season, and the hotel at the Beaelt has
been enlarged. Eastward the tide ot summer

travel takes

its way.

of the number who kept bachelor's hall in an
apartment building. To turn every thing upside down seemed to be a part of the programme for having a “high time" and in carrying out this idea, the engaged young man.
on whom it was incumbent to he rather more
boisterous than the

rest,seized a Japanese waste

basket, which is funnel-shaped, and placed it
on the head of one of his companions <t hi tile
fashion. Now it happened that the occupant

of the room had for his lunch sardines and
crackers, and it also happened that lie had de-

Masonic Gai.a-Day in New York. The
largest and most imposing civic display ever posited the sardine box, including the oil, in
witnessed in New York city attended the dedi- the waste basket, right side up w itli care. Now
cation of the new Masonic Temple in that city
you see the result. The young man was bapThe streets were gaily
on Wednesday the 2d.
decorated with flags ami streamers, and the tised with the lish oil, but not only himself, for
route of the procession was thronged with spec- his new spring suit, donned for the occasion
The grand procession consisted of
tators.
in tor a share of the trickling grease. But
twenty-six divisions, embracing delegations of came
the brotherhood from all parts of the country, it was such a “high time,” and the high headforming on the streets beginning with Nine- aches the next morning! Ah well, they, too,
teenth, the right of each column resting on
to the programme of “a regular spree.”
Fifth avenue. The march began from Wash- belong
While the members of the Park Street church
ington square where from a platform the Grand
Lodge witnessed the procession. The specta- are waiting for an answer to their invitation
cle along Fifth avenue was very imposing, as to the ltev. Dr. Charles S. Robinson of the Methe line moved on in all the glory of steeds,
helmets, regalia and banners. At the head of morial chureli, New York, to become their pasof the procession were the Knights Templars tor, the iriends of Mr. Murray are interested in
whose appearance excited general admiration.
up a reception for him, to take place
They turned out in large force and formed the getting
most inposing part of the immense procession. Tuesday evening at the Deacon House, when it
C. L. Fillers acted as Marshal of the Templars. is expected that the Murray enthusiasts will lie
Tin'll followed in regular succession the twen- out in
great force. There is not much said
the whole line containing bety-six divisions,
tween 25,000 and 30,000 men. Along Broadway lately about the new clip re h organization. It
every point from which a view of the line could
be obtained bad been turned to account, and
people from the country were there by tens of

thousands.
The procession reached the Temple, corner
Sixth avenue and Twenty-third street, about 2
p. M., and the dedicatory services were performed with great pomp. The magnificent
building was elaborately decorated and the ceremonials were of the most imposing character.
There arc 170 granges of Patrons of Husa membership of 7000.

bandry in Maine, with

Is said that Mr.
tional

singing,
Tourjee, of the

is in favor of congregaand that lie wants Air. Ebon

Murray
New

England Conservatory, to

conduct this part of the worship.

But Mr.
Tourjee, though a warm and personal friend of
Mr. Murray, is a good Methodist, and he will
run the risk of offending Ids denominational friends, with whom lie lias now
not a little influence, by attending Orthodox
ministrations, although for ttiat matter the

hardly like to

very nice out door concert
which was atteuded by a

and Duntou ha\r

bought
They

Main street.

on

Delano's
are fu st

—

How

there be

class workmen.

anything

but truth in history
written one hundred years after the transpiration of the events? Rut the Seventeenth of
June will be a great day, no doubt. At. all
can

Quite a heavy Frost in the neighborhood of
the Paper Mills, Sunday. It was at the house
of Fdwin Frost, and i- a girl.
Sibley A: Son arc putting a tower on the root
of their store house, to support a hoisting apparatus and to ventilate the building.

events, there
to it

are some persons looking forward
the “be all and end all of existence.''

as

livery room in the Revere House has been reserved for some time past, and it is there that
the most distinguished guests will be ijuartercd.

The steamer Pioneer has got a new propeller,
.'she will go on Dyer
Son's railway the latter
part of the week and have it attached.
J lie old town clock has been
thoroughly
renovated by Mr. Allard, several improvements added, and now
keeps time Jik** a br<>noineter.

Generalities.
Vanderbilt was eighty-one years old
day of last week.
The best physicians
and Dr. Merriman.

are

Strawberry festivals have
day schools will till up.

Dr. Riot, Dr.
set

to

A man called at the American Hotel a-t
week, proposing to stdl smelts at u fixed price
per qiiurt. and actually measured out a quantitv

f

in. and the Sun-te-idilv

improvement.

leave.

Three gentlemen of Lewiston returned from
Swift River with f>00 trout.
The

to

Christian Intelligencer declares
preachers have hellphobia.”

proprietors.

The Washington I>. <
Sunday Herald of the
-loth uit. sayLieutenant Leonard< henerv.
I
S. N
left last week for .» trip .North on sick

The Nebraska people planted Id.non.non tree*
on their prairies last year.

“some

the amused

to

General business i> believed to b»

tending

<

Thurs-

on

He will beat Belfast. Maine, Juim 1*

I he annual session of the M die ( uiv.-rsah-t
( onvention will be held in tie
Fniver-aiis
ehureb in Belfast, on Tm-.vlav \\ lu<-da> *n-;
lhursday, the *22il. J I and ‘J4th 'lav- -1 1 tut
ISTo.

that

Ossiun l\. Dodge, so the gossips saw is about
marry Mrs. McParlaiid-Kichardsou.

Before Judge Johnson, on tin* Of|j. \unie
Flark, of Belfast, made eomplaint that D H.

Southern papers state that the general crop
were never better.

prospects in that section

Warren was the father of her unboru ehil t
Hi- Honor asked tliat the respondent furnish
$ltMM> bail to await tie
Mum"
c.ni. vhi h
did.

Tile I niou cheese factor) started up Monday
da> under the superintondniee of Mr. Hunt of
Rome, N. Y

1

Donaldson's balloon e-»-aped from it
moorings at Fitchburg, Salurda), and lias not been
recovered.

A

The ship Admiral,
tons, owned by the
Rlanehard Profilers, wa*launched on Thur-dav
at Yarmouth.
Rost on received loO.uuu boxes of
the oilier day. from Norfolk, \ a.
for ten cents a box.

raw

ben

They

following

man

lottery
noon,

on <

(ain. roll's ciren- -.peiied a
House .’Square Monday fort
large crowd collected, and vs a-

ustom

got

a

raking in about

sjs per miuuti when Sheral
Norton arrived and broke up the gain-1
are not all dead.

ie-.

*>uld

I In matter ot building
Ma-oni i .-tuple
ibis city is making rapid progress. Timothv
( hast* I.odge lias raised a eojnniittet t
out*with the other bodies, and they mean Mi-in**-*
l'he members of Plurnix Lotlge ar- uoiitie.J

I he

President has gone to Long Rraiieh.
Salary only sdo.ooo a year with about sion.uoo.
extras and perquisites.

Nothing but

a const it u t ional amendment, or
stretcher, will ever take Grant out of the
White House. [Chicago'rimes.

a

meet on Monday evening next to tak> *eti.
the matter,and to make arratigenn-iring their present hall.

Mr. Sartoris has purchased a line building lot
m Washington, and some think he is
going to
give up Fngland for America.

A

The

Whig sav> that at Raiigor. people are
beginning to complain of drouth and empty ei>terns. thus earl) in the season.

lady

in

this city

recently und.-i

“•

late.

When the ladv Went fot hat
nu-t
blackened ashes met her ga/e.
h ha
taken fir- and burned up. <ln* will patn.ii.
1

*»t

mas-

Margaret Douglass aged i-*, committed suicide by hanging herself in the barn of Mr*.
Rrown at Rates* Island, Portland harbor.

regular bleaeliery in future.

a

steamer < itv of Richmond is in first rut
condition tor the summer bu-im-s. m\ mg » •. o
put in capital order during Hit; past winter.
Mie is strong, swift and eomfortabit and run-

Portland liquor dealers are troubled. The
hotels have been compelled to close their bar**,
and the shops are daily visited by the slientf.
lie quantity ot iron to ho used m the Centennial buildings will aggregate about noon tons,
of which more than four fifths will be wrought.

with the regularity of railroad trainShe basame officers that have been on her h
lor several years—Captain Kilby; 1’. Cu-hin.

the

The protracted cold of the past winter was
very tala! to bees. Full three-fourths of those
kept in some parts of New York state have
died.

clerk; Mr. Milliken, Mate; Mr. Pollister, Pilot
Mi. Sturdivant, steward; Mr.
Sapper. Fng
neer.

(>eo. R. 1'riskoof < olumbia has apple trees
in bearing that are a century old. 'flic editor
of the Maehias l nion has been favored with a

A(

<

'several of

ii»i;\js.

nine*- company

W ashington « 11
injured iu going to the

were

sample.

lire

Raltimore confectioner, who t< n years ago
taught his parrot to say “prett> creature," to
every lady who entered his shop, is now a millionaire.

turning sharply around the

\

Thur-tiay.
House

ment storv

lie

u

1

v

belonging

huudr*'!
Woods. M

one

to

i-ivs

■

,v

through tin* tlamc, eight casks being !•
I in* lire w a- ex tinguished alter mu
ly destroy ing the building. No iuMinmee.
A sewing macliine from the -t u of pot. a
<
i. I iaf.-n
onimby in this it v to !'i ;.

out

stroved.

the Kntaltdm,

-hipped

i-t vve.-u.

;

",

lowing direction—
For Polls B. Kati n.
For to sow hi- garden
I fc lives at Revere
A ml i- on tiic h ataliiliu.
riiis -ewing machine
Pie i-c handle with < 11
! or if il i- damaged
Billy will swear.

(lovernor Dingley ha- made the following
nomination.*: Professor It. («. Stanley, Lewiston, State A*saver; Inspectors of Fish, i Fury
C. Hatch, Hresden; (ieorge I,. W it ham, P, *ot!iRrown, Rowdoinliam; W ilbay; Robert <
liam M« l»onaid, North Haven.

Coi o r. * >n Saturday Vlexaiidn b.
Poi.ii
Smalley—known a- l>oii—was before theeourt
on complaint of Hiram »>. Pillsburv for :ut ag
grasaled assault. It seem- that Friday evening >malley met Plllshui v ami asked iom
walk, as In* wished to entnmuni*ate >omethm

him.

t>»

candy

llo led him

tin*

to

Pietv

>t

roar

Main Mreet. an*! without «:im
ing knocked him down ami 1- 1 mL i> -de
in^fly. Mr. Dmib.-r- ■:11n• to tin- r— u«- v%
store

on

•*

tin1 assailant ttirm i ■.{•on
II w;m finally iinv'iol »n

him with

a

il.tM*i*nl*,

•*:

ing the oflicers. 1 h uppeure I like a in idm at
I’ll** parties vv- iv jaifi* uiar!\ tri«*n*Itv ami th
motiv for the assault t*. in»t known
lb wn
ordered t*.» recogni/.- in tin.* sum of ^JitO for h^
appearance at the o.-tuber term of -<mrt, ami
s.’luo to keep lie- pear
ured an l
Hail \v a- | r

a dtiei by Salvador < orteivus, atohae« <» merehanl, of tins city and seriously w ounded. < •*rtereas, supposing that his opponent was dead,
killed himself. Corterea* had aeeused Curtis
ofillieit conneetion with his wife and strmk
him. Five shots were exchanged.

Smalley

released.

Tuesday llenrs Maple** ai.il lb
arraigned for-eliiug li«pmi ■*.

On
were

aml eaeh lined

Tin*

Late Thursday night a shooting affair occurred on board the schooner Telegraph, of Thomaston, in Boston.
Early in the dav the cook,
named Franklin Cunningham, and the master
of the vessel, Henry Duekam, had a quarrel.
In the evening the cook went ashore and got
drunk. Returning on board the quarrel of the
morning was renewed when the captain, the
cook having threatened to whip him, took up a
pistol aiul tired, the ball entering the chin, inflicting a flesh wound. The captain claims the
shooting as accidental, he pointing the pistol
merely to frighten the man.

k
i-:

Raker, and S. A. llovve- A * ■>.
The lire
nated in the ba.-em**nt, and the ol v\ a-

Vice President Wilson ha* been interviewed
on the third term question. He said he wa* not
opposed to it oil account of the present exc.-utive, hut on general principle*. He thinks tinpresident means by his letter that he is not a
candidate for a third term.

The town of "Warren has seized the properly
the amount of about $100, employed by sundry depredatory fishermen. The catching *>f
alewives still continues at tide-water; some
two hundred and fifty or three hundred thousand have been taken the last four days, and
more could have been, had there been a sale
for them. The river is black with fish most of
tho time. These are the return of tin* young
It pays to protect
ones of two years since.
tish.

stored

were

kerosem* oil

A novel suicide occurred m Letter F plantation last week. Ithamer Rerrv. tired of this
life and its vexations, tied a rope .round his
nock and attached a large stoic to the other
end, then jumped into a well which contained
some ten feet of water.

to

i.

On riuii -da
Flirt:.
afternoon th
oin k
smith -hop ot Thomas Camion on W ashmgem
stn-et, was discovered on tir--.
In the base-

young girl in Warren wa> so frightened
at a fellow with a white sheet thrown over
him, who suddenly appeared while she was
going home in the evening, that she wa* thrown
into convulsions, amt it is thought she will be
permanently insane.

Atkinson A Fillmore's new
while hewing an oak
struck their axes into
stick,
two pieces of iron like Indian arrow heads.
Thev were eight inches beneath the bark,tho’
the growth of the tree had added several layers
of wood. The stick above referred to i> J5 feet
long and constitutes the stem of a ship, the
first stem of a loOO-ton ship, so say the workmen, ever got out without splicing.

dp Wotind.alid K

light-house l- to in built *n I- gg Rock
Mt. He-cn. and th*- Prick v el uutm
furni-hed from this «-ity.

A

on

-e

A

A young man named ILnklcy of Cardincr,
who was accidentally slot about fourteen mos.
ago by a companion, while gunning, bus died of
bis injuries. His mother and sister had died
previously from tbc ellcets of over-work in taking care of him.

at Newburyport,
from Maryland,

a

<■

—

The workmen

over

This makes some sti.ooo taken from this p!
and the captain -ays they are the be-t hr
and the handiest place to get them, on th»*

One thing that stagger* the New Orleans
Rill let in's belief iii tin* hard tine
tbc ••legimt
Th<-, <.v
dressing of the N- \\ Orleans 1 a* 1 i*
tunics sc* u on Canal street are as expensive a**
ever, and the prices «>t dressmaking are a- atrocious as ever.

ship,

ran

The l
S. steamer Myrtle—a light hou-e tender—! apt. Foster, again visited our port la.-t
week for brick.
Mr. Strout furni-hed th«
amount, lb,000. 'Hu y are for the construction
of a light-house on Avery Island, Machius Bus

money.

Abner Robinson of New bury port, lias pointed to a gun over his tire-place for several years,
and said each time: "That's the weppin mv
old dad carried at Lexington.*’ The other da>
at the celebration, tin* mayor of the town went
to investigate matters, and after a while found
that tin* gun was a breech-loader of tin present
day. and that Abner's dad had died of black
measles in the State prison.

tin—in

'.

.1

corner near

Castle liad liis foot hurt.

man

The sale of Flint A Savels, :it Stoughton,
Mass., was robbed Friday night by unknown
burglars, of .S‘7,oOo in Cnin-d state* bonds and

precocious Ellsworth hoy stole a pocketbook, containing^t»On from his father last week.
On being cross-questioned by a lawyer lie protested his innocence, also expressing the belief
that bis father hid his money while asleep, lie
has since returned all hut sixty dollars, claiming to have discovered the hiding place employed by his erratic parent.

tub—11* tow of

mund Stevens receiv ed

If. C. A \V. F. A Men, of Camden, have just
received a ponderous and expensive machine
for testing the strength of ship's chains and
anchors.

A

'Hi

the
the men.
William
Staple- was severely hurt, the muehitie jei-sing
No bom- vs -i
eoinpletelv over his body.
broken, but
wa- injured internull}
I I

Court

Hr. R. R. Ru\ lies of Rockland, the w.-ll known
dentist has inherited propert\ valued at .you,non
by tie- death of a relative in Kngland, and left
for there last week.

The Connecticut House of Representatives
has passed a constitutional amendment providing tor biennial elections in the fall and winter
The amendment
sessions of the legislature.
will doubtless pass the Senate and be adopted
by tin* people. An amendment was also ottered
fixing the salary of legislators at $?\‘J per day.

•*,

l’he aforesaid urn
was hung to a -tick and
placed in a ston*
with a brimstone tire beneath, and b*fr m

Wrong. Three young girls tried to get their
horde’s head down so that it could think b> unbuckling the crupper. [ Boston Post.

\nson Advocate understands that the
Somerset Railroad directors have practically
fixed upon tin* upper crossing of the Kennebec
lor the extension of the line, thus leaving the
low er village out in the cold and going through
Madison Bridge village, which town has not
paid a cent, while Anson has bled freely. The
upper crossing is much the cheaper.

n

bleach her own bonnet,

•

——

a

the

to

Saturday evening,

memorable strife were. An author of one of
the recent accounts of the battle modestly says

*

cp

the east side ami

to

Sundays.

The Band gave
on

:i

■

base ball

County.

and

Somebody is administering poison
canine tribe of this vicinity.

Catholic clergy
laity.
day- vva-slgO; Belknap
a
he, like if boson. General alone, at seven per cent., constitutes a
—Evavts is still pegging away at the jury hud been skimmed, we wisli he would produce and worsted work. I>id ever ally body hear of
•le'vel! Babcock, and Wilson, i- rated at lax ot more than one per cent, on lire en- ol felonious sharpness are evidence not
with his speech in defence ot Heecher. that evidence. I, lor one, had much rather their “good times" hut that eating, or drinking,
i1 a day oi
.'on for the whole illustritile taxable property id the state. Think merely ol dishonesty but of want of wit?
have the evidence than his word for it. I con- was a prominent feature of the programme?
While >oini‘ of tin* Indians wen* taking :i ri« 1»*
or three weeks more will he required
Two
ous crowd.
Wo d not know what there
id il, and then consider whether the feeling The very muddle, the confusion, the discarriage al Washington, tin* other day, tin*
sider these very grave charges, affecting every Certainly not. It is the only way they have, in
about secretary Hclano which should
to wind the thing up.
driver let Spotted '1'ail take the reins, hut he
in the county alike, as he has published too, of celebrating memorable occasion-. An
it tin- property-owning people ot Lnuist- order, and the tangle in which a fugitive
factory
ni:.k<
mm
nun
\
11'i
\
c
:
hut
whether
the horses inti* a lull run, and the others
|n•
—Headers must not complain if news- them, and if true, he should substantiate them engagement was recently the occasion celebrat- urged
li* uti1, drunk, smoked. bullied, or slop!
in the earriage insisted that he should give hark
ui:i against the
government of thieves merchant leaves liis affairs, show that it
are a little dull just now.. There's
lnoiv than tin* others or not, it is certain
by something more than his word. We want ed after this fashion here, by three voting men the reins, to save their necks.
which has created this crushing debt, and is next tj impossible to do a dishonest papers
liiat his keeping cost ,*!« a dav—ss more
little happening to mate them in- him to come out and let us know how he comes who have been in the habit of taking their
A Bridgeport druggist has adopted a popular
mighty
business according to the principles and
that your common sceivtarins. During igainst the power and the party which
breakfasts and dinners together at Parkers, for mode of advertising, lie placed a globe lull of
by all this wondrous knowledge,
lie says
teresting.
methods
of
an
honest
A
one.
banker or
ill' ll short stay they consumed wine and
lolds that government over ‘hem, is anycheese making is an art, and it is bad policy to the sake of sociability, and economy, too, very pills in his window, and ottered 1(M* soda water
tickets to the
guessing nearest the num—Many inquiries are made concerning entrust these factories to persons who have likely. The one who is engaged i- to be mar- ber of pills it person
cigars valued at * l:lt;,2.>, and there is an hing to lie surprised at! if the piratical a trader turns rogue, partly because lie
contained. Some *2000 tried, tin
item o! sl'J lor evlra meals, witii a large
letters.
We’ll
of
our
iloston
the authorship
neither requisite knowledge or skill to make ried soon, and during the warm weather it is estimates varying from s7 to 7»*uo.
areer of tlic Tweed
ring liad been pnr- has not a good working capital of brains.
number of tires at -S) each. The sum ol
his intention to hoard in the country town
an article ot the first quality.
Hr. Algernon >vdn<y
11 a\ \nw. June 7.
tued for ten years more, it would hot have He feels his deficiency, if the public tell you, reader, in confidence. The writer
>s ■>:,
the
cost
ol
appears, being
bringing
brother dairymen and farmers, methiuks whither his betrothed has betaken herself. As (intis. of New York, was shot, \cstenlav, in
Mow,
a lady.
is
and
when
the
a
•educed
sense
tin- J’resident's trunk from the
the
doesn't;
of Mew York
to
I

• ante

City

Boys from the city repair

country, all the printers, and all the publishers
ire at work on histories of the Battle of Bunker
llill. The fact is, there is a battle now going
jn between the partisans of Prescott and Putnam or Warren, or whoever the heroes of that

man

a

so

^urrayite.

Boston, June 7,lt>75.
always interesting to know how a man
gets along in the world, especially if he started
pretty low down in life and crept up step by
step by means of his own industry to fame and
fortune. I lately heard a story of George L.
Brown, the well-known painter of so many

re-

society will not be

icw

It is

dent, which resulted in the election ot

cheaper
city
cratic members, being a quorum, completthat, it is not true. We have been told ed tiie organization. The seceding Repubby very intelligent ladies who have tried lican Senators met. in another room and
ami other

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

Hampshire Legislature assem-

r«

New York,

rapture, the honor, or the bother—whatever it
might be. The keepers ot that re-

that the

The New

bled at Concord, Wednesday, amid great
excitement. In the Senate, the twelve

tiger lion shade trees. There will he a good
Wngnor and Gordon,
in his secret den. lie did not speculate; deal of
in about two years
Flouting debt.£ g, 1 »!.>,in 71
transplanting
The
bonds loaned property bunk-.
Supremo Court, in session at Auhe had no passion tor anything—not a from now.
bonded debt proper.
00
last
week, gave a hearing to argu- sang
<
gusta
very acceptably in popular concert* and
Contingent debt reported by Auditor 10,N95,000 00 passion, except, indeed, for other people’s
*—One of flie selectmen of Camden re- ments
Contingent debt not
j»»ru*<i by Auditor9,GOG,Goo 00
the writ of error in the above oratorio, has just returned from
upon
Europe where
money, and possibly for clean linen.
cently had a thrilling adventure with a cases. Alter a lengthy consultation the he has been studying opera for the past three
$49,004,165 04
Add trust bonds and bonds missing
99:i, 194 91 IN'hat, then, has he done with the money? bear in the woods of the upper Penobscot.
exceptions were overruled, and the peti- years under Italian masters. He is a protege
we suspect he has muddled it
If it wasn't for interfering with local mat- tion tor the writ of error denied.
Total.•.$50,597,95 Simply,
The of Mr. Eben Jordan, that is. the latter gentleThe end has proved him a fraud, ters that
do understand correctly what this debt away.
belong to the Herald, we would eight judges were unanimous in the mat- man paid the expenses of his musical education,
and that ol a friend with a promising has* voice
he hasn’t tell all about it.
is to tlie state ot Louisiana we must look clean through and through
ter.
This ends the judicial proceedings
who went abroad at the same time. Mr. Packbeen even the clever business man he
at it
comparatively. The total debt ol
—The legal rum shops in Maine are in these cases. Unless the executive shall ard has made an engagement with the < ai l Rosa
was supposed to be.
him
l’eople thought
tin. great state ol New York, on the :10th
discouraged. The one interfere by commutation or pardon, the English opera troupe, and will go back to Enghonest, and he wasn’t; they also thought getting greatly
of September last, was
Id
1
,soo
*17,
only
hitherto supported by the city ot Portland criminals will both be executed on Friday land in a few weeks. Mr. Jordan has given
him shrewd, and they were equally misalter deducting the unapplied balances ot
There is hardly a shadow of several young ladies also a start in tin* musical
is closed.
In llangor the agent has re- the ilbth.
taken.
It is evident now that he must
profession, by aiding them to go abroad and
the sinking binds. According to the cenand tlie door hears a yard ot hope for them.
have taken this money to repair his own signed.
study. Miss Sally Barton, of Sal«*m, is perhaps
sus ot ls7o the population ot New York
t)n
the
in
a most melancholy knot.
Kxeculive
tied
Council
de'Tuesday
the most promising ol* the number, who is, ere
blunders in business. The really clever crape
was -l,dSL'.7d!i and that
population lias in- commercial
—The cause of the apothecary shop ex- clined to commute to imprisonment for long, expected home. Report says, however,
with a
knowlreport:

eighteen

not sure that Boston upon a late
oeca-ion wanted to see General Grant:
but at any rate she paid roundly tor the
e are

re-

muslin; ho made no
pretense; he submitted quietly to being
taken lor granted; his name on the back
of a note gilded its edges by a sort of
spontaneous alchemy ; in a word, bo was
intensely respectable. But now lie lias
bolted.
He has cheated, forged, lied,
lilehed, us only a respectable man ettn.
ing its binding force, ihey said—
Think of putting three false mortgage
The observance* ot Washington's example in retirnotes on the market after the original ing at the close of a second Presidential term will
be in the future, us it hits been in the past, regarded
and genuine note had been taken up! as a fundamental rule in the unwritten law of the
1

joint committee of the legislature which

hat is there for

mouths in the dust ?

Louisiana.

Tin' following summary ol the state
debt ot Louisiana, at the commencement
ot the current year, was
compiled by the

cc

the debt of ers' olliees of last week—they will tell
that he has managed badly.
proportionately
population. you to-day
Very often society meets with this kind
Proportionately to property, the disparity
is still
greater. The census valuation ol of astonishment. Old houses, which were
real and personal property in 187u was thought to be built upon a rock ot gold,

Grant

V

whom it is hard to think of as a runaway, and whom it requires the liveliest

man

the

however. rendered their client
!
imjiortant service. (.lev. tloffman decided t- deliver the prisoner to the Belgian authorities, and Voglu'.-. hall-frantic
leinale companion, depiived by this time
ot means to
employ other counsel, applied in Mr. \\ in. f
Kint/ing tor assistance.
He nod out a yyril ol habeas
corpus trom
the Superior Court, yvhieh yva- served at
the door ot the
Tomb.-just in time to prey cut the iransler of the
]irisoner thence to
a 1
-Hiope.m steamer on the point of sailing Judge ( tu t is decided the law upon
yy iiieli Cny.
Ilotlman acted to lie in contlict with the Constitution oi the i'nited
•states, and therefore inoperative, and
ordcivd \ oght s
discharge from cu.-toa> there yvas no extradition
treaty bet 'eon this country and (lernianv.
Tliis
d 'eision was affirmed
by the Cour! of
appeals. but the liberation which it li
a
illy vyorked did no; avail the prisoner
1 *r even hall an hour.
He was reinearci raled
upon a beneii warrant based upon
1 le Cenerai ses.-ions indictment, and de! oners of ciy i! orders of arrest yvere
piled
up on him freely, although it was well
li iderstood
that neither the indictment
new lie* eiy il -nits would over lie brought
irni.
i he obj(‘ct was to
gam time tic*
a
further effort in the extradition line
1 liis was made
by inducing the Prussian
'■overmnent to demand the surrenderor
\ oght on the
ground that he was a Prussian subject, and under a law ol' that
kingdom was amenable to trial in Prussia
t c any crime committed
anywhere on the
I lie local courts did not
globe.
negative
this extraordinary claim of jurisdiction,
but the Attorney-General and
Secretary
ol Slate at
Washington held that such a
claim on the part ot a foreign Government could not be
recognized, it was
v lor the
neeepursuers ot Voght to
resort again
to the device of
detaining
him by means ol civil orders ol arrest*
a
Meanwhile, treaty between the Belgian
Government and the I'nited States'was
It. contains a
negotiated and ratified.
retroactive clause obviously framed especially to lit the case of Voght. Inder
it new proceedings were instituted.
They
dragged along for month- and have ended
" ith the embarkation of
yosterdav Voght
had been in the Tombs and Ludlow street
jail four -. ears and a halt. When first nr- 1
rested he was a line-looking, robust
young
uiau
He goo- away gray and wrinkled,
with a la.r prospect ol ending his days in
pri-"!). because lhe Belgian penalty for
In- crime, it he i- guilty, is
imprisonment
for life
His mistress, with a babe now
two vears old, i- left destitute, and has
ubsistod for a long time mainly upon the
charity ol her countrymen. The stocks
and bonds are I.-It ter the lawyers to quarrel over.
lyy

State street, Mr. Jackson has been
stealing the hinds confided to him, and
has absconded,
lie was the sort of a

ot

has

Prog. Age,

visited Boston, and records in his
paper some of the strange things that he
saw.
One of these is the greater profit

cently

and

<

lu

!o.
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-aled.

'al ter

1 >r.
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Tin- 1

Dollitl" is ilead.

earthly pilgrimage
and had led

a

s.>m<

»

.r

>

cighlv odd

checkered life.

He

his

_an

year*

was

ag**

mt.

w

educate l to the profession. lmr
relied mainly in hi- pra«-t e-• upon a wondei fuii>
ellieacious pill, "made of thirty things."
It ithink,

regularly

feared that the seeret thereof died with him.
The Doctor avoid* I th*1 display which suim
times accompanies tIn* practice of im-uieimami travelled on foot, with his remedies mod-

estly slung <*\ar his ohouldi in a glazed travelHi-* mark'd
ling bag supported i»y * stiek
urn' ll resembling t In»of the Duke
features.
of W ellington, were familiar to all
irt- of th
Like many other '»< n.-la tor-, tie
county.
Doctor experienced the frowns «*t fortune
Ag‘‘, infirmity and sickness compelled him t »
seek refuge at the alms house one day, ami tinnext

in- pass* *1 to the undiscovered country.

There is nothing like being cautious and rii
eumspeet when one apprehends a midnight
This was th
thief or assassin.
last week of an old gentleman v\ m»
-V tramp
lives on the outskirts of the city.
called at his house and plied him with such im
pertinent *pn stions com * ruing his teams, pro;
ertv, 4te., and so frightened tin* old gentleman
visit from

a

experience

that he expeeted In* would return, roll him, and
then make his escape w ith his horse ami * hi re
ag*‘. To foil the expected thief was tin* old
man’s aim. If* repaired to the learn, refill l
two

of tin* mils that hold the wheels to the

cm

riage, ami then fell hack to meditate. He was
satisfied, ami laughed with childish delight alit*

imagined

the thief

making

his escape in that

carriage, and saw him, in his imagination,
pitch headlong into the gutter when those
wheels should come oft*. The

sun

rose

the next

morning upon the old man’s property intact-—
nothing was amiss. A shade of disappointment tinged his face when he saw his scheme
hadn’t been tried. The day was beautiful and
he thought he would drive to town. One nut
was replaced on the carriage, but his attention
diverted, the other was forgotten. Alas,

being

for human

neglect.

He

was

comfortably

seat-

ed, driving leisurely along, seemingly happy
and contented with the world, when, quick as
lightning, he shot headlong into the air, turning
done credit to
a summersault that would have
a gymnast, and fell to the ground, fortunately
without injury. The wheel had come otl.

holding

Hamlin i>

ii.

The contract of extending the main sewer
from die rear of AVoods, Mathews, & Baker's
store to the shore of the harbor, near Cooper

trees are in full bloom.

apple

The

bankruptcy

a

court

Boston Evening Transcript, June
An Interesting Relic.

From the

liobscot; Sept. 2d Tuesday, Piscataquis; CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
of delay makes your cure more
Tuesday, Penobscot; Feb. 1st Every moment
and much
on the
choice

5.

Oct. 1st

March 2d Tuesday,
iliis city.
To the Editor of the Transcript: Cap- Tuesday, Penobscot;
Knox ; April 2d Tuesday, Hancock.
& Co.'s lumber yard, a distance of 20 rods, has tain Cornelius Dunham was
my grand-June i- now a> bland and beautiful as a girl
To Virgin, J. —Sept. 3d Tuesday, Aroosbeen awarded to John AV. Xash, at $28 per father.
1 well recollect the venerable
in a new dress.
took ; Oct. 1st Tuesday, Washington ; Jan.
rod. It is thought an obstruction in the shape man. He departed this life in the state of
1st Tuesday, York; Feb. last Tuesday,
The organ grinder lias departed, and quiet of a ledge will be met with. Work will lie com- Maine in
is;>5, aged eighty-eight years.
March 3d Tuesday, Somerset;
1 also well recollect the “sword.” It was Piscataquis;
menced soon.
reigns once more.
2d Tuesday, Cumberland.
in our family in my boyhood—have had April
dames Hill lias commenced the building of a
I had

iwehing

bouse

it in my hands many times.
supposed until recently that it was deposited
The association of American gentlemen with "The Hunker Hill Association; but
who understand the wav ot a ritic bail in it is not, nor is it with the Massachusetts
I presume it is in
reaching its mark, and who, under the Historical Society.
Plymouth, either in Pilgrim Hall or in
title of the American Rifle Team, are to
the possession of the descendants of Hon
try their skill abroad, sailed from New William Davis. If it could be recovered
York last Saturday. It will be remem- and exhibited in connection with the celebration now near at hand, no relic of the
bered a similar association of Irish sharpevents of that memorable day would exshooters contended with the Americans cite more interest in the
public mind.
And not the least motive to me in renear New York last fall, and were beaten
you to publish the following
by a margin so small a- to render it bare- questing
from a Belfast (Me.) paper of Oct 2'_',
1 he Americans
ly a \ ictorv and no more.
18:1:5, is the hope that the “sword of Warnow cross the water to meet their opporen” may be found and kept in future
nents on their own ground, and to have years as an interesting relic of the DevoI Iowa rd C. Dimiam.
in the lution.
trial of their

lumber shipped t«» them direct from Michigan bv rail.
Mathews Bros.

tin

q

named as the date
railroad time table to take efleet.

I'-iav, dune 21st.
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Mary Farrar arrived Tuesday with a
Virginia oak Tor Harter A Ho. It is
ticiiti i. ->f the frame for < apt. 1 lerrimaii’s

;
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u-:<>in

search.

"aturday.
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Martha Kmma, Hapt. Frye,
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disco v'M' d wrong.
-oft and genii'- ,-hoWer on Monday, that
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‘>n tin- just and unjust, washed
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a ay the dust, revived vegetation, and made
b» autiful the face of nature.

I'.v request, Mr. 1 Jos- will repeat his Fast
M-rmoii. next Sunday evening, at the North
Htiwreli. Milije< t. “Our Responsibility for the
"in- of Society.”
It

aiinouneed that the steam

i-

Houghton,

being overhauled

now

a*

r

Charles

Portland,

will shortly be pti: upon the route between P»elfa-t
aid liar Harbor, Ml. Desert, connecting
with steamer Hitv of Richmond,
The ladies of the l niversalist .Society will
hold their Annual Strawberry Festival and
la-vee at Jluvfoni Hall, Friday dune 11th. Tableaux, < Iiarades. and a social time, i- promised.
Admission j'.

j
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d.’>*■! barrels .1 kerosene under a
-hop. It i- about a- tit a place for -ie n deposi, to quote a rough saving, “as h—il i> for a

j

powder hoilse.”
the month of May this
teiuperatur.veai averaged .75 degrees, being very slightly
below the average of the temperature lor the
s*uiic month during the past seventeen years,
but about one and a half degrees wanner than
May. 1*7-1. The mean temperature of the three
-pring months of this year was 11.do degrees,
it being the i*i■ Idest spring with two exceptions
H*b" and 1*74) Tor at least seventeen years,
Advertiser
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insane person, on her way home
positively refused to leave the
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P.rooks, and the conductor asked the
} a—eeger- to -tep off the train informing her
w
Her
Pc lfa-t. She got off, hut was inioldsmith,
M un
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when she di-eoven d the mistake.
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oiisiderahle hustle

.'hserved about the docks recently.
1 he following are the observations Tuesday
iP'-rnooii
Railroad wharf—sell. Jaehin load-

ha- !•

‘ii

ing with stave.- for New York by Howes A
<
-■•ii. Win. Tell loading with spool stuff for
-•

.i

■"1.

vvw

wharf—sell. Martha r.mmu

Fading ;>!••••. isions for lleer Isle; the new three
ina-ted 'i'll. Tlioums Holder loading with hay
tin Sa\ aiiuah. (ia.: and the sell. Kmperor with
in>tiitoi-' lor a market, by Pitcher & tiorham.
il itden's wharf-—The three masted sell. Cathin
Kerry loading hay tor Charleston, is.
bv l'iteher A (.oiliam; sell. 1*. il. Konnie,
*
Frederick’s wharf
u ver's Harbor.

h:e..

—

(lie tiiree masted sell. Lois \
Cbaples, hay,
Jaek-oindie. Two small ehooners were dis-

charging at swan's wharf.
VV vsiim itN's SknsaTIoX. Jt is now understood why so many people were disappointed
with what purported to lie the appearance of
the sensation here this spring. Tile original
Washburn says that concern was a fraud, that
borrowed bis title to allure the public. The
genuine Washburn’s Sensation is to exhibit in
lie lias l next Tuesday, it is a first class exhibition of talented artists, and will be appreThe Hartford Daily
ciated by the public.
says of this trodpc—
It i> very seldom that a more excellent variety performance than that given by Washburn's
company last evening is seen in this city. Mr.
Washburn is a veteran manager, and knows
how to eater to the popular taste. His last
sensation is the best. It affords a rich entertainment for old and young, and better still, is
tree Iron) anything objectionable to the most
fastidious taste. The artistes whom he has
gathered make up a company of great ability.
The programme includes a wide range of amusing performances, and interest is maintained
throughout the whole of it. The dramatic
sketches are new and fullot fun, and the individval performances are original aud attrac.
tiw-. There was a large audience present last
night at the Opera House, and the feeling of
satisfaction was general, as the frequent hearty
rounds of applause indicated.
ourant

Deacon Thomas Johnston
the Hist, at the advanced age of ST. He
was two years of age when ids father moved to
this town, lie lias ever since lived here, in the
same house, and was the oldest resident in the
lie had been a member of the Congretow n,
W i nterport.

died

on

gational church for

fifty

years. For the past

eight

a cripple, unable to
years Mr. Johnston was
move about, except by the aid of two canes.

Attention is called to the notices of Hilton & I.othrop who have
lately opened a tailor shop, over Caldwell’s
store.—John S. Fernald, travelling dealer in
Nkw ADVEltTISEMENTS.

sewing machines, attachments, and four truck
casters for moving them about.—llervey lias
notices of his

jewelry

Thomas Gannon
sumed business

aud

fancy goods

store.—
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Maine Univer&alist Convention.

The annual session of the Maine Universalis} Convention will be held in the Universalist Church in Belfast, on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, the Sid, 23d,
and 2-lth days of June, 1875.
The Session will begin on Tuesday, at
10 1-2 o'clock, a. m. The Convention is

composed:

Of ai! ordained Universaiist Clergyresiding in the State, duly admitted
its fellowship, and actively engaged—

1.

men

unless disabled by age or sickness—in the
work ol the ministry.
2. Of the officers of the Convention,
3.
Of the Trustees of the Westbrook

.Seminary'.
Ol

one

Lay Delegate

Pills, Potions and Pungencies
Kconomk

Mil Food, 2acents will buy
Moss Karine, made from pure
Irish Moss, which will make .10 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or lli quai ls
of custards, jellies, creams. ( liarlotle Itussc.
Mane mange, ie. Sold by all Druggists and
a

P

from each par-

ish in its fellowship, and,
Of one Lay7 Delegate from eaeli Sunday-school organized and reporting to the
Sunday-school Secretary of the Convention.
The Belfast Univcrsaliits extend a cordial invitation to attend, and pledge their
most untiring efforts to entertain the clergy, delegates and friends generally. It is
urgently requested that all who propose
to atteud, immediately communicate the
same in writing, t<7 Mr. Philo Horsey', for
the committee on entertainment.

ty-two.

(Signed)

Couxicuus Dunham

Shth- n/ Maine, Hancock, ss. lie!fast. S<rpt.
M. 1N22. Then the above named Cornelius
Dunham made solemn oath that the facts related by him in the foregoing declaration, by him
subscribed, arc true according to bis best knowledge and belief. Before me,
William White.
■lastin; Of Wore.

Assignment of Terms of the Supreme
Court.
At the recent law term ol court held in

package

ai

of Sea

1

moors.

vr.

A Covington mail died and they pm him oil
ice. but lie awoke in the night mid yelled out:
"Wiiy don't you put some more wood in that
stove!”
shoo ltcwanl I is oil'ered for a better remedy
than Adamson’s liotauic Cough Balsam. No
failure ill Tb.lHill eases.

"Dear me, how lie talks," said Airs. Partingrecently, at a temperance meeting. “1 am
always rejoiced when lie mounts the nostrils,
for his eloquence warms every cartridge in my
ton

The amount of
testimony in favor of
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for confar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates

should at

try Hunt’s Remedy.
Stop That Cough.

onee

No pulmonary complaint however obstinate,
can resist the healing influence of Hu. Mounts'
Syrfp 01 Tar, Wild Cherry and Horkjior.ND.
Nothing that we have ever sold aets
so
promptly and elfeetually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all diseases
of the throat, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. It is a certain cure for AV hooping
< ontains no opium and is
( on;ii and ( itori’.
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, lind speedy relief in its
Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Air. Morris*
use.
Syrup, take no other. Sold by W.M, < >. 1‘oou
A' S'.n l,»e|fa>t. Alfred Hooper, Sears port.
A. J. Jordan, Orland. J. W. Perkins A: Co..
Portland, Ceneral Agent*.
IvrlG

BELFAST

llarley,
Beans,
Marrowfat la

e-.

Oats,
Potatoes,
Dried A pph

•,

Cooking Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,
Eggs,
Lard,

Beef.
Baldwin

1 urkev jut It)..
Ivi23
Lais
Chicken per II).,
i .rJo
Duck per lie,
tieesc per 1!).,
1*a30
$l3al<i
MaSOHay per ton,
-1.1a.10 Lime,
£L3laOd.O
lua-H
.*al0Washed Wool,
Jua.10 Fnwashed Wool,
3ua33
ki.i H
23u2.VPulled Wool,
7a0C
lsaOnllides,
1 laoo
Skins,
SLouaL71
Skins,
Ual2!Hard Wood,
£•). >< aii.< 0
70a.7.1 Soft Wood,
S "• .10a L< n
-R a
r»a()7 Dry Pollock,
7.' Oa s
“a* Straw
3.no
1.3,0 | Shorts per <*.,
1
Li II
2..',0a3.7.1 | Clover 'Se»«l.
l.UOaOU
2.7a 1.00
2.3:1a.*}.on
L mat.71

l.lahijCalf
lsalOJSlieep

Apples,

Veal,
1 try Cod,
Plaster,
H. G. Seed,

transact any other business that may
come before said meeting.
Per order of Directors,
JOHN H. 0LEM BY, Clerk.
Belfast, June lu, ls70.—4w4d

Monday, Jam 7
EK We quote line New \ ork and Vermont
at 2«)ii27e; good do at .ta2l; common and fair at 3'>u

33c, and bakers’ at 17als per It).
CHINESE—We quote the best factory cheese at
llal2e;good do at lOallc. and line cheese at *a.»;
skim cheese is not wanted in this market.
3< per
EGGS—We hear of sales of Eastern at 17
doz, and some inferior marks of Northern as low as
17c, but choice marks of Eastern sell slowlv at K*c.
The market is quiet at SI ‘.*0 per hush for
BEANS
prime mediums and $1 *ual bl ler good do; pea
are
beans
quiet and sell at #2 2:1 lor Western and
Yellow eyes are sell
$2 37 for prime lots Northern.
ing at $3 per hush.
POTATOES—When a customer can he found R»a
10 per husli is the price. Jacksons sell all the way
from 51ai).1 per bush, the latter price for small lots ol
t lie best stock.
APPLES—There is a moderate demand for prime
lots of Russets at $2 I0a3 per lhi.
SOI 1 HERN PKODL CK—Strawberries arrived today in had order generally and prices ruled low.
Delaware.', sell at lallc and Norfolk at 3a 10c per
quart. Cabbage sold at $2 10 per hhl; Marrowfat
peas at *1 10 per hhl, and early peas at s?2u3 per hhl.
HAY- We quote prime course hay at £23<i23 per
ton ; medium do at $ib, and tine at irU»al7 per ton.
Mraw is selling at :?23a24 per ton.
I

per lb.

Hides—0 l-2u7o per lb. Country 1 allow
5a5 l-2c per lb.
Calf Skins—llalac per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
$2 ooa$2 50 each. Lamb Skins 00c each. Sheared
Skins 00c each.
Working oxen- flu- supply in market for the week
< k
was light and the trade slow, a few pairs each \\<
being all the market requires during the summer

months.
Store Cattle—No call for Store Cattle and but lew

in market. .Most all the small Cattle that are
fair condition being brought up by butchers

in

a

to

slaughter.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55al0; ordinary
$25a50 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from 0a7c per lb. From the North
the

supply

was

light,prices ranging

legal it

Si

PORT

1 would call

OF

special attention to

our

stock of

conns?

&

B- -ides this now addition to bis Extensive Stock,
lie ha> constantly on hand all such articles a> are
usually found in Furniture Warerooms, which he
proposes to sell at the

«i-ni:.\remueit Tin: rini:.j>m

Sumo

11 lr

(citterns

as were sot.l l.v
MA I II FAVS.

FIKI I>

Summer Dress Cambrics and Fercaks.
We are selling the REST style «»f
and Percales for 11 and l"» cts j
former prices *2'» ct>. per

sclir.

.1-1,

Ladies would do well !•» look "V.
\\
Stoek of REMN W I <.< »< .{»-.
:
ha\ e a LAR< i L vl PPIA me I
the amount that h sold I ni\
our counters,
»v-rh .•
j
they are appiv

TO Main Street, Belfast Me

A. B. MATHEWS.
I

Remnant Dress LomU,
r.l 1 IB HU'S,

Walnut, Kosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Collins all Styles
Supplied at the Lowest Prices, and at

F.xcel, l*olainl, New York; brig

•Jas. rrosby, Jones, Portland.
.Jum .td, sellrs. Ceil. Meade. Holmes, < Miami;
Cameo, Patterson, Boston.
•June .‘»tli, sclir. Abby tiale, West, Bangor.
.line i'»th, sehrs. Cathie (’. Berry, Seavey, Boston,
to load with hay for Charleston; .hiehin, (Ltchell,
Portland Accumulator, Turner, Boston; Malabar,
Wei. i. Sah m.

SAILED.
May "1st, sclir. .1. P. Merriinan, Clark. Bangor,
.him-Hirs. Plymouth, Sawyer. Maitland; lx
cel, Boland, Rockland; brig .hi-. Crosby, Jones,
•June ;»th, sclir. >1. Sewall, Ifaski 11, Blmdiill.
Jum Oth, schrs. Abby (.ale, W est. Boston; (b
Meade, Holmes, Salem; Lillian, Kyan, Boston.

n.\K

X1H//T

L.

J.

No-11

i'it is rs,
'OTTOS s.

OF

THE

0X1.Y!

FAMOUS

LAST SENSATION TROUPE
r an

-*

absence oft welve month-', during which
the time honored manager,

New Shoe

Store!

New

Store!

1 am the original and only W a.-hhurn
XOTfrL
engaged in the show business in the world, and ail
others using that name do so without m\ knowledge
or consent and I brand them as base inij)OSters.
Admission "... and 5u cent-; l.Vserved Seats now
on Sale ii W oodcoek's p.ook More.
Doors open at
1 1, commence at s o’clock.
\ >. W As 11 Bl i:\,.So!e Proprieior.
lwB*
r. UOSKMIAI'M, Business Agent.

Let Us Tell It!

P^rtting Garment,

—AT

2Ti£W
l!y
cry boat
lies! k'h diiy
\

old Suit (" leaned and lb-paired, to call on
them at their new Tailor’s Shop over .I S. Caldwell’- Book Store, when- the> may be].mud with
sci -or.- and goose-.
I nnu early morn,
fill night conus on,
Humming together the same old song
We won’t be beat.
1
II. HILTON.
AN Sill. 1.0 1 11 BOP.

PfillU'li'S

UUH'h !

PEIRtE’S

It LOCK !
niAU'h !

ns i nm

sTism'.

LARI i E

A

s

LO W

CustcTS

New Goods !

greatly reduced at
UERVEY’S Jewelry Store.

Assortment just received and Selling very
Low at HF.UVF.Y’S .Jewelry Store.

of the Sick

by

the

Opposite

L A.

—

Lay-

*1\v-hi

ranging in prices

OVERALLS.

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.
inhaling, for Catarrh, < 'onsninpt i< n, P.
Asthmu, and as a wash for ciis* a-t ot t In *»k
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
For Bronchitis, Son- llnuat, 11 •.ir
I 'urifv ing he Breath.
FOREST TAR SALVE
.'
For cleuusing, purifying and h.-nhtu: i.*l
Fleers, Cut-, Bruw|>i-i a- s ot tl- 'i.

New.

Something
Paper
Buy nothing but
only ‘JOe per Box.

the best.

To be had of

us

for

Remember we pledge ourselves to produce
every article on our counters here adv ertised. Don’t
forget the place.

Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 linyford Block, Belfast.

ANDREWS.
bring

it with you.

II. II. JOHNSON & CO.

whatever physical cause, are a specialty.
Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Headache, Backache,

all

Generative Organs, Rains in any part
Consumption prevented and cured;
Lxhausted Vitality, from Had Habits in Youth, re
stored ; children, who are weak and nervous, are
made strong and healthy; Tendency towards Insanity, which are causing Murders, Suicides, and the
Most Terrible Crimes, eradicated. In Tact, Mind
ami Body both are strengthened and cured. All
symptoms of that termble disease,

Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.

pain in the back of the head, heat in the
spinal column, and dizziness, are cured. Inflammation of the Kidneys, produced by the use of Tobacco,
Liquor and Kxcessive Indulgences in various ways,
as

with success.

tfv'lt is the only treatment which will successfully assist nature, without depleting the system.
Medicine in many cases has done good, but it’ is nut
to leave tlie system weak and unable io throw off
tin* effects of disease which medicine cannot reach.
Nature, or the Spiritual part of the body, is assisted
by this treatment. Those who have been weakened by the use of medicine, will take note of this.

CONSULTATION

FREE.
No examination need be given. References will
be given at the office if required.

On account of the extra expense of traveling,
Treatments will be $2.00 at the office, and $3.00
when visiting patients at home. Deductions made
for a number of treatments. Office hours from U A.
M. to 5 R. M.
40

ne-r*' II

10

wherever
beast.

IPxchange

Orders can be filled, at once
for any PATTERN which is in
the Cataloguo.

Catalogues Free

to All!

BITTERS!
DR. R.

in-aiing

wan:

print--

FOREST Tx\R INHALERS.
For

inhaling tie-solution Manuf.e nirt-.l 1
FOREST TAR COMPANY

frial

Tools

Bottles l’rice 10

I

cc.

u

WM. 0. POOR & SON
Agents ;.*r Belfast, Johns.

|

Tin
W isner

MOODY S

The best Simiing Biti ku in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indidiseases which
gestion, Jaundice, and all kindredand
Summer. It
people are subject to in the Spring
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by'
R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
tfWCorner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

TONS WHITE MIDDLINGS

2Q
Just (received per Sclir. Lizzie J. Clark, and for Sale
Sons, by

F. C.

Kepatr
llolling-worth
-i

.**it /1 /:/
■

>f the

'■

11 w

v;

Druggists.
k

p.

Pi.nw.

li-hintt d

S

I L V 1 11

W JSL IjS'

mf.adow kis<; Mown:

A ho

ll'operating

rin’i's

t**r tin

1 11K LA’l KST s rvi.i'.s 11|
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K \K K. an I
il<
SC l.h Y II.H KALI.

tin-

millinery:

ami other
('lieFactord-s furni-le-d with > A I.
I;004Is III reasonable rat'-*.
l
«.anl«
n
Sf-ds.
of
1
i"hi
aw
A!*«■ a lull iiinI'li-a-f rail ami examine before purchasing else-

Vpril

l’.«■ hast,

Now in

I-.. MAS
1 lu* \fw Kngland Laboratory, BoMon,
announc- they arr pro, aivd to
tiinii-li, at wholesale or mail, a sup«rior line of
goods of their manufacture, at ri duced prices.

Slock I

siruble styles ot Liuli->’ ii.it',

IIJVIN * A l.hKIJW'< Mil>
sA Mill. CALDF.KWOOD
tf»u
1S7",.

Our specialties are Exhibitions forCiti
1 owns and Clubs, and Boxes of Assorted Fire Works for private use.
Also,a full stock of Fire Cracker*, Torpedoes, Flags,
Walloons, Ma^ks, < him-se Lanterns, 1 orcln s, Torch
lights, Candles, Illuminaiions, ( oloriai Fires, Bunt
ing, < annons, I’istols, Cap*, Chinese l'unk, Kites,
Mottoes, Decorations, Calcium Lights, and onr New

Latent
Candle 11 older for Window Illuminations
applied for), at lowest rates.
Htj /'la fit if of Hoston Displays on Huston Comiron- uiranlml onr
mon, Juli/ tth, 'the past 11 i/xi
U'r hart' also hern appointed In/ tin 1 'enten
house.
tin
toto
furnish
Commit
nia/
Display at Huston amt
Hun/o
Hitl, Jam- 17th, lN7a.
forourW hole
send
immediately
Purchasers should
sale Price List, Catalogue of exhibitions and List
CellAddresof Coirden Displays.
g. T.
of Milk St.,
era! Agent, |8
Street
Boston Mass.
ORDER EARLY.

Hats from 50 Cents n;)
Jlibbcm^.

DITCHER.

l‘’]o\viTs

iV

1 havt* s» cur« «l tin* m r\ i.M 'i.f ;i tir'Ml s ,\LH K M. ltl'i »W n who will «5i ■.
taction to all, m n tin* most fastidi
Hats Bleached, Press,-,! or * *1 i* i i.,
Your' lii'pect fully.
Shapes.

.

■

M
■

*■

B. F. WELL?.
!

ITotice I

Special
iiitiscriln-r
rp111.
X otters to the

ha*” det» riuiio -i \><
« ntii”f St<.. k

■

public lid

.i,

Cloths,

Clothing,
Hats, Caps and

Furnishing
Also the

WELLS;

Hawley

]»..

Kellog. Viven. Derby & English
Walking Hat. Misses School

17, 75— July 1, 75.

June

greatest bargain*:

Goods
.-t oil.

r*

*1 i

Carpets,
Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.

Broke
at
MOW

INC

Down!

MACllINFS repaired at short notice

HOWARD S MACHINE SHOP.
Mathews Brother’s Steam Mill.

Belfast, June J, lN7r>.4\vls*

At

prices

PANT

Will sell the Stock at a discount to an\ p.
to go into trade, and will h,a,*e tin -1• r«
a term of years at reasonable rales.
I moan business to any one who wi-he< t-> |
"'lS'

Hclljist, May l::, lt..;>.

FINISHRSS^W"*1!

POTE &. QUIMBY’S.
Only (iOOli SF.WKKS
lU-lt':ist, May lit, 1875.—45tf.

that cannot fail to suit the i urch:i--

need

apply-

Miss F. A. Hodsdon,
Street. Term
l'eacher of I’iano !■ l)rte. (’fdar
A .rent. Brackett’s I’iano
liberal for instruction.
amts’1
Fortes, Boston.

notice.
to close up the
rptnr sritSCKIKElCS wishing
agents, Messrs. K.
peddling business of their
1’. Kimball, Augustus Fogg and Nathaniel Evans,
request all persons having unsettled accounts with
them to make immediate payment to
A. T. QL’IMBV & CO.
S car sport, May -4, 18,5.—Umos47.

1

tor obtaining
tWMMMMI No Charge,
fiva T at ST riTTtvn a Pateuts unless successful.
TO JJN VXiN IUaS Pamphlet free. O. A. Shaw,
/WMWVWI"11 Tremout Street, Boston.

....

wishing

WANTED!

VEGETABLE BITTERS

Low at Win. Ditcher &
tfFJ
April JO, 1S75.

.i

TI'.N, Pyrotechnist,

Collars.

,JL’ST UECKIVKI) IIY

From

,c

PUBLIC EXHIBITION

Overalls u"> ets per pair,

Best Duck

\

u:

-km. K

For

FIREWORKS

Shirts for only JO cents.

EOMINSTER, Butterick’s Patterns

diseases of the
of the body;

rim

from

si.oo,

Cut ibis out and

Nervous Diseases,

I-

store tl<*

dak

lie hest ill use. A t'ud iim
I \(,!.F Pl.oW.s.

t

Aj.nu, p: ;.r,o,
^ l.OO, Ai.OO.

hr>c•

A.

oi Hands,

our

Farming*

REACHED !

assortment

<

tin

••

A (ictmine All. W» >< >1, Suit rut and made in I lit
»:«-meinln-r,
I. XILSI STYLE for only $7.00.
< oat, I’ants and Vest for $?."<>

huge

Tar,

Forest
For < onsmnption, Bronchitis
Sore I’liroat, Pile-, lli-ease- ol
and l rinary Organs.

»iC\ i-rv dcst“:apt ion. Plows, Harrow*, Horse IIoo,
i'ultivators, I load scrapers, >ho\» *, Forks, \c
the
amon^ \\ hicli ai

Of AUGUSTA, ME.,

treated

1> a new preparation, rontaiuiiic ill tie m< d
al properties of ronnnoii I ir,
I \
black and impure product', and >h uld !
o*
It i> vile and n
kept in every familv
ill eases where eut’es rati he ll--. |ed, m !
<>nl\ preparation of Tar ipproved o
physicians as a standard nun d\.

the

<

Where he has been the last ten mouths practicing
with the most wonderful success, will be in Belfast,
at the American Hotel, for a f ir tfni/•■.’, commencing
Monday, June 28th, where he will treat all kinds of
diseases by his method.

Such

FOREST TAR,

For Waldo County.

11AYF0RI) Block.

Democratic Caucuses*.

DR,

i»

Furnishing Goods.

IPariiters’

t-> Imv lat t'o-

when we will sell you a line Silk tiuish pair for l‘J l-Jc.
by the dozen. A word to the wise is sufficient.

1 urge

ing

■

Why will you pay JO and J'» ets. for Stockings

Bill and Scrip Books,
Wallets & Porlmoneys,

on

jilar*-

tin-

o.

-•

m:tk

■

<

1 l A V FOR I ) IILOCK.
( ’linpcli St rt‘d

hand every

on

I

•«.«!-

our «•

Leo, \\. lhirkett vSi

Peirco Block, Shoo Store,

Men’s

have just, made Large additions to my Stock of
Jewelry, Solid Gold and Plated Pins, Ear
and Finger Kings, Buttons, &c.

Healing

tliiil

C H E A P

PANTS.

i

Prices

Kid. Grloves,

1

Farmer's

PRICES !

ll. inoiiili.
and

of

Shall make a
til!
in tin- line

And prop'•
(piarter.'i ami

A

A

I

\\ llicll Will III- 0.1.1 Ml

New varietv

a

1>T eck-Tie c,

Stock New & Fresh
Ladies’, Misses1, Mens1 and Boys’ Wear.
sprvialty
keeping

BOTTOM

>

GOODS!

We have in Mock

!'• hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
:< 11 1 t he pwhiir *;i-ut rail)
that we ha\ e lcu>» d
ol' tlic sturf' in the New llloek near the Shoe
on
when-we
Main
will he ph ased
Street,
Factory,
to see them all at imv and all times, and show them
our*'ood- which w>-will sell a: t*- l.idV or kuWEU
Prices than they can be purchased in Maine.

Boots, Shoes and Slippers

/• /■: c / .1 i. r v

Styles,

FANCY

tin-

\\T
\

THE

left at SAKUKM & UAISCOI K’S. i’-'l
II. 1, SHI I'll'.', St'!iis|ioi'l, .vill r.-eeive
attention, -tfr.»

New

Styles anil

T
(die

rHAtrn-:i;

uni,.,s'

fast, i„
prompi

K I In- Latest

STOC K

Of

H»-lta*t, May is, !s~:..

i. k s
Attachments & Findings.

j

GOODS!
■

N ew
Goods!
N ew
Business!

;

JUST RECEIVED !

IN-

Truck

■

Rucliings.
RIandkerchiefs, <5z>o.

EPHRAIM MADDOGKS.

FERNALD,

n i; i: i

make HOSIERY nut*
i;r
purpo-e have purelia*ed l:u_
Look at the Storking' w. an
i;.
for 12 1-2 cent'.

*-

An examination of

I-;;.. -tli.

VI.ER

HOSIERY!
W'»• shall
lor tliaL

.) AS. W. CLARK
Kin .so indebted t<> N. II. l'roscott <& Co.,
will jnease call at the OKI stand and settle.
IwKs

an

-II]

l'tvs-

OtVviry \ .iri« !> aintStvlr, lor

mill; l \1)1 lMbM'h would respectfully invite
ft their friends, acquaintance-, and all those who
w nut a nice

J. S.

\. <.

ot

Co., No. Id. ritcnix Kow, I intend
close it out*

SIIAI.I. liK KKCKIYIXi;

~

I’KIIM'E'S

lias aehi v d one of the greatest Financial successes
record. The present organization i< tin- crownof thirty years experience.
Every branch
of the profession" repr< -ented by artists of sterling
merit in an original programme of unusual brilii
alley, introducing tbe I ii9«*ni<r<l Coleman MnTile (brut Ailil W eaver ami Son,
the TfloiRarcSkM ^laiicheNter
Jmuling*,
the Powerful
Iftroi lier*. tl»«* W onof
and
a
host
other--.
derful Sant ealn

Jum-

•-

cott A

ing elVort

Bellas,

Wi‘ ll:lV0 .ill—t ]>llivll:ise<l :i 1.All'll: -1 !'l
nr tli.--.- i.i >• 11>s mill nil.
tlii-nt
|
rulek-

Store! !less THAN COST! II

Shoe

■

sold at

it:

ll:i\ing bought the Stock
to

Shoe

j

parasols !

ilmosn.

on

Or

Wool/A>
AT HAM-: UMIcMSS.

n.

WASHBURN
A ft

to

Notice.

PhenixRow, Belfast

New

OK

Boots & Shoes

LOCKE,

TUESDAY EVENING. JUNE 15th.
RETURN

STOCK

\

«

HAYPORD HALL
I'oxtTlYEl.Y

Short

tn'

REMNANTS.

4

CASKETS

BELFAST.

u-

We have in Stock a good supply -»!' 1 N 1 * I A
PAISLEY, BERLIN and AMERIt VN
Woolen Shawls at extraordinav\
LOW
PRILLS.

Motalic Burial Cases !

Rates.

we can show mir <
unusual variety at PKh I
annot tail to secure
r« i• I>
I* l K < H ASK.

an

nice assortment of

a

caskets

les ..1

NOTICES. WITHOUT THE USE OF MEDICINE.

Augusta for the Middle District, the following assignment of terms for the Judicial
year was made, commencing August, 1873 :
North tout. The Democrat s of Northport are
To Appleton, (J. J.—Sept. Tend, 3d
requested to meet in Caucus, at the Store of Win.
Tuesday, York ; Oct. 1th Tuesday,Lincoln ; A. Pendleton, on Saturday the lUtli inst., at0o’clock
Dec. 2d Tuesday, Knox; Jan. and April P. M., to choose delegates to the State Convention
at Augusta June 22d, 1875.
Terms, 1st Tuesday, Penobscot.
l’er Order Town Committee.
To Burrows, J.—August 3d Tuesday,
Puosimx t. The Democrats of Prospect are in3d
Sagadahoc; Sept.
Tuesday, Oxford; vited to meet in caucus at Prospect Marsh, ThursDec. 3d Tuesday, Somerset; March 1st day, June 17, at 5 o’clock P. M., to choose Delegates
attend the States Convention. Also to choose
Tuesday, Franklin; April 1th Tuesday, to
Delegates to attend the County Convention tube
Lincoln ; May 3d Tuesdayheld in Belfast on Saturday, Aug. 21, 1875.
To Dantorth, J.—Sept. 8th Tuesday,
Per < )rder.
Kennebec; Dec. 1st Tuesday, Oxtord ; Jan.
BROOKS.
1st Tuesday, Washington, April, 1st TuesThe Democrats of Brooks are invited to meet in
day, Washington; April, 1st, Tuesday, Caucus at South Brooks, Saturday, June 12th, at 5
o’clock, P. M., to choose Delegates to attend the
Sagadahoc.
PE Li OliDEIi.
To Libbcy. J.—Sept. 4thTuesday,Frank- State Convention.
lin ; Oct. 2d Tuesday, Cumberland; Dec.
TO TRAVELERS.
3d Tuesday, Sagadahoc; Jan. 3d Tuesday, IMPORTANT
When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK*
Androscoggin ; March 1st Tuesday, Ken- save
annoyance and expeuse of carriage hire and
nebec; April 4th Tuesday, Washington.
stop at the CiKAMII UNION UOTRL, opTo Walton, J.—Sept. 3d Tuesday, Waldo; posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
Jan. 2d Tuesday, Cumberland ; March 2d 250 elegantly
expense of $000,000. Elevator, steam and all modTuesday, Oxtord; April 3d Tuesday, An- ern improvements. European Plan. The RES*
TAURANT*, Launch Counter aud Wine Rooms
droscoggin.
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
To. Dickerson, J.—August, 1st Tuesday, The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms for a sltigle person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
3d
Tuesday, Somerset; proportionately
Kennebec; Sept.
and
low, so that visitors to the
Oct. 2d Tuesday, Hancock ; Jan. 1st Tues- travelers can live more luxuriously, for lesscity
money
the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
day, Waldo ; Feb. last Tuesday, Aroostook ; at
Motel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
April 3d Tuesday, Waldo.
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W.
To Peters, J.—August 2d Tuesday, Pe- D. GARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplti

KINDS OF

Tables, and Chair- of all kinds.
Mirrors, Brackets. Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&c., &c., &c.

AUUIV KD.

May

8 l-2aS 2-te per lb.

The Democrats of Belfast are requested to
meet in rattens at tin* Court House, on Saturday evening, dune 12th. at seven o'clock, for
the purpose of choosing Delegates to the State
Convention, to be holden at Augusta, on the
Per Order City Com.
22d.

that

Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,

Cheapest Living

department

turners

I'ii tho.M* who have to purchast 1 would
say 1 have
them all gradt
from the low. st prict that they can
possibly he sold for, to the nicest WAl.Nl I and
IP >s| ;\\ u »i».

NEWS.

from.* Mats 2 1

per lb. Lambs Halt per lb.
Swine—Few Store I’igs, wholesale Mali) 1-2c per lb.
Fat Hogs 0500 in market ; prices
retail, 10a 12c.

SPECIAL

ml I

a

In this

II AND.

Both

hrighton
Country

A I-)

ROW,

ing of New

DRESS GOODS

BEDSTEADS. BUREAUS. &c.. Ac.

J. L. LOCKE,
No.
PHENIX
Con. i st

J

ii>NSTAN 17. V ON

LARGE AND DESIRABLE STUCK <>l
11 15.X1 1 1 RE 11 AS Jl’>T BEEN RECEIVED

11

-.

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
ALL

A

Wo eunuot enumerate the nniii^ri i
l prices of our New >to> k »»f < ■.••.,{ -uili
it to say that our assortment ne\*-r was lai _>
and selected with more ran* to -uit tin puhi
:r
taste in s IA LK> and PRI< KS that! at pi

IXO DUSKS. WORK TABLES
nutI I.OOKIXU CLASSES
EXTEXSIn.X TABLES
.(■ SIDE HOARDS.

NEW ARRIVALS

>IKJ>.

GOOI>S !

-SUCH AS-

FurniturE !

7.s years and 2 months.
In Montville, dune :!d, Mr>. Eosina Wade, aged
40 years,.» mos., and *.'♦» days.
lu Swan’s Island, May Dth, Deacon Kbenezer
•Joyce aged 77 \ ears.
In Cranberry Isles, Mas gsth, ( apt. John N. Bulger, aged d2 years.
In Trenton, May lsih, ( apt. Edmund B. Reinick,
aged dp years.
in Mf. Desert, May 20th, Mr. Reuben Smith, aged
70 years.
In lVnobscot, May 7th, Addir, wife oi ( apt. F. M.
Clements, aged 31 years and 0 months.
lii Rockland, May ddd, Mrs. Nancy, widow of the
late Robert Dunning, aged 77 scars, ■> month', and
0 days.
In Boston, May 'doth, Miss Ida May, daughter of
late Hon. 1. K. and Mary S. Kimball, aged do years,
1 month, 5 days.
In Rockland, May 30th. Mrs. Mary Wilson, aged
f>7 years. 11 months and do day.-.
In Camden, May ddd, Orinda A. Mclntire, aged dd
years and s months.
In South Thomaston, May dSth, Mary, wife of
John Haskell, aged >4 years,
months and I da ys.
In St. (ieorge, May 2'.*th, Julia A. Robinson, aged
27 years and lo days.
In Augusta, May 20th, Mary Robbins, widow of
late Dea. Iddo Kimball of Rockland, aged
years.
In Chelsea. Mass., May 2‘Jtli, IsaacC. Brown, aged
<>** years and 10 months.
Formerly of this city.

additions to the stock which he
the lowest living prices

at

CHAMBER d DAI! 1.0 R SCI TS.l'A RI.OR
LADLES MARllIA■: cl
WOOD JOB.
IfA TTHEES. IVIIA TXOTS. 117.7 7'-'

HYDE & DOYE, 52 Chauncy St., Boston.

Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, \time and Age \
must he paid for .j
hi this city, June 1st, Mrs. Desiah, widow of tin
lat1 Benj. Curtis, aged 70 years and d months.
In this city, June fid, Mrs. .Sarah, wife of Rev.
Theodore Scott, aged 71 years and d months.
In this city, dune ath, Mrs. Mary E. Boulter,
daughter of S. (i. Ellis, aged dl year- and 1 months.
In Stockton, June 1st, Sarah C. Partridge, aged

Four

WutNKsnAY, May 2fi.
At market for the current week—Cattle 1770; M.ei p
and Lambs 2f>51 ; .Swim* 7,100; number ol Western
Cattle 1 <*.»U. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows,120 Eastern Cattle, oo.
1’rices of lieef Cattle, per 10U lbs. live weight. Extra quality 8707 l-2a7 02 1-2; first quality 0 >7 1 2u7 25;
12 1second quality $0 2 ;>an 70 '.third quality $•>
poorest grade of coarse t >xen, hulls, &e., 80 aha.* on.
Hides—7 1 -2c per lb. hrighton Tallow
Oat* 1-2c

July 4 Celebration.
prices, send for our

Geo.W.Burkett & Co.

making large

FIREWORKS! WALillT
Mags, Masks, Ikliwns. Crackers, Torpedoes,

.......

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKE'l

—AT—

MAIN STREET.

70
will sell

BOSTON MARKET.
BU f I

TOOK OF FURNITURE!

Ami is

ta .Johnson.
lu W. Brooksville, May 24th, Mr. Charles \
Cray
and Miss Sarah E. Fogg, both of Sedgwick.
In Rockland, May 13th, Mr. Henderson F. Jones
of Thotnaston, and Miss Ellen L. Starrett of Warren.
In South Thomaston, .June 1st, Mr. Kawrettus
Foggan and Miss F.lenora Bartlett, botli of South
1 lioinastou.
In Augusta, May 21st, Mr. ( has. A. Milliken of
Burnham, and Mi— Nellie Knowltonof Montville.

^Cy GO0^

< >UT

vr

k

MAKH1EI).

l

BOUGH 1

HAS

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

To

And every variety of goods for
If you wish to buy at lowest
Price List before purchasing.

—AND—

FIELD & MATHEWS’

properly

uitv, June .>th, by Rev. H. Small, Mr. dames
E. Clark of Riverside, and Miss Nellie M. l’erley of
L nity.
In Northport, dune 0th, by Win. A. Pendleton,
Esq., Wellington it. Drinkwater and Amanda M.
Bullock, both of Northport.
In Viualhaven, May 28th, Class Boman and Augus-

FIRM OF

LATE OF THE

suing year.

TimtD.

E. S. WASHBURN,

Weekly for the Journal.
BELFAST, Wednesday, June ‘.I, 1*7.1.
s.Y.ooa'.MO Round Hog,
I0ul2
<l.ooaOiD hair Salt Pork,
$37 a 30
SalO
& 1.21 aOOMutton per It).,
ITals
.t i.2.1a00 Lamb per lb.,

Corn,

!

DRY

A. B. MATHEWS

is hereby given to the stock
holders in the Belfast & Mooseheud Lake Rail
Road Company, that the annual meeting will be held
at the Court IIoust* in Belfast, on Wednesday, July
7th, 1S75, at to o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz
First. To hear the Report of the Treasurer ami
Directors of said corporation.
Si;< iiM). To elect nine ('.>) Directors for tin- en-

Notice

l

in

PRICE CURRENT.

Correctnl

Flour,
Corn Moat,
Rye .Meal,
Rye,

3w4'.)*

B. & M. L. R. R. CO.

addressed.

Many sutler rather than take nauseous mediSufferers from coughs, colds, inlluenza,
sore throat, or tendency to consumption, will

All person* alllieted with kidney disease, pain
in the back, and all urinary diseases, diabetes,
gravel, dropsy, nervous debility in either sex.

—or new—

THOMAS GANNON.

Belfast, June 10,

cured.

cine.

■•Well, neighbor Slummulgc. how imieh shall
I pm \<*n down for to get a ehaudelier tor the
ehurcii?*' Neighbor S-, **Shoo! what we
want to git a ehanilv-leer lory The* hain't nobody kin play on ter it when ye git it!"

OPENING

Repairing

of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By tin* timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case ot Consumption may be

SHIP

tind in Dr. Wistar's Balsam of wild Cherry a
remedy as agreeable to the palate as effectual in
removing disease, bo cts. and si a bottle, large
bottles much the cheaper.

The subscriber whose shop was recently
destroyed by tire, announces to his friends
'and customers that he has repaired up and
is ready for business at the old stand. Horse
and light black
Shoeing, Carriage Work,
smithing promptly and satisfactorily done.

Dr.

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from l> to 3 o'clock :
dan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24 th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the ltespirometor,
the price is £ >.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

GRAND

.

judicious

depends

sumption,

body."

■

theless, when the convention met he was a candidate, it is understood with his consent, and at all
events lie immediately telegraphed his acceptance
of the nomination.
The most remarkable feature of the platform is
the language of the resolution on the third term
question. The President’s letter is utterly ignored,
and the proposition which he scouted, that then- is
an unwritten law forbidding the election of a President to a third term, is reaffirmed. On the whole
the platform is crafty rather than bold, equivocal
rather than plain, and we will be much surprised If
the Democrats, except perhaps in one or two par
ticulars, do not make a better one. But plutfornis
just now are the least part of political contests, and
we hope the Republicans may carry the State, and
when they have carried it, better the manifesto by
their administration.

4.

Sr. Alban's, Vt., June 8.
A shocking tragedy occurred here this morning. 'involving arson, attempted murder, and
suicide. Henry C. Preen, a respected farmer
and magistrate, li\ ing on tin* southern suburbs,
was awakened early
tins morning, finding his
barn oil lire, doing out. he was tired upon
twice, and returning to the Itouse gave the
alarm and roused tin* neighbors, Hi- bouse
and barn were consumed, involving a loss of
#'4000. The citizens turned out at daylight and
scoured the vicinity for the would-be murderer.
Filially, suspicion fell on Clifton F. Week.-, a
neighbor, and while search was being made for
him a pistol shot was heard, and oil going to the
spot, a shed near tile just attempted tragedy,
he was found ill a dying condition, with his
throat cut and a bullet through the temple.
Disuppninlcd love and a belief Unit, Preen had
iiillueiieed the object of his affections against
him. led to the act. Mr. Precn’s wounds arc
hut slight.

at rest and

III

Jealous Lover.

A

Warren fell at the battle of Bunker Hill.
At the request of Captain Cornelius Dunham of this town, the proprietor of the
word, we this day publish a copy of the
declaration establishing its identity. The
original declaration, and the sword, are
now in the possession of the Hon. \\ illiatn
Davis of Plymouth. Massachusetts. With
those who have long known Capt. Dunham. no doubt can exist ot the correctness
of his statement, according to his best
recollections; nor of his sincere and firm
belief that the sword he possesses is unequivocally tin1 identical one used bv Warren, at the memorable battle in which he
fell.

1, Cornelius Dunham, gentleman, of the
with telescopic sights, iage seventy-four years, born in that part
of the town ot Plympton now called Carthing.
The following is the li t of the Ameri- ter. in the county of Plymouth, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts; now an incan contestants.
habitant of the town of Belfast, in the
The team as finally elected comprises
county of Hancock. State ot Maine;
live men who were in the team of 1X71,
being, by the mercy of Cod, of sound
The former are Henry mind and
and four new ones.
memory, do declare, testily
Fulton. John Undine, Henry A tlilder- and
in the year 17Tb 1 was in
say—that
sleeve. Thomas S. Dakin and (leorge AV. the
capacity of seaman on board the sehr.
(
oleRoswell
C.
are
latter
the
and
Yale;
Priscilla of Plymouth, John Foster WilA
Canfield, Jr.. Leslie C. liams, master,
man. Ardon
returning from the West
Fulton
Ballard.
Major
Bruce and I.. M
Indies, via Philadelphia: being otl' Nanserved in the army with the gist New tucket shoals about six or
eight weeks
York Cavalry, and spent several months alter the memorable battle ot Bunker hill,
After the close we were
in Libby ITison in 1X01.
captured by the British squadron
ot the war he. with his regiment, was dis- which was then
proceeding to take the
to
tlie
Colhrado
Indians,
to
light
patched
neat stock from Hardener's Island, near
lie has been accustomed to handle a ri lit; Xew London*.
from boyhood. In lx?:! he recorded the
A prize-master and crew were put on
highest score ever made on the range up board said schooner, and ordered to Bosto that time—nineteen out ol a possible ton
my brother James, and
In the international con- SamuelMyself,
twenty points
lfider oi Plymouth, being sick,
test last year Ins was the best score—1/ 1
were permitted to remain on board the
He uses a
out of a possible ISO points.
schooner, which soon after arrived in
and
in
lies
on
shooting
Remington rilie,
\\ e remained on hoard
some
nosum.
V
formed
his back, resting his gun on the
weeks, anil were then all taken to Haliby crossing the legs. Col. Henry A. (iil- fax, in a schooner belonging to Samuel
dersleeve, the captain of the team, served Jackson ot
Plymouth, which hail been
in the army with the loOth Regiment of commanded
by Captain Cornelius White;
New York Volunteers, and gained honor- but was then under the command of Lemable distinction in Sherman's command uel (ioddard.
on
the march to the sea. He has had
Alter we recovered from our sickness
good experience with the ritle, adopts we found some friends at Halifax; and 1
Major Fulton’s position, and in the con- was there employed in the store of Mr.
test last year scored loo out of a possible
William Lambert, who may be now living
ISO.
Col. John Bodine has had over in the
city ot Boston. While employed
in
rifle
constant
experience
thirty years’
in Mr. Lambert’s store, the servant of a
his
was loS last year,
and
score
shooting,
British ollieer wished me to purchase of
it was his final shot which gave the vichim a sword; and ascertaining by a certory to the American team, (leorge IV. tificate that he was authorized to sell it. 1
Vale is Superintendent of the Sharpe llille
accordingly did purchase it. After the purCompany, and uses that rifle. His score chase. he informed me it was the sword
Hen. Thomas S. Dakin taken from “lioetor Warren
was lo7 last year.
immediately
served with distinction in the army, and
aI'h r he fell at- tin battle, of Hunker IIill."
is now Major (ieneral of the Second DiJ had no suspicion of this fact till after I
vision of the National Hoard, lie is a itad
j>aid him for it. 1 asked him if his
scientific marksman, though he has not master would vouch for the truth of what
had much practice at long range. 11 is he had
alleged, lie answered me “he
best score is l.‘>7 out of iso. Roswell (
would.’’ I then went with him to his
Coleman has had no experience previous
master, whom 1 found to be an ollieer and
to this year. Hut lias scored as high as 1 IS, a
gentleman; who, .according to my best
rifle
of
a
and i.s President
newly organized
recollection, was a colonel, and about
club at Albany. Anion V. Canfield, Jr.,
thirty years ot age. The ollieer told me
is another amateur, and his best score thus that he had taken the same sword from
lar is lob.
Leslie C. Rruec is one of the Hen.
Warren, when lying dead on the batproprietors of Turf, Field and Farm, lie tle ground ; and that he gave it to his serhas made handsome scores in short range,
vant.
The ollieer also informed me that
but he lias not had much experience in "In ncrat Wurrt n
fell not fur trout tht
last
man
L.
M.
the
llailard,
long-range.
Redoubt''— these being the words he used,
some
short range as 1
in the team, has had
particularly remember : and that alter
practice. All tin* members of the team the British entered the redoubt he saw
are New Yorkers, and with two excepWarren betore he fell. The ollieer retions all are natives of that State.
marked that he endeavored to prevent his
men Irom tiring, but could not; and that
Warren remaining too long on the ground
| from tlif liostuii Advertiser.
he laid defended was shot dead in his
Ohio.
view.
The ollieer likewise informed me
We art* not yet in possession nt'Tull information
that Warren was buried in common with
the
Ohio
Rethat
actuated
the
reasons
concerning
publican convention to nominate ex (Jov* rnor K. I*. the rest of the dead. 1 Had not been in
Hayes instead ol'.Judge Taft but some of them, ami possession ot the sword an hour when 1
perhaps there were no others, lie on the surface. was otlered a
great price for it by a Mr.
It was unquestionably tlie work of the small manRobinson, of Philadelphia, who was very
agers of local political rings, acting in conjunction
no
more
who
with men of better character, but
tact,
desirous to possess it; but 1 was not willinsist that a candidate shall be of their opinion, or
of no opinion, concerning the merits of their private
ing to part with it for any price. Mr.
and particular hobby-horses.
Lambert seeming so much attached to the
Judge Taft, although a man of conspicuous ability sword,
gave me a gun, and a French genand various accomplishments, is not a politician.
Although often consulted.bv, and of strong inriuence tleman, gave me, at the same time, a
he
never
men
of
the
has
the
party,
thinking
among
cartouch box. On my return to Plymouth
consorted with the “workers,” and they were unin 1777 1 gave general information that 1
certain of their standing in his regard. The lien
Kggleston ring of Cincinnati was dreadfully afraid had purchased at Halifax, the sword which
ofhim, not without reason. Hayes they knew. He the late Gen. Warren wore at the battle
had been governor two terms, and there never was
of Bunker Hill; and hundreds had knowlany danger that he would institute any reforms to
hurt. He is a man of fair ability, good natured,
edge of it as such, and lrequenlly saw it.
correct in bis personal habits, honest, sound in the
Republican taith, but without much force, or inde- I never took the sword to sea with me.
pendence. \V ilkie ( ollins’s descript ion of Mrs. V esey but left it at home as a precious relic. 1
is applicable to him. lie “possesses all the cardinal
once equipped myself with it and my gun,
virtues, but counts for nothing.’' Alter serving as
governor four years, years distinguished by no spe- and on the alarm of a descent ot the Britcial brilliancy of administration, he yielded to (ien.
ish at Fail-haven; but before I reached
.\oyes. Once siuce he lias been deb ated for Con
The
that place they had reimbarked.
^
in
various other ways
time ot my purchasing the sword was afJudge Taft on the bench and
has given expression to certain opinions which, in
ter the British evacuated Boston, and bethe judgment of a numerous crowd of the narrowfore the licet sailed from Halifax for New
Il«minded threatei the stability of the universe.
believes for one thing that it is both unjust and unYork.
be
should
of
Catholic
wise that, children
parents
] roll! til?- mlormalum given by the Brit1LI jl.m
Cl Mil peiltMl [II JIJU
ish olHoer, I tlii’ii !uul not, nor have I since
vices in the public schools; but he is wholly opposed
to a division of the school funds, and holds that the
hail the least iloalit ol this being the late
common schools should be maintained for instruction, not lor worship. Ho was never able to see (ion. Joseph Warren; and which is the
tin excellence of that method of promoting tempersame sworil wliicn I delivered to the lion.
We believe
ance known as the woman’s crusade.
William Davis and William Jackson, Esq.
he has doubts of the moral efficacy of prohibitory
liquor laws. These liberal opinions made him in- at Plymouth on the loth August last, at
tolerable to a class of men who were quite willing
the moment ol' my departure for this place.
to unite with the competent politicians of the State
We
to break him, and together they succeeded.
During the period of forty-seven years
trust they have not also succeeded in preventing the
that this sword has-been in my possession,
election of a Republican governor. General Hayes’,
and proclaimed as being the sword of the
whatever his merits, is not the kind of man required
late (Jen. Joseph Warren, it has never
to win hack the disaffected ranks.
Although the nomination of Hayes was made been denied as such, and no claims have
on
the
motion
of
son
a
of
Taft,
unanimous,
Judge
been made to any other sword as apperthere are some circumstances of the contest that
make it doubtful whether the enthusiasm and confiWhen 1 purchased the
taining to him.
dence without which success is improbable, can be
sword it was in good order; but during
secured. Before .fudge Taft’s name was brought
forward Gen. Hayes had publicly and as positively my long absence at sea, it has lost many
The day be- of its ornaments.
as possible declined to be a candidate.
fore t he convention the Cincinnati Gazette
published
Done at Belfast, in the State of limine
written
(Jen.
from
a
letter
extract
an
by
Hayes, in
wish you and my triends to know
which he said,
this fourteenth ol September, Anno Domunder
be
a
canthat I will not,
any circumstances,
ini, one thousand eight hundred and twendidate against .Judge Taft lor Governor.” Never-

to

llox. K. K. l’lr.i.suru y. < hairman Democratic
State Committee.
Peak Silt:
The near approach of l lie Democratic State
Convention affords me t lie opportunity to make
known the determination 1 had long since arrived at. not to be again a candidate for tin
nomination for Coventor.
While 1 have not sought it in the past, i am
no less grateful fur the nomination and the cordial support of the Democracy at the last two
elections.
Although reasons of a private nature now
impel me to withdraw my name as a possible
candidate, I am also convinced that it will be
for the interest of the Democracy to enter upon
the coming campaign with a new candidate;
and in retiring, I am especially happy to welcome the coming standard bearer to a contest
in which the omens of success are so hopeful
and abundant.
Yours with the highest respect,
Jos. Titcomb.

of our recent numbers we stated
having received documents in relation to
the sword with which the lamented Con.

In

of Declination.

Kkwkbixk, May 28. is To.
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Tho Coming Rifle Shoot.
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hopeless,
of a remedy.
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ARNOLD HARRIS.
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Masts for Sale!
XTl-ANDED in Belfast, Fieri.la Fine Ms
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d mu pumi
300 CASKS

dust r«c«iv..l i*
>chr. "."wallow

WM. PITCHER & SON.

April 111,

1875.

If4-

For

Sale.

mOOLS, FIXTL’KKS and LKASK
with

i

of

a

lir^t cla

or without
faint
CAKKIAdK SHOT,
Shop. Also Top and Open Carriages for sal** cheu|
Apply to 1‘KKKINS BKOS., Beltfust. Me. .'ini.

Tho

River

Time.

the moan, grimy place ami all its occupants,
ami the reporter thought it indelicate to stay
\ growl from the men answered his
longer
< >
womlt : In >11'.Min 1- tin liiver Time.
good-night, ami, keeping near the policeman,
A' i! rmi' through Hi-1 realm of tears.
he made hi- way through the den, with its
Wit!; a fan'1'
rhythm ami a musical rh\m
■deeping Chinamen, and gained the passage,
«
V:d :t i-i 'M'I' r
p ami a surge sublime,*
lh rc it was dark as a wolfs mouth, ami sickA' it
ii<Is with the ocean of
years.
ening with the fumes of opium, which evidentI!"" th. winter' arc drifting, like hakes of ly did not all conn from one room. The policeman. cursing the darkness, stumbled against
one of the many doors.
A voice from within
An*! he summer—like buds between
growled, "What the de\ il do you want there;"
Ami the \ear in tin sheaf—so
they eoniA ami A Chinaman came to the rescue with a saucer
of oil with a wick in il. and, lifting the heavy
(m th. ri\it's biv;o;
with it's ebb ami its tloxv, wooden har from the
door, allowed the lialiA'-il glides in the 'Uadoxv and sheen.
sick reporter and pallid policeman to escape
1 h r.
from
the
den.
a
isle
the
Kixer
Time.
magical
up
"Phew I" said Ollicer Mahon, drawing a deep
" !e-r« the solit
of air> are plaving:
! her,
breath in the moonlight, "that's a place fora
a elomlh »s
>k) ami tropical clime.
A ml a 'OH:: :i' sweet a> a
Christian."
tjuite agreeing with the policevesper eliime.
And the dum-'with the rose' are staying.
man, and earning away the information that
there are at least half a pozen places of the
An 1 thr v ine of the i>!e is tin Long Ago.
kind in the city, the reporter tramped oil' home,
And \\e bun our treasures there:
>an Franeiseo Chronicle.
There are brows ef beauty, and bosoms of
lit

P.l .V

?

■
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Goods! j MACHINE

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

—

>

1ST E W

New

VMIN MixNIvLlN TAYJ.OK.

In\ ites attention to their Elegant Stock ol
x i-: \v

Spring it Summer DressGoods
|

Which they oFer at greatly reduced prices.
Especial attention is called to their Large Stock
A-vw AH Wool ('triad's Jlair Plaids
and Plain (roods for P/ti/inr/s,
also Ttrilled tien/cs.

Still later developments

the
recent daring attempt to rob the (treat
Barrington Bank seem to confirm the impression that the would-be robbers were
a desperate set., and that
nothing short of
a chronometer lock could have baffled
It appears that the cracksmen
them.
hired their horses in Hudson, two days
before the robbery, and :is they did not
return witli the teams the owners instituted a search tor their
missing property.
1 hey were traced to (ireat
Barrington,
and on the morning alter the
gagging of
the bank cashier further tracks of the fugitives were discovered, leaving no doubt
that the men who hired the Hudson horses
and tho bank robbers were the same persons.
The officers kept up the search and
started for Cat skill station, where they
arrived just in time to find that the lour
persons had been rowed across the Hudson l’iver.
A fishboat and a fisherman
were pressed into service, and the party
crossed the river in pursuit. Arriving on
the other side the pursuer- went only a
short distance when they overtook the

Tin y are heaps..1' dust—hut we loved them so!
1 hen are trinkets, and tresses ol hair.
Me re are fragments of sung, that nobodv
sings,
And part *>i an infant’s prayer:
1 he.-,- s a lute unswept, and a
harp without
strings:
1 a re are broken vows, and
pieces of rings.
And the garments that She used to wear.

1 here

hands that are waved, when the fail x
shore
by the mirage is lifted in air:
A r 1 xx e sometime^ hear,
through the turbulent
are

roar,

>u ''d

"ices

In .ir.l iii tlie da V' gone lie fore.
\\ lien the wind down the river is fair.
we

*»

remembered lor aye be the blessed isle.
All tie day ol our lift till night :
^ hen the
evening eouios xvith it' beautiful
smile,
A ud our ex e- are
elo'ing to slumber awhile,
d
that “(ireenwood” of soul be in sight!

Regret.
bad known (> loyal heart.
liiMi. hand to hand, we said farewell,
ih a for all time our paths would part.
A hat shadow o’er our
friendship fell.
I 'leadd hav»
i.i'ped your hand so elose
lu the warm pressure uf mx own,
I'liai memory si ill would keep it> grasp.
If 1 had known.

1.

I
A

>

carriage containing

(lie

regarding

The

men.

GUINET

SILK
In

And o’er von stretched its awful hand.
I 'hould have hushed my careless speech.
1 o listen, dear, to every tone
i hat from \<>ur lips fell low and sweet.
It i had known.
b

1 had known, when your kind eye>
Met mine in parting, true and sad
i-;
gravely tender, gently xvise.
And earnest, rather, more than glad—
!b-v\.11 the lids would lie aboxe,
A' e.i d and white as
sculptured stone.
I
oiii.i have treasured every
glum
It I had known.
—

'O

of Shades, which
ed for Qualiry and

Heavy and
1«>R

A

LA R< K

known how

VARIETY.

AM.

I>1:l

<.«

I

Largest Assortment of

TIES. HAMBURGS

FANCY
Ever

M.

o

A 1 X K 11
HISTORY W*
ry town to

A

K AT* in
for "Th>

I-itilie.-

canvas

the earliest
llistorn of
period to the present time, l>v John
•S- ('.

GOODS !

Kectntly
selling

published

MAINE.
i

call

and examine

A

PAPER!
LATE

LOW PRICES!

received
Prices

at

LINEN

Bonnets.

Hi, yam.

w.u you want ?”
»pcn t in door, John,** answm cd tin policeman. tucking h
star out of dglit.
“Wat foali:"
\
"aim*, sjnokcc opium. rJoim/'persuaded the debauchee.
\ oar w as slowiy withdrawn. the
dooropenI an im h m tw-., and a survey taken. It was
lmt "ati"fact<»n
V a loo huh lice f.m■ i me. No opium.*’
'• on
\
dll*
and
repeated assurance
■bat '•vist.am-'- w mid I intolerable without a
•t
uni. mad'
tin- hinges creak.
The
Chinaman, with haiv feet and a pail* of flapping
vhu f -i»Wsei's reaching to his knee, led the
ay through a < I a r k and dirty passage, with a
"W ot closed doors on each side of it.
Passing
through a den where live or six heathens snord on "i raw mats, the guide ushered his visitos into tin- bower of narcotic
bliss.
It was a
"•ii all room, with a
ceiling so low that it could
!<• touched.
Four bunks, arranged forecastle
la-iiciii
mn-u one •ill. unu gave accomtnoda'i■ >11 to as many -leeping Chinese. A low. broad
I" la ii "i talilr. Car| fled with
dirty straw mutMia. took tip nearly all the
remaining 'pan.
!;■
nine upon hi- luxurious divan was a big,
lecitliy Chinaman, lazily .scratching hi.' brown
lee and grinning a sleepy welcome :
"Ycni like
smoke.- opium?
All light lav
down."

M

M
Mr

m

gusta,
44

LAKME

our

New Firm!

BOSOM.

I

in, ;un! Iron Ware

Costs NO Til I.NO to trv it. 1‘articulars Free. I*. O \ K’KF.in Au-

Ay.

A

^
llo.MANCY, OK Soil. (’ll A lt.M I N<
How
itli- r sex may fascinate and gain the
l°ve and a flections of any person they choose, in
This
art all can possess, free, by mail, tor
stantly.
'-*•* cents together with a Marriage Ouide,
Kgvptian
Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,ooo sold.
A ‘jiieer hook. Address 1. WILLIAM & CO., Fill/-,

|1

s

N II.—i' \TARKH, Sn:«iic.\i. ami Ciiuoxio Diskasks, with 1 hose peculiar to WOMAN and Lilli.
I'lii.N, will receive his Sri < u. A itkni'Ion.
Ki.i:«
v used in all it.' form.-'—where this
i;i(
valuable agent is indicated.
He will Yimt 1‘m ii.nts at their house.', who
are unable to call at his rooms.
on u i.
IIon:."—From in A
M. until 1 1*. M.
From
F. M. until .» IV M.. and from ; IV M. until
A. M.
tffi

ORGANS!

I'l UK ol'HM

Is

SMOKED.

only one very doubtful pillow,
.lid tie- Oriental in charge had his head on one
end
tie.* reporter preferred his elbow
that.
lor a prop while going into that land of
lovely
visions of which DeQuincy wrote,
ll takes
two t-> smoke opium Chines.- fashion.
The
pipe looks like a short liute, Jiy way of a
e
there
is
all
in
one end the
mouth-pie.
opening
i/.e of a piu-head, through which the smoke is
sucked,
fin- howl rises T-shaped lrom the
stem, tin- top is covered, and tile opium thurst
in through a tiny hole,
lletween the operator
and the victim stands a little lamp. The Chinaman
dip.- a darning-needle into his box of
opium, ami as tin- drug i- of the consistency of
molasses, he captures a small .piantity. This
i- held over tin- llame of the
lamp, and sizzles
into quiet a
respectable lump. It is twirled
-killlulh and punched into the howl. While
lie smoker pulls
rapidly, the Chinaman holds
thy bowl in tbe tlame and digs at tin- frying
opium to keep up a draught. Twenty putts
exhaust tie- pipe, and tin- process is
repeated.

JOB WORK
OKDElt.

IMLNL TO

SUCH AS

ORGANS!

Oiic Word is Sufficient for the wise i

built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design* Finish and Durability which constitute kikst[,‘I.aks instruments, and wherever
they have been
introduced, they have, bv their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and confidence of the
I Ik y

are

people.

Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satislaetion guaranteed to tie* purchaser.

tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
a
person, that by constant practice and connection with Organs, understands them
perfectly,
(Jonseq iciitly we shall have a ti nkr from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in

and repair.
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
be convinced that they are as good and hearer
tunis

Have .A.rrivecL

I1IAV1.

ami

Domestic,

...

Pattern Out,

Collars

H. L.

Cuffs,

LORD’S,

IKON WAKE, LEAD

l’LMlhS, with neatness and dispatch.

mi .mm

buy
parties that know nothing about
selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy ot parties that cannot ‘I'uti#* anil

pair
<

of

Organ

an

UK «A NS

can

be

ITn- liFM
of

and

<

II FA l’F.S T

bought

W. C. TUTTLE,
(iinosv’i.
“

High Street, Belfast.

Help Those Who Try

immediately
the hair soft

is as

clean

as

pure

ilOLHE will not color the

iiiAioini: has won for itself
Fa popularity’ which has never before
been equalled by any other preparation
recommended for tin* same purpose.
> All
who have used it are willing to
f vouch for its ability to perform all that
is claimed for it. It is without doubt
st llair Dressing ever used.
Prepared by

LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON.
50 Cents a Bottle.
Sold Ever>where.

guarantee of the reliability of BAYOLIXE
we are permitted to use the name of GEO. H. XICIIOLS, M. 1>.. who has used it in his family with exceedingly beneficial results, and is perfectly acquaint*
He unhesitatingly recomed with its composition.
mends it to his patients, and declares it free from
As

ItOKKIM S’, ( I.A It It
assortment id

STOVES
Ot the be-t

mamifacture,
I in War.

Abo Furnace

Lamp-, < >il,

Wink,

c.

Tlic WYOMING STOVE
M ade

a

<ome and examine the mw.-'t
ami best slon in the \\ ..rid.

'jieciailv.

J O IB

W O R R

<>f all

description promptly attended to.
People who contemplate purchasing stoves

ft#'
:ind tin ware will do well b\ calling onine before go
ing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am 'ali-iied that 1 can give satisfaction.

Itella,-t, Oct. Bill, 1>; F

R. F. CLARK.

til.

mi

Blackwell's Pickles and Sauces.

Crosse &

I

jROCERY

'STORE!

UNDERSIGNED have purchased the stock
and trade of the Meat and < irocery Store tor1 nerly occupied by SANBORN & S'lAPEES in Telef tapii building, corner ot Main and High streets
On-re they will keep every thing in the meat and
egetable line that the season atfords. Also groeries of all kinds.

rllF.

J

#0'

A Team will deliver all article*

J mrchased

i

ree

of

of

us

at any part of the

Iv

DRY
ami

CALL

1!

NEW

LIVERY STABLE!

Buy

oven

as

Blacking.

& Martin’s

May’s Washing Powders.
Conti’s Italian Castile Soap, Macaroni, olives,
Prune.-, Sardines, Gelatine, Scotch Oatmeal, London
Porter, China Preserved Ginger,' Chamois Skins,
Uv-L.

Charles C.

Crary, Auctioneer.

-0-

Sale.

Assignee’s

Belfast, July 28lh.

1»74.Jr-

CALL

Before purchasing your goods. There you will
lind General HARO WARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 l’henix Row.
tf42
April 20, 1875.

DISSOLUTION!
E Co-partnership heretofore
between
the undersigned, under the style of Richardson
& Critchett is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business of the late lirni will be settled
by O. G. Critchett.
StJMNER RICHARDSON’, tn.
O. (i. CRITCHETT.
Belfast, May 21, 1875.—-.'{w47

Til

a

Di-tri. t < ourt ul the l nited States lor the District
<*t Maine.
1 n t lie matter of Finery A. Caldervvood,
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy.
1 1CF i- hereby given that the Assignee in the
above entitled case, will sell at public auction,
at hi- office, in Belfast, in said District, on Thursday, the seventeenth day of June, A, D. 1875, at ten
o’clock, A. M a certain parcel of real estate, situate
in Waldo, in said District, belonging to the estate
of said Bankrupt, a i/.
lot numbered twenty, the
north-easterly half of lot numbered nineteen, and a
part of the south-westerly halt of said lot numbered
nineteen, containing in the whole, one hundred and
fifty acres, more or less, being the same premises
which were conveyed to said Bankrupt by Samuel
Carver, on the first day of April, lsiis,
deed
of that date, recorded in the W aldo Registry, volume
1TB, page 277, to which, and the deeds therein men
tinned reference is hereby had for a description.
Said property will be sold subject to the following
incumbrances, i/.
First. A certain mortgage of one undivided half
of said
dated April 22, 1805. recorded in
said Registry, vol. 12J, page 222, given by said Bank
nipt to Mrs. Father ( alderwood, conditioned that
said Bankrupt shall well and fruly render io her a
suitable support during her natural life.
Second. A certain mortgage of the whole of said
premises given by said Bankrupt to John Peirce,
dated April (>, 1808, revived and declared ot full force
bv said United States Court, on which mortgage re
mains due the sum ot live hundred and lifty-two
dollars and one cent.
JOSFPI1 WILLIAMSON, Assignee, of
said Finery A. C alderwood.
Belfast, May 25, 1875 --".w 17.
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Do

it Beats the World.

Say

existing

Dr.

i/Tres»^plf5L

MORRISON’S

on

board

Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness

of

the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Diseases

leading

to

Consumption.

It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Burks,
[)f wonderful healing prop* rties, and thi- Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and
others, testimonials from whom I can furnish with
out number.
LAIK.E

BOTTLE, 35 CKN IS.

Bonnet

glass.

Bleacliery.

goes Mrs. A. with
rpiIERE
1 on? Don’t Shi. Look

Nkw Stylk Hat
Nick? Who wants
to bo outdone by Mrs. A., “that’s the question.”
Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are
in communication with Belfast by stage or other
wsse, please take notice. At the sign of the Straw
Works, East side of the river.
lS7.>.—-:hii4J
s. A. BLACK.
Belfast,

^-Sample

a

Circular Free../*#
F, W. KIXM.UAX Proprietor.
Bottle and

14i Water Street,
: *>i:

Aujfuita, -Tie.
isis.
lyeowll.

vi.k r.v a.i.1.

FOWLE’S

April^

PILE AND HUMOR CURE.

DISSOLUTION.

The (/nuti st um! only Metlicinc ever discovered
un<t war ranted) for the. perfect curt of all the worst

Co-partnership heretofore existing between
A. the undersigned under the style of L. A. Know!
ton & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the late linn can be settled bv either
of the partners at the store recently occupied by the
hrm.
L. A. KNOW ETON.
<
I*. II A/EL fix E.
Belfast, May 1, 1>;.. (hvll

rpilE

The business will be continued by the undersigned, who will be glad to see the olrl customers, and
assures them of all advantages of the market.
LA. KNOW ETON.

DISSOLUTION.
co-partnership
rpiIE
L. lirm name of

heretofore

exisfingumler

the

0>nnsot 1'ilks, Li.i'uosv, Souoiui. v, Kinc-YVokm,
Sai t Rhm m, can« 'kii, Catarrh, Kiikcm\tism
Asthma. Dvspki*sia, Kidneys, and all diseases n/'
the Skin and Blood. Entirely vegetable..
Money
returned in all cases of failure. H. D. FOWLE
Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle’
end for Circulars.
dineow.'t?

artificial teeth.

BELMONT.

Mr. A. .1. Nickerson is authorized to settle the accounts of the lirm, and all persons owing the lirm,
will please call on him at once and settle.
Thanking the public for past favors, and soliciting a continuance of the same for our successor, we

remain very respectfully,

A. J. NICKERSON.
IL H. GRANT,
E. S. GRANT,

The business of the old lirm will be carried on
by
the undersigned at the old stand, and
by strict attention to the wants of customers, he
to rehopes
ceive his share of the public patronage.
A. .1. NICKERSON.

Searspnrt, May 31, 187.~>.--3wlS

BEST
TO

PLACE

BUY

MADE TO ORDER.

Warranted to Pit.

CHAS. CUSTIS & CO.,
493 Couiress SI., Portland Me.'"

IS AT

THOMPSON’S.

tWWWWI No CharffeH for obtaining
Patents unless successful!
TA
IWVPWTnPQ
V fill lUlvD
lVl i-W
free. C. A. Shaw,
Pamphlet
110 Tremont Street, Boston.
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CAPTAIN C. KILDY,

BEECHER'S

Bowery, .lew York;
Post Office Box, l.»Mk

AND

AM Kill CAN

FOREIGN

I’ATFNTS

No. 76 State
AT Kit

ur

Designs,

St.,opposite Kilby St., Boston

extensive practice of upwards of do
years,continues to secure Patents in the United
States; also in (Jreat Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of Invenand other advice rendered in all
tions, and
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ol
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in 'Washington.
A’o Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the

A

an

legal

patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey

Patent, and the usual
here saved inventors.

cure a

to

Washington to progreat delay there, are

“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
cannot employ a man more, competent and trustmore capable of putting their
tions in a form to secure for them an early and Favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”

they

applica-

me over THI RTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
.JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
ly\"Z7.
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
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BLATCHLEY’S
iinpruvi-ii riTci M111-'If
jur

£ knowh-dged STAXDAUD
^ of the market, by popular
verdict, thi- best pump lor
.ia'2
h V
the least moiii'v.
Attonto lilatehley’s
invited
is
tention
Improved
Itraekei, the Drop ( luck Valve, which
can hi- withdrawn without
disturbing the
joints, and the copper chamber which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will
last
a life time.
For sale by Dealers and the
trade generally.
In order to be sure that
y°u K'd Hlatchley’s l’ump, he careful and
see that it has
my trade-mark above.
If
you do not know where to
buy, descriptiv e circulars,
together with the name ami address of the agent
nearest vou, will be
promptly furnished byJ addressing, with stamp.
2

503

Manufacturer.

Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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FIRST TRIP OFTHE SEASON

For Hair ami Whiskers.
Changes light
or gray hair to a jet
hlaek, dark hrown. or
auburn coloj
It contains no Sulphur <>r
Feud, or other delete
rious ingredient,
li
requires hut a single
application to tle. t
purpose.and \va>h
ing is required aft.
.dyeing, as m the ease
»of otherdyes. It i-1
t \nu separate ai tid.
Fias are most
hair
hut
singl.
dyes
combination and
perienced V hole -ale
druggists, who have
Kin 11 it'd
ui»* various «i yt*s. pr«'in »uin-»- u tiik I’d ST
t'ini'l**
preparation for ehaiiKiiiLr tlit* color of the
which lias ever been brought to their notice.
PRICK
CENTS. Sati>faction Knaranh
I in <■
case, or the moiiev refund'd
Prepared onl\ h\ <;
THOMPSON, Rockland. Me Sold l-s all deai.-rs

flNI Y
(JHLV

'i

\ >in plo-rt!
l>lf>boro, lloo|*t
igt
agent at lir*>■ »k.«\ i!!Belfast. May
In.. -tfM.

: Barton Stret t.
I'his firm confidently assure the masters ami owners of ships that they have the b« st of finalities for
executing every branch of slopworks, for both w«»»h1
en ami iron
ships, in a manner guaranteed :<>
satisfaction.—t fV, 4

,,u>t published, a new edition of Hr,
^ ulv<l,twvll " Oleliral**!! I'mnn
the radical carr without
medicine
of Si*i.r.\i atoki: u<» a
or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary >t minal l osses,
lMt’oTK.vei Mental and Physical incapacity, lm
pediments to Marriage, etc., also, C«.nm mnihn,
Krii.i.i’sv and Fits, induced hy selt'-indulgenc* or
sexual extravagance, &e.
Price, in a sealed em elope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consciences of selfabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which every sutferer, no
matter what his condition may he, may cure himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
-This Lecture should he in tin* hands of e\er\
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, t<- any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two post
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,

ai
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The .stable has shared the general improvement,
and with experienced and careful hostler- no
painwill be spared in taking care of hor-es.
He has some tine LI VEE\ S 1 < >CK, for the aceom
niodation of those desiring good teams.
B. H. MITCH ELI,.
Belfast, Dec. g."., 1 >7 I CmosgtP
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ilousi*, and made extensive improvements
tlM‘ sa,n,‘» informs the public that lie is
Miiow rea<ly for business. The old friends of
the house will find increased comfort s, ami new ones
will hi* welcome to as good fare a- can be had
any
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Congress St., Portland,
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STEAMER
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is no form of Erysipelas, Scrofula nor
Blll.l M that the human familv have
ever been alllicted w ith, but what i can effect a
per
inanent cure.
1 discovered the medicine- in the
and since that time I have effected ;i cure
year
ot more than two thousand cases. Any one alllict
ed with any ot the above diseases 1 would like to
have them visit Portland, and make all the inquire
they please in regard to mv skill as a physician.
1 graduated at Harvard I'niversity, ainl !ia\< al
ways practiced medicine in this city.
Those who are not able to visit me, 1 w ill, at their
request, visit them, or send medicine- and directions

H.

V.

n
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FEATHERS ! Sewing Machine Needles
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and commodious Hotel, built l»v the late
Gardner Brewer, Es.p, is now open to the public.
It is complete in all tin* modern appointments,
Passenger Elevator, Steam-heat and running water
in tin.1 ltooms ; Bath and 1 oilet Booms on each Floor,
etc. etc.
JV/'u centrally located, near the Coiumou,
all the places of amusement, Public Buildings, and
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines; Horse-Curs ami Stage- to all partof the City and Suburbs, connecting with all tin
Depots, pass the door continually.
Booms, $1.00 per day and upwards, according to
size and location.
An excellent Restaurant, :it moderate price*.
Your patronage i< solicited.
L«»n. H. S a n m m:n.
E. a. |J a
\
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Nickerson, Grant & Do., is this

day dissolved by mutual consent.
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Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting

R

PINE

Ml.

blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) alter taking a few bottles.
H. S. Flint k (
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

1

At their Oreat Medical

DENTAL ENGINE!
is rendered much less painful

JOINERS,

Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma

K:iilr<>;di \\ li-irl.
>1
ki
KSDA 'i and Flil 1>A I I pilings i\
cniiiiiH-m ing, I'm 'du> Ma.
k:-,r,
•, t**i 1:
Pa-tine, l>e« r Isle. >« dgwick ><•. \l » -t liar'
••

I

o’clock,

firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,
purifying the

Prepared by Dr.

id
corner of < hurcli
and
Streets. Has all the lat. >t
for operating upon teeth, in

bv which the process
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons
prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

OFFICE
An

Will
v «-ry

—

Moore,

Spring
improved instruments
eluding

CAPT. CHAS. UEERINO.

—

SHIPWIGTITS, SIIIPSMITIIS,

Don't tail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
\V. Kinsman is blown in the
that the name of I

J.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May .-till be found at the old stand

Mast.

SAVE 25 CENTS!

THE

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

STEAMER

LEWISTON,

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs, —the great. Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the in-

HERRIMAN. WARM1NGT0N & CO I

PURCHASING !

through ticket

:lstf

DE2T TXSTRY!

WORKS

AT

Belfast Hardware Store

QI ASITn Fnlt SAI.K in

ANY

THE

—

CEDAR FENCE RAILS
IN

Quaker Bitters

—

—AND-

ti

lower prices.

-AM)-

ball,

'feains furnished for all occasions and at all times,
iood and capable drivers luruished when
required,
ive me a call and try ray teams.

KKMOYKD to their new Banking Ku .au
House Square, are prepared n> re
deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of dune, duly, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the'first Mondays ot June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundae* and
I.egal Holidays,) from to Id A. M., and to A 1*. M
Saturdays Bank closes at Id, noon,
dtnix II. QITMRY, Treas.
ASA 1 AI M K, Pre-t.
Belfast, June Sth 1-C4.
;f

in Custom
nAVK
ceive

Per Week.

Trips

njt. FLINT’S

BOSTON.

lmv

Steamer I£aiahdm !

bought
Henry Bunbar, Jr., has
formerly occupied by Fred Kim/^•j^r^the stable
on
near Perkins

Washington Street,
(
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
>p» ned a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.

Two

Savings Bank.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

WH.I.', Ag-iit

<■

-»•>

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may lie wanted, from the best of
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class, furnished in any quantity, at bottom prices.
KKKD ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
tf-’-t
Cien’l Ag't Higganurn Mfg. C o.

Belfast

3 65

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

Flow Handles! Flow Foams!

1 his

GOODS

BEFORE

Charge.

emo va

<*!:«•

Reliant, .1 lllle 1, lv

< >ur long experience in the business, and our
past
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that work entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, High
.JOHN II. POOR.
Street.
Belfast. March IS, 1 s7“*. tf MAT f WK1.SH.

Opposite (llobe

found all the

City

We invite our old friends to call.
CALVIN .1. ORA V.
N. F. PATTERSON
Belfast, Aug. 20th. 187L—tf?

LOWELL,

All freight must be accompanied b) Billot i.a d:;,g
duplicate. Ml freiglit bill- n,
(,a.J ol
deliv ery of good-.

prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
PAINTING in all it* branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.

&

H

&c.

W ill it-;;

are

<)“L5 tSr

Son's Cocoas and Chocolate-,
s. Rae & Co’s Sublime Olive Oil.

Fry

Day

R. Roix,
Capt. C. B. Sanford.
M
Belfast
Boston
w
etinesday, I huraday and Saturduy. at 1* .'I
will
leave
ever.
Returning
Honda)
Boston
iuesduy, Thursday and T ri.t;i, at I V 'I
FARE TO BOSTON
50

ietors, Boston*
lyeowde

in

porter*
Agent*,
99 and 101 Broad Street, Boston,

.1. S

Capt. Wm.

PAINTERS!

km;ot*i. \\

$5000 Gold for a Better Article

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

or a

MARKET

Artificial Teeth M a mi fact u red.

& HAYES,
uu«l

BRAY

They

Advertised in this i.aper. at

I*. S. ,1. B. Wadlin will be found at the old stand
short time, where all those who have unset,
led accounts will please call and settle the same.
(iinos.28
Per Order
.1. B. \V AD1J X.

Mill W. 1-OW1,K& SON'S, I’ropi
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.

STKAMKK

KATAHD1N, CAMBRIDGE.

bottles much the

POOR & WELSH

3ni47

injurious substance.

Themselves."
Having recently j.imTin'. d tie- -lock and trade of S.
S. II DIFS FT
will keep eon-lantlv on hand a large

$i=* bottle; large

50 cts.
cheaper.

l’eeth tilled in the best manner,
try 10.

We

tlie llouteFour Trips p*r fferk.

on

STKAMKK

wrapper.

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

a

Help By

to

W. W. MERRILL

WADLIX.

MEAT

The

SPRING GOODS!

........

1

done by

Foreign

i.e.ns

WADL1N & MERRILL. BELFAST
TO NEW YORK
E.
FOB $7.25 !

i.

SMALL & KNIGHT

ORGANS!

will

keeps

L'Otf

h. r. win i i.
EXAMINE Tin; CEI.EHItA TED

11.N&

Fin Roofing Made a Speciality!

Upon

While til" reporter was in tbe midst of bis
third dose, and backing bis stomach against the
han any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
Chinaman's pipe, his misery was relieved bv bound to sell as we shall Jet no one touch us in
tin- sudden entrance ol two young women, prices.
lyniO
seeing while men. tiny were turning to flv'
M. P WOODCOCK & SON.
Put the alacrity with which the reporter
sprang
from his hard couch and begged them not to
leave because of bis presence calmed their
tears, and also those of the brace of dissipated
looking bucks in shiny hats who accompanied
them. The girls were young and pretty, and
w
v
extensively attired, but looked jaded, as
it from some rout or other.
It was past three
m the morning.
A whispered conference rc-uh'-'l in the. younger of flic
girls saying defiantly. "1 don’t care;’’ and evidently she did
SELECTED WriH CAKE, HOODS
suitable lor this climate ur aav
lor
without hesitation she threw herself
not,
other, in a variety
oi Styles and Shades,
the
bench
and
upon
rested her head on the end
ol the pillow lelt Vacant bv the
Chinaman. The
other, encouraged -.
-N.iuijm;, HiiUH, a J>ll
low of her eompat non, ami the
smoking begat
It was an odd and painful sight. Their beade
And employ the most Skilful hands to manufacture
silks, showy jewe r.v and bright
complexion them. Confident 1 can tit the most fastidious 1 re.
were in strange contrast to UU;
the squaiui
sut
squalid s.
sportfully solicit a call t*» examine.
roundings. The lair hair of the younger gii
To those that fiml it difficult to get a good
fitting
arranged in a wild and coquettish tangle, fairl
brushed the shuven mown ot me unclean
( hinaman, and onfce nr twice the
S
Pi
I
PL
T !
unappreciative heathen brushed it, away from his eyes
The women were connoisseurs and needed no Will save a good deal of fault finding to corne and
directions in the management of the pipe. Up
GET A
to the eighth pipe they talked and laughed quietly with their gallants, hut after that point the
drug began to have its effect. The bright eves
grew brighter, and the blood showed its color IJy my New System. I have also a Nice Line of
even under the rouge and powder, and, ceasing their chatter they gave themselves up to
and.
THE INTOXICATION' OF THE OPIUM.
(Linen and Paper,) Neck Wear, Hosiery, Umbrellas,
The blase scoundrels who had brought the
and the best
girls began to look askance at the reporter and
SUSPENDERS out at
his disguised companion. They even became
threatening in their talk, inquiring of one another why some people would
stay where they
weren’t wanted, and wondered whether
putmerchant taieoh
a
head
on
troublesome
ting
people wasn’t a disAro. 10 Williamson's lilock,
agreeable thiug to do, speaking in a general
Belfast.
way. The women had become unconscious of
April ;o, lsrs.
tf42
«

Repairing STOVES,
’ILL &.

ORGANS!

AND

little third rate organ, when von
one of WOOD’S or .M ASON & 11AM
a

Can In'

ORGANS!

wa>

ENTEI: TWO VOTNil WOMEN.

It

I

ALIi KINDS OF

PbiJadeldhiu.

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, ms is
proved by hundreds of testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “1. 1UTTS” on the

D ENTIST !

universally.

BAYOL1WE
eradicate dandruff.
TOLI A E
and pliable.
ItAYOJLlXE

Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

any Mouse in the State.

1

H..U

so

AYOI^IXE never fails to stop
falling out of the hair.

HOMER,

LOWFIGURES

■

l ie-re

flowing

-AND AT AS-

Me.

Don't Fail to Cal!

i-rms

Price

HAIR TONIC

and Surgeon. Late from
Boston.
umce, 5o Main St., over store ol IS

Don’t

Hats. Flowers
Feathers

» ■V A XV,:1:K guaranteed to Male and
M Female Agents, in their locality.
M

•«

I

41

Stilt growing in public furor. Each
month increases its sales nearly double
tb it of the previous month. "The fol
are some of the reasons why it

Physician

can

GOOD AN ARTICLE

4ft

quantity, at short notice.
supplied at Manufacturers’ prices.
Send for descriptive Catalogue ami

>11A

DR. JOHN

FIN’S for

H. H. Johnson & Co.

:

di n.

D.iirv Fu rni* liiug

Stationarr anil I*i»rtal»i«»
Strain
Engioei.
Ha\ Spreader.'*, Loaders ami Nay Forks. Iron and
Wood Work of any kind" and in any

till

Goods DON’T’get

<

I nr.

SWIVEL

IWooiU,

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

buy

Ladies will please call and examine
and well selected Stock of

W ater Wheel

I'll

I II I:

I'arlorv anil

It

.New York, which are
Cheaper than can he ton ml

8TOYES,

1

Eagle.

l*«>t:ito 1 iggers and Planter.-, Bag Holders, Wagon
■hicks M hippletrees —Double or .Single. Steaml-'ut, Railroad and Platform Ducks. <>x
^ okes and lWwti.
Plow Beams and
li am d 1 e. s

pleases

from

■ '•

1

AND

AT

SWITCHES

Millinery

FELLOWS’ H Y P OP HO SPHIT E S.

PURE

i-1

Celebrated Silver

the

Keen’s London Mustard.

LADIES!

A

and Hitching Weights.
large line of Steel and Swivel Rlows, including

Trade
liberal.
List.

Two Steamers

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

M. L. M A G 0 0 N

SHINGLES

■

inquired

Stock!

Large

elsewhere.

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

oicc

STYLES!

AlIRAMiESENTS FOE THE SEASON OF ISi:>

Cucumber wood and American Sub

NEW CHARTER OAK

Large Stock of line

our

IJetwcen two and three o'clock Friday moriiand
rt'porier was plodding along Dupont street
hs- way home.
That battered ami immoral i i ni: assistant to nn. ioilim; >i ri»i.\ i,
!
111• r<*tighfar<■ was still as the reporter’s eon-'
I T RELIEVES ill i:
ience but for the natter of the boots of a couWhich we feel confident cannot he
! PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN
surpassed in
<
"f
HEART, variety or style in this city.
1*1'legautly-dressed ladies halt a block
A M><; I VMS
1 he journalist modestly relaxed his
ahead.
'.New bloods received every lioat.
! a •••. ,i- it w;e. considering tin hour and neigh- j BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
t• »i li<mol. not
I'll 1*: • I A It ll.VSSi: 1» MAN ol Itl'SINKSS.
improbable that an unprotected
"iing'ii!an m ght b- molested. When tin* girls
won- :i few d'»or< from tin* corner of Sacramento street tin \ stopped suddenly, gave :i
1*75. II
May
ti.i'ty :11j• ( |»« Miliar knock and were admitted. Il \«>iir husband, sons »»r brothers an-to have an-.
Shirts made this spring, call for the
I In n was mulling' remarkable in this eimim•d ..no, 'nil the house was a
puzzle, heSHIRT
rn-' nothing less than a
dirty, board-shuttered
«
•1 a—
den, with tin usual banquet of hideous i
FOSTER & MERRILL, Manufacturers.
he'" surrouiidiiig it.
What two well-dressed
I ln ir goods are not part or all cotton but are made
rI^HI' vnh-eriher< having become successors to .J.
hit
w o111'■ 11, ot whatever character, could
“1 l*«i‘e Irish Linen,
imported by them. You will
'N ADLIN, by the purchase ol' his stock «>f
all’ m Midi a place was more than tin*
know
their goods by their trade-mark on each front.
leporte<- n id make out.
I’oi. 'c <)tlieer Mahon, who It is a blue label with g;ilt li tters.
■a* lowering near, threw' some
light on the
• iJ
He had been watching the place for
N. F. BURNHAM S
in**i
than a Week
Tin* sight ot Women g< ing
TURBINE
•'i "t all hours o! she
day and night had naturdrawn hi- notice.
iin tin* day previous lie
*
i Rationed himself in a window opposite,
" as selected- I v« ar- ap. a ml
'hiring three or four hours of tue atternoon
logcther with tin- fools and Machinery, an now
l'"1 to work in th«- Patent Ofhad
oiinttal liftcen female \ isitors and nearly
lice- Washington, 1»
ami lias
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo<> but In* />r\s7. l'.tsi/.c- made
i
'••man
proved
young men
liny go there to smoke
mers, and AS MAN \ NKW ONES as are plea-ed to
/‘rues burn- than am other tirst■’piuni.' -aid the dicer, ••.ami what else I don’t
i-lass wle-H.
give iiv a call, with all kinds of goods in our line,
Pamphlet free
•'
a
Mom »f tin* women are young, and the
-N. 1-. 1U KM1 AM, 1ui:k, 1* v
with as
“'■n ai'
hoo.':urns and sports/' Persuading
c
in a ii to hear ii i m
|
company, tin* reporiKno k ,j
Pres- CK C QOn I'01 ‘lav at home, terms free. Address
upon the Wooden shutters.
'?LUf-i:u .Stinson & (
Portland, Me.
utly dglit "iioiie through tin* door ami a cau\

ROWERS, THRESHING MACHINES,
WOOD-SAW I NO .MACH IN ES,
PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Huy, Straw and Root Cutters—Hand or Rowrr.
I.awn Muwirs, Garden and Kidd Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrows.
Cidi-r Mills, CulTre, Spice and Grist Mills—Hand or
Rower.

tie red in this market.

II.41 IS

Abln'tt.

A new hook ol invaluable interest to every citizen. The
work is complete in one handsome
volume, illustrated, and
at a price within reach of the
people. A rare chance for a first class
canvasser.
I;. 15 III SSFI.L, Publisher, lioston.

OF

i:

ion

Agricultural Implements.
MOWING

merged Rumps, Wind-mills, Automatic Rumps for
Harms and Railroads, Dumb Bells, Sash

o

D—

HA 111 DUN BLOCK. Belfast, Ale.

ATWOOD,

MAXIFA1 UREKS* AGENT,
holesale and Retail Dealer in Every description of

any

soon

Opium-Smokers.

NECK

W

BOSTON a LOWELL

«l i u g at the
ami every affecof the t il u oa t,
i.i■ n<;s and ciik.st, are
speedily and permanently cured by the useofI>u.
Wist a n’s Bai.sam *»i Wili> Ciikhkv, which does
not dry up :i cough and leave the cause behind, as i>
the ca.-e with most remedies, hut loosens it, cleanses
the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the
cause of the complaint.
e e

tion

at Law!

Line

Independent
—K O K—

JLuug*,

4d"AlI business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

teeth.

FRED

TRIMMED FREE

Arc

Tarrani's Saltzer Aperient.

tic

Women

EVERY

—A L S

needful is
S' >1,1» IIV

ROOM

UMBRELLAS,

'Mu-

Propr.

il 1

GEO. E. WALLACE,

.Special attention paid to extracting

C lieese

GRADES.

STREET, BELFAST.
formerly occupied by K. K. Boyle.

Office

Sanford’s

So re
llronchiliM,
Influenza,
Croup. It hooping
C'ough, lloarsene**
Jdver
Complaint,
K*uin* or Morene**
in the ('heat or Mitle,

Throat,

SEARSPORT, ME.

MACHINES, (TLTIYATOKS, HORSE
RAKES, HARROWS, HORSE HOES, HORSE

SHOP— Mathew?- Bros.’ Steam Mill, Cor. of <’rosnnd Miller Sts., Belfast, Me.
tl';4

tine Assortment of SACK TRIMMINGS consist
ing of

Symptom*’
they
right .-iflt*, \e-lowness of the eves, naudebility, irregularity of the how* Is and head
ll >o, your liver i- w rong and to set it
right
give tone and vigor to your system, the one

thing

for you
ending of the ftglit.
And on your \ ision, fair and new
1 denial peace dawned into sight,
1 -h on Id have begged, as love's last
gift,
l hat you before <1 oil’s great white throne,
\\ mild pray for your
friend
on
earth,
poor
II 1 had known.
near

\U.

on

river. The farm contains 80 acres
ot land, good house, barn and outbuildings; a young orchard of 75
trees; well watered, and wood enough for home
consumption. 1 he farm is in a good neighborhood
on the Searsport road, one half mile from the lower
bridge. Terms reasonable. Inquire of ( apt. T. K.
SHI I E, I’ilot on board Steamer
Cambridge.
Belfast, May 20, 1875.—:>mos4<5*

Cough*, Cold*

at Law!

Attorney

subscriber offers for sale his
THE
Farm
the east side of the

with lull set combi

F. A. HOWARD.

JOHNSON,

Attorney
14 MAIN

Winterport, Maine,

collars, cutters and counter shafts complete.
1 Wood Lathe, b> ft. bed, IV> inch swing, ar
ranged to turn 7 foot circle at end.

Parasols ■& Sun-shades!

in tit*-

and

Irregular Moulder,

3 5-8xf*

Ol

ORNA avriEIsTTS !
aui

1

Thread. Malta and Yak Laces.

are, lour

Engine,

Portable

Heater.

nation

Shawls!

Woolen
IN

Upright,

and

Striped do.

A N

1

Stationary Engine, 6xlfi, with llunton
governor, upright tubular boiler, steam gage, heater
and pump complete.

•-

ASSORTMENT

Farm for Sale.

E.

1

Paisley Shawls
and

fur

following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

COLORED

-*>

inclusive,

The

SACQKES.

Fringes, Passementerie Poops

I had know n that, until 1 »eath
"hall with his linger touch mv brow
And s*j|| the quickening of the breath
That stir" with life’s full meaning now.
long my feet must tread the way
* M‘ our accustomed
paths alone,
I should have prized your presence more.
If I had known.
I had
i >r<-w

Cheapness.

inch

J

Contracts for building machinery solicited.

25 Cents Per Yard!

i

W lull

Holt ends from 1 1 inch t<» 1 1
nislied at low pries.

Drap’d1 Ete,

LADIES’

olli

Castings

every description furnished when desired.
Holt cutting and Nut-tapping by machinery

Of

Alpacas and Mohairs

SELTZER!

it

II

be surpass-

--.

had known P> what strange* place,
W'iiat mwiir. distant, silent shore.
You calmly turned your st*. adfaM face
W hat tiim your
footsteps left my door,
I diould have forged a golden link
I
hind tic heart so constant grown.
\ud keep it constant ever there.
If 1 had known.

Patterns For and

G.

tfij

---u-

GRADES.

Fine

LINK

\

And hushed e e h idle sigh and moan,
hid > on a last, long (bid-speed.
It 1 had known.

I:

ALL

IN

IN

>

JUQ'OX HAM) AM) MADE TO OKDEIt..J?n
Machine Jobbing ol all kinds Join with dispatch.

Black Cashmeres'

fjtetu JuDUiTtiscmcnts.

I had known how, from the strit«•
M teal’s, hopes, passions, le-re below.
! id" a purer, higher lile
1 hat xou weiv called. <> friend, to
go.
1 'ht.*u!d have 'taxed mv foolish tears.

cannot

Xorthport, April 20,,1875.

LINK OF

A JSELEN DID

•

i

POPLINS,

Variety

SUN

b

all grades.

Black Brilliantines, Mohairs, Alpacas from 25 lo $1.25.

drov e up and demanded a surrender.
The thieves replied by firing live shots—
one
entering the dash of the carriage, one
entering the side of the horse, the other
three shots being at random. One of the
ollieers returned the shots with his pistol,
and his shot took effect in the arm ot a
tiiiet, whereupon they drove on rapidly
about a mile, and, leaving their carriage,
van into a
piece of woods and escaped.
A vigorous search failed to reveal their
whereabouts, and it wa- apparent that
they did not intend to be captured alive.

i had known xvlicn. far and wide.
A e loitered through the summer land.
A hat Presence wandered
by our side.

Pulleys, Shafting,
and Dagon Screws, &e.,

1

eel's

l!

SILKS,

BLACK
in

TIIE house and lot known as the
1 A. E. Fletcher house at Saturday Cove, Northport, for sale.
IpTerms easy. Would take mortgage
"note for part pay. Inquire of
GEO. E. .IOHXSOX, Es<>., Belfast.

Arbors, Jack

X. I».

Grade.

in every

-o-

SHOP!

Saw

o

STEEL AND GREY GOODS,

snow —

House and Lot for Sale'!

i lo

se

are,

beyond

dl

comparison, the most
'iologv ev. r published,

ordinary works on Pin
is nothing whatever that the
iitfnr

i
!

so

can

)funi,

\tr

lb.-.,

x.

either

require or wish to knew. r.ut
what is tally explained, and
many matters oi th
most important and
interesting character ire inti
dueed, to w hich no allusion evcn can be found in an
other works in our language. All the \t-iv Ittscot
ci*/Ys of the

author,

w

hose experience

I ably never before fell to I In* lot of any

No person should be without
The press throughout the

in full.

ble

i^

books.

clergy and the

medical

such

man,

a>

are

pn»b
given

these valuu
country, tin

faculty generally highly

extol

extraordinary and useful works, fhc im-t
fastidious may read them.
Address the Plaboiiy Mim* \i. IwriTi n-.N,.
these

t

Bultineh

N. It.

consulted
diseases

(opposite Rev* re Hons* Boston, Mu«
author and consulting physicians can t e
all the above named diseases, and all

st.

1 he

on

requiring

skill

AGENTS

ami i:\i*kimkn< k

WANTED\

lyls

Reliable men to sell the Weldon Low Water Alarm
(iuage; commends itself at sight. Control of couu
ties given. Engineers or those familiar with steam
boilers preferred.
Address, p. u Box'JtHU, Boston
Miss.—T\v»;

